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Abstract

Most of us perform grasping actions over a thousand times per day without
giving it much consideration, be it from driving to drinking coffee. Learning
robots the same ease when it comes to grasping has been a goal for the robotics
research community for decades.

The reason for the slow progress lays mainly in the inferiority of the
robot sensorimotor system. Robotic grippers are often non-compliant, lack
the degrees of freedom of human hands, and haptic sensors are rudimentary
involving significantly less resolution and sensitivity than in humans.

Research has therefore focused on engineering solutions that center on
the stability of the grasp. This involves specifying complex functions and
search strategies detailing the interaction between the digits of the robot
and the surface of the object. Given the amount of variation in materials,
shapes, and ability to deform it seems infeasible to analytically formulate
such a gripper-to-shape mapping. Many researchers have instead looked to
data-driven methods for learning the gripper-to-shape mapping as does this
thesis.

Humans obviously have a similar mapping capability. However, how we
grasp an object is determined foremost by what we are going to do with the
object. We have priors on task, material, and the dynamics of objects that
help guide the grasping process. We also have a deeper understanding of how
shape and material relate to our own embodiment.

We tie all these aspects together: our understanding of what an object
can be used for, how that affects our interaction with it, and how our hand
can form to achieve the goal of the manipulation. For us humans grasping is
not just a gripper-to-shape mapping it is a holistic process where all parts of
the chain matters to the outcome. The focus of this thesis is thus on how to
incorporate such a holistic process into robotic grasp planning.

We will address the holistic grasping process through three jointly con-
nected modules. The first is affordance detection and learning to infer the
common parts for objects that afford an action, a form of conceptualization of
the affordance categories. The second is learning grasp semantics, how shape
relates to the gripper configuration. And finally the third is to learn how task
constrains the grasping process.

We will explore these three parts through the concept of similarity. This
translates directly into the idea that we should learn a representation that
puts similar types of the entities that we are describing, that is, objects,
grasps, and tasks, close to each other in space. We will show that the idea
of similarity based representations will help the robot reason about which
parts of an object is important for affordance inference, which grasps and
tasks are similar, and how the categories relate to each other. Finally, the
similarity-based approach will help us tie all parts together in the conceptual
demonstration of how a holistic grasping process might be realized.
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Sammanfattning

De flesta av oss greppar objekt över tusen gånger per dag utan att ge
det mycket eftertanke, vare sig det är att köra bil eller att dricka kaffe. Att
lära robotar liknande förmågor gällande manipulering har varit ett mål för
robotforskningen i årtionden.

Anledningen till de långsamma framstegen ligger huvudsakligen i robotar-
nas underutvecklade sensorimotoriska system. Robothänder är ofta inflexibla,
saknar möjligheter till komplexa konfigurationer jämfört med mänskliga hän-
der. De haptiska sensorerna är rudimentära, vilket innebär betydligt lägre
upplösning och känslighet vid beröring än hos människor.

Den nuvarande forskningen har därför koncentrerat sig på tekniska lös-
ningar som fokuserar på stabiliteten i det slutgiltiga greppet. Detta innebär
att man formulerar komplexa funktioner och sökstrategier som beskriver inter-
aktionen mellan robotens fingar och objektets yta. Med tanke på mängden va-
riation i material, former och förmåga att deformera verkar det otänkbart att
kunna analytiskt formulera en sådan generell hand-till-form-funktion. Många
forskare har istället börjat fokusera på metoder baserade på lärande från data,
likså den här avhandlingen.

Människor har uppenbarligen en förmåga att synka hand till form. Hur
vi greppar ett objekt bestäms emellertid främst av vad vi ska göra med ob-
jektet. Vi har en intern a priori uppfattning av hur handlingen, material och
objektdynamiken styr grepp-processen. Vi har också en djupare förståelse för
hur form och material relaterar till vår egen hand.

Vi knyter samman alla dessa aspekter: vår förståelse för vad ett föremål
kan användas för, hur den användningen påverkar vår interaktion med det
och hur vår hand kan formas och placeras för att uppnå målet för manipula-
tionen. För oss är grepp-processen inte bara en hand-till-form funktion utan
en holistisk process där alla delar av kedjan är lika viktiga för resultatet. In-
nehållet i denna avhandling handlar således om hur man införlivar en sådan
process i en robots planering av maipulationsmomentet.

Vi kommer ta oss an den holistiska processen genom tre sammankopplade
moduler. Den första är att låta roboten detektera interaktionsmöjligheter och
förstå vilka delar av ett objekt som är viktiga för att möjliggöra interaktionen,
en form a konceptualisering av interaktionsmöjligheten. Den andra modulen
handlar om utlärning av grepp semantik, hur form relaterar till den egna
handens förmåga. Slutligen är sista modulen fokuserad på hur man lär roboten
hur målet med interaktionen påverkar möjliga grepp på objektet.

Vi kommer att utforska dessa tre delar genom begreppet affinitet. Detta
begrepp translateras direkt till idén att vi lär oss en representation som sätter
liknande typer av entiteter, det vill säga objekt, grepp, och mål, nära varandra
i representationsrymden. Vi kommer att visa att idén om affinitetsbaserade
representationer kommer att hjälpa roboten a resonera kring vilka delar av ett
objekt som är viktiga för inferens, vilka grepp och mål som liknar varandra
och hur de olika kategorierna relaterar till varandra. Slutligen kommer ett
affinitetsbaserat tillvägagångssätt att hjälpa oss att knyta samman alla delar
i en demonstrationen av en holistisk grepp-process.
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Figure 0.1: Holistic grasping: the intersection of affordance understanding, the
understanding of one’s embodiment, and the goal of the manipulation. A simple
example of this is the generalization of knowledge about one task, for example,
stirring a cup of coffee. How do we transfer that knowledge for choosing a tool for
completing another similar task, for example, stirring in a pot on the stove? Which
of the objects are useful for completing the task? Is there a correct object? And if
we decide on one object how do we transfer the grasp that we learned to perform
it on the new object?

1 Introduction
Much of mankind’s evolutionary success can be attributed to the ability to general-
ize previous experiences. Abstraction helps us to remove irrelevant details, condense
experiences, and form general concepts that can act as proxies for reasoning about
the real world. We structure this knowledge by grounding the semantics in our
own sensory experience such that it allows us to reason and operate efficiently in
our everyday environments and be creative in novel situations. One big goal of the
robot community is to replicate this ability allowing robots to operate as effortlessly
as human beings. The goal of this thesis is to explore aspects of this ability for a
robot grasping objects in an unstructured environment.

A specific example that can serve to illustrate the problems we want to explore
is that of an autonomous robot deployed in a human home. Let us assume that we
have demonstrated the task of stirring to our robot. Specifically, the stirring of a
cup of coffee with a spoon. We now ask the robot to go into the kitchen and stir in
a pot of stew that is cooking on the stove. Once the robot reaches the stove it sees
a set of objects none of which is a spoon. To accomplish the stirring task it must do
the following before starting the action: select one of the available objects, decide
where on the object it should grasp, and how it should grasp it at that position.

A human in this situation might reason what is similar and what is different
from the experienced situation? Which object has similar functional properties to
the spoon? Which grasp position is most similar to the one I saw on the spoon?
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And what kind of grasp is most similar to the one I saw demonstrated on the spoon
that would work well on the new object?

The use of prior knowledge thus seems intimately related to the notion of simi-
larity between different abstractions. For the scenario above this means answering
how to measure the functional similarity between objects, the similarity between
tasks, and the similarity between grasps. It also means answering how we can form
abstractions that make it easy to reason about similarities. To add to the complex-
ity, similarities and abstractions are interdependent meaning that if we knew how
to measure similarities in a simple, fault-free way it would be simple to find the
abstraction and vice versa.

We need different kinds of abstractions for different tasks. For example, recog-
nizing a mug as a mug requires one form of abstraction, while recognizing that we
can put coffee into the mug requires another form, and grasping the mug to drink
the coffee requires yet another form. Still, there is some connection between the
different abstractions, a mug becomes a mug partially because we can put coffee
into it and partially because we can grasp it to drink from. We can thus interpret
the conceptual understanding of a mug as a distributed representation grounded
in exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensory input. Learning this conceptual under-
standing amounts to solving the symbolic grounding problem [96].

The aim of this thesis is thus to take a holistic perspective to the robotic grasping
problem, and asks in light of the above discussion: How can a robot ground its own
sensory input, and structure prior knowledge to perform manipulation tasks? I will
explore this question through the following subproblems:

• How can a robot recognize what in its sensory input of an object makes it
possible to perform a task with the object?

• For a task, how can a robot recognize what in its sensory input of an object
is important for selecting appropriate grasping positions for the task?

• How can a robot learn general gripper configurations that fit generalizations
of local object shapes - such that gripper configurations become a semantics
for shape?

• How can a robot combine the grounded conceptual understanding of task and
form to transfer knowledge to novel task and shape combinations?

1.a Outline of the Thesis

I have divided this thesis into three connected sections. The first explores human
cognition and grasping. The second focuses on machine learning methods that I
created and used during this thesis. The third section explores grasping holistically
in terms of affordance detection, grasp semantics, and task constraints. It uses the
tools developed in the second section and contextualizes the approaches using ideas
explored in the first section.
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1.b Human Visual Understanding for Cognition and Manipulation

If we want robots to acquire human-like capabilities it is reasonable that we study
the cognitive sciences to get an understanding of the state of the art autonomous
system. I introduce cognitive science concepts like affordances, invariants, ground-
ing, etc. I show how these concepts relate to the problems above and how we can
use them to gain a more holistic perspective on robotic problems.

I then continue by outlining models and evidence of human visual understanding
that proposes two different representations for vision: one for understanding and
one for action. I explore how these systems interact and affect human grasping.
Finally, I give an overview of human grasp planning and its anticipatory nature,
and how conceptual understanding of objects and tasks affects the planning.

1.c Methods for Learning and Inference

I have chosen to separate the more math-heavy machine learning methods used in
this thesis into two separate chapters. This gives the interested reader a chance to
immerse while the already knowledgeable or less interested can skip ahead to the
more robotic and vision-related chapters. I have included the important equations
and minor explanations when needed in the rest of the thesis.

The chapter goes into detail about two different machine learning models that I
used and extended during the creation of this thesis: the Gaussian Process Latent
Variable Model (GP-LVM) and a set of algorithms called metric learning algorithms.
Although different in initial assumptions, their goal is somewhat similar, they both
aim at finding a latent lower dimensional representation of the data that allows
clustering/discrimination by finding similarities in the original feature space.

Contributions For the GP-LVM I introduce a prior on the latent space and
regularization of the covariance matrix of Gaussian Process (GP) that allows the
GP-LVM to perform simultaneous dimensionality reduction and clustering. I evalu-
ate the approach on a set of datasets and show how the learned latent representation
compares to standard clustering approaches.

In the section about metric learning algorithms, I show how to restrict, one
of the more well-known algorithms, the Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN)
[233] algorithm, to enable feature selection. I then proceed to show how to use
the Large Margin Component Analysis (LMCA) [223] algorithm together with a
regularization term that penalizes non-sparse solutions to produce a simultaneous
feature selection and dimensionality reduction.

1.d Affordance Learning: Features and Conceptualization

The aim of this chapter is to learn an agent to predict object affordances while at
the same time learning what in its sensory input is important for predicting the
affordance. I formulate the problem as a metric learning problem where distance
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becomes a proxy for reasoning about similarity. By using a novel interpretation
of the metric learning problem together with simple, robust, and interpretable
features we allow the robot to deduce the invariant features for affordance categories.
Further on, by tying parts of the feature to a point cloud representation we are able
to highlight parts of the object that are important for affordance prediction.

Contributions I show that by applying the modified metric learning algorithms,
in the model section, the agent is able to deduce invariant features for prediction
of affordance categories. For local features, I show how to project the selected
features onto the object indicating which part of an object is actually important
for classification. I interpret the feature selection process as learning to ground the
affordance in sensory input. Finally, I show how to use the distance between the
transforms as a proxy for measuring the similarity between the different affordances.

1.e Holistic Grasping

1.e.1 Grasp Semantics

Humans pre-shape their hands to comply with the local geometry of the object
where they plan to grasp. Using visual input humans can thus accurately estimate
and form their hand to fit the local geometry. This indicates that we manage
to generalize and categorize certain geometrical shapes and summarize them as
prototypical hand shapes. In a similar manner to how words denote meaning, we
can consider hand pre-shape as semantics for local object geometry. A neat example
of this is to think of a cylindrical shape and form your hand to fit it. If humans could
not speak we could still describe and communicate geometrical form accurately!

In practicality, for a robot, this implies that by learning to generalize shape and
associating it with prototypical grasp configurations the robot is able to grasp a
wide variety of object shapes by exploring a small number of gripper configurations.

Contributions In grasp semantics, I present a novel interpretation of the con-
nection between shape and gripper. I then proceed to interpret the prototypical
grasp search problem as a regression problem over object shape where the regres-
sors are latent variables. Using the summarizing prior with the GPVLM framework
formulated in the model section I am able to simplify and improve the search for
prototypical grasps compared to previous approaches as well as provide an inter-
pretable lower dimensional representation.

1.e.2 Learning Human Priors For Robotic Task Constrained Grasping

Humans plan grasps in an anticipatory fashion using contextual information. Grasp
placement is in addition to stability assessments dependent on the post-grasp task.
Research shows that humans have a prior on which grasp placements are stable and
useful for tasks-object combinations. If a robot can learn these task-based priors
they can make more accurate grasp plans.

4



Contributions I show how a human can learn priors to a robot by demonstrating
a set of task-specific grasps. I reason that similar grasps should be close in space and
use distance as a proxy for similarity. I use the regularized metric learning approach
from the model section to classify grasps that comply with task constraints. By
analyzing the metric the robot is able to deduce which features are important for
grasp classification. Ultimately this it is able to ground the meaning of a task-
specific grasp in sensory input. Similarly to the affordance learning chapter, I
measure the distances between the transforms to learn which tasks are similar to
each other.

1.e.3 Holistic Grasping: Modularization of Gripper and Task Constraints

Task and context heavily influence human grasp planning. At the same time, the
local shape is a heavy influence that together with the dynamics of the task deter-
mines the type of grasp and the applied force.

Robotic grasp planning, on the other hand, has traditionally focused only on
stability, and the compliance of gripper configurations with the local shape. This
one-sided focus serves up a slew of problems that a holistic approach can easily
reduce. This chapter, therefore, takes a holistic approach to grasp planning by
modularizing the planning into gripper constraints and task constraints.

Contributions I show that by modularizing and considering task constraints
the planner can reduce the search space for a compliant gripper configuration. I
also show how modularization facilitates the transfer of gripper and task constraint
knowledge to novel object and task combinations.

1.f Publications

Parts of this thesis have previously been published in the following conference and
workshop articles.

[106] M. Hjelm, C. H. Ek, R. Detry, H. Kjellström, and D. Kragic, “Sparse
Summarization of Robotic Grasping Data” presented at the IEEE International
Conference on Robotics and Automation, 2013, pp. 1082–1087.

[105] M. Hjelm, R. Detry, C. H. Ek, and D. Kragic, “Representations for Cross-
task, Cross-object Grasp Transfer” presented at the IEEE International Conference
on Robotics and Automation, pp. 5699–5704, 2014.

[53] R. Detry, M. Hjelm, C. H. Ek, and D. Kragic, “Generalizing Task Param-
eters Through Modularization” presented at the IEEE International Conference on
Robotics and Automation Workshop on Autonomous Learning.

[107] M. Hjelm, C. H. Ek, R. Detry, and D. Kragic, “Learning Human Pri-
ors for Task-Constrained Grasping” presented at the International Conference on
Computer Vision Systems, pp. 207–217, 2015.
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[108] M. Hjelm, C. H. Ek, R. Detry, and D. Kragic, Invariant Feature Mappings
for Generalizing Affordance Understanding Using Regularized Metric Learning, in
submission to Robots and Autonomous Systems.
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1.g Notation and Abbreviations

Throughout this thesis, I will use the following notation and abbreviations. All
data matrices consist of row vectors and are denoted by Roman uppercase letters,
e.g. X. All vectors are row vectors unless otherwise stated and denoted by bolded
lower-case letters e.g. x.

D Dimension
d sub-dimension of D

X Matrix of size N × D

x Row vector of dimension D

p(x) The probability density function value for the specific value of a
random variable X

N (X|µ, Σ) Multivariate Normal distribution with mean µ and covariance Σ
p(X|Y ) The probability of the random variable X given the random vari-

able Y

GMM Gaussian Mixture Model
GP Gaussian Process
GP-LVM Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model
CGPLVM Clustering Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model
LMNN Large Margin Nearest Neighbor
LMCA Large Margin Component Analysis
RLMCA Regularized Large Margin Component Analysis
SVM Support Vector Machine
kNN k Nearest Neighbor
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
KDE Kernel Density Estimation
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2 Human Visual Understanding for Cogni-
tion and Manipulation

Without a carefully built physical grounding any symbolic
representation will be mismatched to its sensors and actua-
tors. These groundings provide the constraints on symbols
necessary for them to be truly useful. Elephants don’t play
chess - Rodney Brooks

2.a Introduction

I have divided this chapter into three overlapping parts. The first part introduces a
number of concepts frequently used in cognitive science and robotics: affordances,
invariants, similarity, categorization, and the symbolic grounding problem. I will
use these concepts to argue for experiments and solutions throughout the thesis.

These concepts and the ideas surrounding them have been studied in robotics,
but they have been less used as philosophical pillars and models to build upon in
mainstream robotics research. Most of this probably has to do with the engineering
perspective that permeates robotics and to some extent the technical difficulties
in getting a robot to learn something at all. As the robotic field advances and
becomes more complex bottom-up concepts, and organizing principles as the ones
above, will become extremely important at least to the extent that we want to build
autonomous systems that can interact and understand humans on a deeper level.

The first part can thus be characterized as arguing for the theory of embodied
cognition, but also for the ideas of invariance, similarity, and categorization and
as we shall see, how we can and should use them when approaching aspects of
cognition.

The second part delves into the current models in the cognitive sciences of
human object recognition, understanding, and grasping. It starts with a review
of ideas of how humans represent objects and explore the standard model of hu-
man visual processing that of two modes of representation, one for semantic object
recognition and one for action. It then reviews how the conceptual representation
of an object influences action representation and how that representation affects
the grasping process.

The last and third part outlines the grasping process. Since this thesis takes
a holistic perspective on robotic grasping, it reviews how intention, context, and
the post-grasp task influences human grasping and visual processing. This has not
been given due attention in the grasping community. The post-grasp task is part of
a bigger argument this thesis tries to make: the task is essential for grasp planning
more so than any other part.

The second reason for this part of the thesis is somewhat subtle. The robotic
researcher usually starts out from the perspective of oneself. This can sometimes
be hugely misleading as our view of how we cognize about the world is not always
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in line with how we actually cognize. If we can correct these misconceptions the
robotic research community will save a considerable amount of effort.

2.b Object Interaction

How do we know that we can use an object for something? For example, a cup
for pouring? Ask any human and they will probably give you a confused look and
say that the question is trivial. Obviously, all objects that can contain something
can be poured from. If we enquire what gives an object the property of being
able to contain some other object we might get answers like opening, convexity,
supportive surface, etc. All these describe some invariant property of the category
of objects that affords a specific task. The question is how did we learn these
invariant properties that allow us to understand if we can use an object for a task?

Intuitively, the answer, it seems, should be tied to how we as humans represent
objects. Contrary to what one expects the conceptual representation of objects and
in the end these functional invariants are much more connected to motor representa-
tions in humans. As we shall see there is converging evidence that when we observe
objects subconsciously we see the actions they afford more so than the semantic
properties we use to categorize them. This actionable representation helps us plan
and execute grasps in an anticipatory fashion.

Before we proceed it is beneficial to develop an abstract model of a sensing
and cognizing human/robot as a simple and straightforward sensorimotor system
(figure 0.2). This will help us understand some of the concepts and difficulties when
cognizing about the world.

WorldSensors

Transform - x

Cognition

Agent Input - z

Control
Control 
Command - y

Sensory 
change - dz

Figure 0.2: Model of a sensorimotor system.

We can think of such a system as a set of sensors sensing the world and the
internal configuration of the agent, outputting a signal vector, z. The sensors send
the signal vector, z, to the robot’s cognitive system where it transforms the signal
into multiple representations, x, that are suitable for cognition. The cognizing unit
decides on an action and outputs a control command, y, that generates a change
in the world and the configuration of the agent. This, in turn, generates a change,
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dz, in the exteroceptive1 and proprioceptive2 sensors of the agent, which in turn
sends these signals back to the cognizing unit and so forth.

The questions above thus become: how can we format the sensory input, z, into
a form, x, such that it facilitates, for example, recognition and planning of a grasp
on an object that we sense in the world? With that being said let us begin.

2.b.1 Affordances

The problem of learning to infer which objects can be used for what is called the
affordance learning problem. The concept of affordances and invariants was intro-
duced by Gibson [83]. Affordances are an agent’s action possibilities given by the
environment, independent of the agent’s ability to recognize them. For example,
a button affords the action of clicking by a monkey whether or not the monkey
recognizes the button as clickable.

Although affordances were first introduced in the field of psychology it has had
a wide impact on fields ranging from design to robotics. This impact together with
the vagueness in its definition has allowed it to take on different meanings depending
on the field. For example, [65] defined micro-affordances as action-relevant object
properties that activates parts of the corresponding human internal motor programs
relevant for interacting with them. [172] used affordances in the context of the
design of objects, that is, good design is a design that allows the user to perceive
the correct use of the object. [98] following [172] nuanced affordances into different
types, among them functional affordances, that is, an affordance that produces an
intended effect. As an example, we can again consider the button, a button might
be clickable but might not produce any effect, a functional affordance is thus a
button where clicking causes the desired effect.

In the robotics and computer vision community affordances is a well-studied
problem, for an excellent overview, as well as a discussion on affordance definitions,
see [201]. The authors define affordances, in the context of robotics, as:

The acquired relation between a certain effect and an (entity, behavior)
tuple, such that when the agent applies the behavior of the entity, the
effect is generated.

Entity here refers to something more encompassing than the somewhat re-
stricted word object.

Going back to the simplified system in fig.0.2, the agent observes the world
through its sensors, perhaps visual input of pouring of coffee into a cup. The robot
cognizes about the sensory input, z, and reaches a conclusion, that cups afford to
pour into. The question is what in the sensory input should we cognize about?

1External to the agent, for example, perception or thermoception.
2Internal to the agent, for example, the configuration of joints, etc.
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2.b.2 Invariants

We can abstract humans and other biological beings in a similar manner to robots,
as sensorimotor systems. So how do we humans learn which objects we can use for
what? Part of explaining that one can use a cup for pouring is by referring to its
invariant features found by our perceptual system. Invariants were a central part in
Gibson’s attempt to explore the affordance concept [84]. He considered invariants
to be: the invariant information found by the perceptual system of the seeing agent;
enabling it to discern and recognize objects.

We can recognize the invariant information as our sensorimotor system’s con-
sistency across observations, z, of the ever-changing world [97]. This means that
we will continue to see the cup as affording to pour into across different viewpoints
irrespectively of retinal position, scale, luminance, clutter, and context. Invariance
is sensible from an information storing perspective as well, instead of storing the
infinite amounts of viewpoints ever seen of a cup, we train our human sensorimotor
system to detect invariant input. However, there are proponents of a multi-view
model of object recognition as we shall see further on.

2.c Symbolic Grounding - Learning the Invariants

For a robotic system or any sensorimotor system for that matter that tries to learn
these invariants, it means having the sensors to sense the actual information needed
to learn the invariants. If the system cannot sense color, for example, making the
distinction between green or red light from a traffic light becomes impossible. This
might seem like a trivial observation, however, part of the reason we do not have
robots with human capabilities is that we have yet to build the right sensors and
because we have not yet understood our own sensorimotor systems well enough.

In addition to having the right sensors, we need some way to actually extract
what makes a cup afford pouring into, that distinguishes it from all the objects that
do not afford pouring into such as chairs, books, etc. This is the coupling of the
sensor information, z, with the cognitive system to extract from the sensory input,
the similarity in features across objects that affords the same action, that is, the
invariants.

In humans, learning the invariants happens visually in conjunction with the
input from our full sensorimotor system. Invariants are most likely learned by
comparison of similar visual and sensorimotor input that occur across time and by
the temporal contiguity of objects across the retina. In a sense, these invariants are
the pillars of meaning by grounding conceptual understanding in the sensorimotor
input. In fact, it has been argued extensively, e.g. [86], [90], [96], [97], [184], that
learning about the world, in the sense of acquiring conceptual understanding, must
happen through interaction with the world.

The problem, of how to infuse meaning into concepts is often referred to as the
symbolic grounding problem. Harnad, in his seminal paper [96], formulates it as,
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How can the semantic interpretation of a formal symbol system be made
intrinsic to the system, rather than just parasitic on the meanings in
our heads?

What this implies is that semantics are not tied to a specific word or symbol
that we can explain using other words or symbols but that it derives its meaning
from the intrinsics of the sensorimotor systems interaction with the world and is
meaningful to the sensorimotor system itself (see [240] for a further discussion on
meaning). For example, defining the animal cat without the sensorimotor input of
vision, touch, and hearing our understanding of cat will just be a descriptive: furry
animal with four legs. Since furry, animal, and legs are not grounded concepts they
will derive their meaning from other words in an endless cycle.

What follows from this view is that we can understand or ground visual input
or any other sensorimotor input in other sensorimotor input. Humans are, for
example, apt at identifying object category by touch [124]. We can understand
the visual input of fur in the tactile feedback that fur generates. Simply put, the
tactile feedback of fur becomes semantic for the visual input of fur. This idea, the
grounding of sensorimotor input in other sensorimotor input facilitating a form of
sensorimotor translation is something we will make use of in parts of the thesis as
a way to understand the correspondence between object shape and robot gripper
shape.

2.d Affordance Learning is Categorization is Abstraction is Cognition

If we consider affordance recognition, from a more general perspective, we see that
it is just categorization concerned with the goal of categorizing entities by function-
ality. How do we then define the general act of categorization for a sensorimotor
system?

[97] argues that categorization is the essence of cognition, and defines it as “any
systematic differential interaction between an autonomous, adaptive sensorimotor
system and its world”.

From this, it follows that an adaptive system is a system that internally changes
over time in a systematic manner such that the same input will not produce the
exact same output across time, that is, a learning system. The distinction here is
important since we cannot consider any system that changes randomly over time
and input as learning or adaptive; learning requires a corrective feedback loop.
Categories arise from an adaptive system when it produces the same output with
similar kind of input.

So what corrective feedback loops are there? The machine learning community
divides learning algorithms into two classes unsupervised and supervised. Both are
versions of the corrective feedback loop. In unsupervised learning, the corrective
feedback loop is internal to the system whereas in supervised learning the correc-
tion is external. Unsupervised learning formulates the corrective feedback loop
over a notion of similarity in the structure of the input meaning that it in some
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sense already has selected the invariant information. Whereas a supervised learning
algorithm learns the invariants during the feedback process.

If we subscribe to the notion of humans learning invariant transformations of
sensorimotor input to be able to categorize, then how does invariance translate into
the explicit rules, the counting of abstractions, we use for categorizing?

Experimental evidence shows that the ability to categorize is prelinguistic [146].
This suggests that the ability to learn invariances are innate and that language is
just a conveyor of the explicit rules for a category. Experimental evidence also
shows that categories form in a continuum. A few exemplars are not generalized
but remembered as individual instances. Distinct members, that deviate sufficiently
from the norm, are instead treated as individual exemplars rather than belonging
to some specific category[146], [183]. For basic level categories, the invariant infor-
mation is often relayed into explicit rules for discrimination. While for subordinate
categories, rules are less explicit or nonexistent, depend on subtle visual cues, and
are often rooted in exemplars [174].

How this mechanism, of learning to abstract the features of categories into
countable types, works in humans is still an active area of research and we will
look at some of the ideas surrounding visual understanding shortly. It is clear that
invariance learning is an extremely useful ability. By counting abstractions, where
each abstraction is in itself a category, we are able to simplify our sensory input into
something manageable to cognize about. As an example, we can take the category
fruit. The fruit category contains the organic entities that have a peel, sweet meat
inside, etc. Each of them is a category in itself, organic is all things organic, peel
is all things with peel, etc.

Categorization and abstraction also make abstract entities such as time mean-
ingful. We categorize events as at breakfast, lunch, after work, in the evening, etc.
This allows us, similarly to objects, to categorize time into meaningful entities that
we can convey to other humans. Imagine again being unable to abstract. Break-
fast, for example, will then be a continuous stream of events, like a video recording
of each breakfast containing all sensor modalities. Reasoning about it or telling
someone about it will be impossible as all the myriad of details will be nonsensical
to anyone else but yourself. [97] give an account of a man with far more working
memory than other humans. Due to his aptitude for remembering he is unable
to abstract, everything he experiences is unique, and every category becomes the
category of that single instance.

If every category is a set of abstractions, that in turn are categories, then where
do we start? Abstractions are useful as a set of tools for conveying information and
meaning. They give clues to as were the key to understanding categorization lay.
However, it is surely so, that we would be able to recognize fruit as a fruit even if we
did not know what organic, peel or sweet meant. This is, as we argued previously
because we tie our notion of fruit to the consistent sensory input of fruit rather
than to the adding up of the abstractions that match the sensory input of organic,
peel, and sweet. We have grounded the notion of fruit in our sensory input. This
dictates that we should base categorization for a sensorimotor system on sensory
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input rather than on derived intersections of categories or abstractions. Derivations
are of course useful. For example, conveying that a zebra is the intersection of the
category horse and stripes, allows us to recognize a zebra even though never having
seen one. Nevertheless, we would still be able to categorize zebras as zebras even if
we did not have the words to describe the zebra.

For an interesting discussion on building an autonomous system that can make
sense of sensorimotor input by incorporating semantic grounding see [134], [135].

2.e Summary

We call the concept of categorizing objects by their functional possibility for an
agent affordances. An object affords something in relation to an agent only if the
agent can perform the action with or upon the object. To categorize something we
must discover the invariant features of the category. In humans these invariants are
sometimes explicit in our language as they help us convey useful information about
a category, however, the recognition is the implicit recognition of invariant sensory
input.

These categories and concepts are imbued with meaning by grounding them
in the sensory input of the agent. The learning of the categories and concepts is
done through some form of a corrective feedback loop that is either supervised or
unsupervised.

If the agent does not have the necessary sensors to capture the invariant sensory
input it can by no means infer the specific category or concept. Abstract concepts
without sensory grounding just become empty symbolic vessels with no meaning.

If categorization is the basis for cognition and invariants are the building blocks
for forming a category, then there is nothing stopping us from understanding any
type of sensory input as a form of semantics. A specific grasp configuration placed
at a specific position of an object can, for example, be understood as a semantic for
the shape we observe. We can understand object categories as the types of grasps
they allow or the tactile feedback they give, etc.

2.f Discussion

If categorization is the transformation of similar kind of sensorimotor input into
the same output and if learning this transformation involves learning the invariants
of the sensorimotor input. Then, as a logical extension of the above discourse, the
specific type of sensorimotor input and the type of semantic is irrelevant. Symbolic
grounding is not limited to transformations of visual input into abstract words
or symbols. What this means is that we can understand one sensor modality in
another sensor modality.

This leads unequivocally to the idea that we should understand semantics in a
sensorimotor system as associations, of different strengths, between different sensor
modalities. The idea of diminishing the power of symbolic representations in favor
of a more dynamic viewpoint is not new. For example, we can find it in connectionist
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Figure 0.3: Grasp semantics - the understanding of shape through hand joint con-
figuration. The lower grasp is clearly intended for a cylindrical shape such as the
side of the bottle, while the higher is a more prismatic grasp suitable for the top
of the bottle. These preshapes clearly indicates an understanding of shape through
the configurations of the joints.

ideas about cognition [156], [229] and in those that are arguing that human concepts
are neuronal functional clusters [80].

From this point of view, the implication for building autonomous systems that
understand themselves and that can act flexible, is that we have to rethink the
idea of symbolic meaning in the classic sense as a sensory input to symbol mapping.
Instead, we need to find ways of learning associations between different sensor
modalities that act as grounding for conceptual meaning.

An example of this, that we will elaborate on to some extent in subsequent chap-
ters, is grasp pre-shape as a semantic for shape or even for object category (fig.0.3).
The idea of understanding objects and shape through hand configuration, although
uncommon, is also not new. Rizzolatti et. al. [194], for example, hypothesized that
the F5 neurons responding to certain grasps were motor prototypes that reflected
the visual description of objects. In humans, Klatzky and colleagues studied object
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Figure 0.4: Rough sketch of the visual processing in the brain adapted from a
image in [145]. The visual input passes through the LGN which combines the two
visual streams and forwards it to the back of the brain, the Occipital lobe, where
the primary visual cortex is located. The visual information flows through area
V1 and V2 and is then split into the dorsal and ventral pathways. The dorsal
pathway is thought to process visual information related to action and is sent to
the parietal lobe for integration with other sensory information and then onwards to
the primary motor cortex for the execution of actions. The ventral pathway ends in
the Inferior Temporal Cortex and is believed to process the visual information in a
hierarchical and increasingly complex fashion to facilitate conceptual understanding
of the visual input.

knowledge through hand shape and haptic feedback. In [124] subjects were told to
classify 100 everyday objects by grasp configuration. The experiments showed a
96% accuracy in naming the category of the object and 94% of the category names
were given under 5-sec. In [125] they presented subjects with hand configurations
and told them to generate relevant object categories. The results showed a clear
relevance for the suggested objects with the hand configuration for all but a small
set of objects. The second experiment assessed whether the shape of the object de-
termined object/hand-configuration association. The authors concluded that there
was such an association which was dependent on functional context.

In the next part of this chapter, we are going to review models of human visual
understanding and evidence for how task influences the grasp planning.
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2.g Human Visual Understanding

It is impossible to account for something as complex as human object understanding
within a thesis chapter. I will, therefore, give a rough outline of current ideas of the
human brain’s object image processing system tied together with models of internal
object representation and how that connects to grasping. For complete expositions
see [36], [132] both of which are readily accessible to the computer scientist. Other
accounts, that are more summarizing, can be found in [32], [89].

Worth noting is that much of the understanding of the human brain comes from
research done on monkeys, and it is often assumed that there are homologs, that is,
equivalent functional parts, in the human brain. I will follow this idea and try to
be clear about where the experimental evidence comes as this is not always evident
in the literature.

Action: Pet the dog.
Dorsal Stream

Ventral Stream
Identification: It is a dog.

Figure 0.5: Simplified sketch of the division of labor between the dorsal and ventral
visual processing stream. The ventral pathway is generally considered to answer
questions about what we see. The dorsal pathway answers questions about how we
can perform an action on what we see.

2.h Human Visual Processing

The most influential model of human image processing is that of two anatomically
and functionally distinct pathways, the dorsal and ventral pathways [87] (fig.0.5).
The dorsal named the “how” pathway links to the motor system and is thought
to encode spatial information needed for interaction with the world. The ventral
stream, named the “what” pathway, is thought to encode information for object
recognition and general visual perception.

The reason for the “how” label of the dorsal pathway is that lesions, damaged
tissue in the brain, in the ventral and dorsal cortex of primates cause degradation
in object perception or spatial vision [225]. Additional evidence for the distinction
between the two pathways was a human subject, D.F., with lesions in parts of the
ventral pathway. D.F. had impaired object recognition and could not recognize line-
drawings of objects but showed normal pre-shaping and rotation of the hand when
grasping objects implying that location, orientation, size, and shape estimation
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of objects was intact [87], [113]. [87] put forward that both streams process the
attributes of objects that are manipulated, but for different purposes.

The distinction between the two pathways should be viewed as a simplified
model of visual processing in the brain. There is plenty of evidence of information
sharing between the two. Much of the information encoded in each pathway is used
by the other in such things as shape perception, object detection, and intentional
visuomotor action [68], [89], [140], [158], [205], [206], [238].

We can outline a general model of the current understanding of visual processing
under the two pathways as follows (fig.0.4). The visual input from the retinas is
sent to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) which combines the input from the two
retinas and their different receptors. It forwards the visual stream to the primary
visual cortex (V1) which processes features such as orientation, direction, and color.
V1 forwards the information to area V2 where it splits into the two pathways the
ventral and dorsal.

The ventral pathway proceeds into area V4 and the inferior-temporal (IT) cortex
which is considered the end of the ventral pathway. The IT contains several areas
that activate during visual input of among others faces, body parts, scenes, and
different shapes.

The dorsal pathway continues onto area V3 and the caudal intraparietal area
(CIP), and then onto the anterior intraparietal cortex (AIP), ending in the primary
motor cortex (M1), thus transforming visual input into action. Apart from the
feed-forwarding the visual processing pathways also contain feedback projections
allowing earlier visual areas to receive processed information from the later stages
[129].

We illustrate and explain the flow of visual input and processing more thor-
oughly in fig.0.6.

2.i The Ventral Pathway

The ventral stream, the “what” pathway, is considered to encode, among other
things, information related to object identity, that is, both category and specific
object identity. The word stream indicates a feed-forward visual processing net-
work. The predominant idea has been that the network creates a hierarchy of more
abstract representations further down the stream which are increasingly invariant
to translation and rotation. However, there is plenty of evidence of connections
between the early and later stages of visual processing that indicates that visual
processing is a process of continuous refinement.

Recent models, therefore, point towards a recurrent and highly interactive net-
work. A review [129] suggest that the network links information from at least six
cortical and subcortical systems such as early visual areas and areas responsible
for high-level representations. The feedforward and feedback projections allow for
efficient communication between adjacent areas but also the early and late stages of
the visual processing. Evidence of sensitivity to retinotopic position even for higher
level representations indicates that visual recognition is an ongoing process of con-
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Figure 0.6: Simplified structure of the visual processing of primates aggregated
from [32], [36], [58], [89], [132], [146]. The model is extremely simplified and the
visual processing connects to many more areas than given here, in addition, there
are plenty of recurrent connections between the areas. For in-depth models see the
referred papers. An approximate number of neurons per area is shown beneath
each area box for the ventral pathway (from [58]). Visual input flows from the
two retinas to the LGN where it is combined into one visual stream. The pri-
mary visual cortex (V1) computes features such as edges, gratings, line endings,
motion, color, and absolute disparity. The features in V2 are similar to the ones
in V1 with the addition of simpler contours and computation of relative disparity.
In V2 the visual stream is split into the dorsal and ventral pathways. The ventral
stream goes onto V4 which computes features such as orientation, color, and simple
shapes. There is an increasing invariance and a luminance-invariant coding of hue.
V4 also responds to contours from difference in motion. V4 projects to the inferior
temporal cortex (IT) which is responsible for among other things object categoriza-
tion. The dorsal stream continues on to V3 which computes color, shading, and 2D
orientation. This information is forwarded to the CIP which computes surface ori-
entations, and disparity based and perspective based orientation cues. Features are
viewer-centered, local, and directed towards graspable features. The information
in the CIP is forwarded to the AIP which together with the PMv, which contains
movement primitives for grasping movements, plans the grasping action.
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textual calibration, that is, from directing attention, to categorical and individual
recognition, to putting the recognition into its proper context. These recurrent
connections are also suggested as an explanation for the brain’s redundancy, that
is, the retained functionality even after extensive damage to certain areas [129].

2.j Human Object Representations

Models of human object representation range from neuropsychological explanations
that try to tie neurological evidence with cognition to visual neuroscience that fo-
cuses on explaining vision through neural activity. Different models have different
strengths in explaining the various phenomena in vision. Neuropsychological mod-
els make simplifications of the processing in the ventral-dorsal stream to explain
cognitive abilities. Visual neuroscience models, on the other hand, typically focus
on explaining one specific phenomenon. Accounting for all models and phenomena
as well as experimental evidence is beyond this thesis. I will, therefore, limit the
focus to models concerning central abilities of human object recognition - the ability
to categorize, abstract, and identify - starting with some of the major models from
neuropsychology.

A full model of human vision needs to explain viewpoint invariance at the basic
category level, that is, invariance under the transformation of retinal position, scale,
luminance, deformation, clutter, context, etc. It also needs to account for reduced
viewpoint invariance for novel objects. Experiments on humans and monkeys [146]
show that recognition drops for view disparities of depth-rotated objects larger
than 30°. However, when presented with two views 75° − 120° apart the monkeys
interpolated them to give almost perfect recognition for any view between the two.

Further on, a full model also needs to explain categorization, abstraction of
objects into invariant features, and the generalization into prototypical representa-
tions of objects in a category. Finally, it needs to account for different levels of
categorization for one and the same object. This means, for example, being able
to explain our ability to discriminate between, canine, dog, Terrier, and a Terrier
named Rocky.

The abstraction of object features means decomposing objects into meaningful
entities, categories of their own, and their spatial relations, an internal ontology.
These subordinate3 categories are not necessarily necessary for categorization of
the object itself — but as discussed above — are important for reasoning and
conveying information about a category.

Identification means the ability to match visual input to a specific object from
memory. To complicate matters object identity can be viewed as a sub-category
with cardinality one [58], [191]. If we would have one shared representation for all
object recognition it would need to account for all the category memberships from
superordinate4 to identity.

3A category within a category.
4The highest category level in a taxonomy.
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Deformable Parts Model Prototype Models Multiple Viewpoints Models

View 1

View 2 View 3

Object Model

Figure 0.7: Models of visual understanding. Deformable parts models, models
objects into smaller invariant parts where the relational structure is preserved, but
where the underlying metric between the parts is not. Here a human is represented
as a set of cylinders in a relational structure. Prototype models, models objects
as the summarization of within-category objects into a generalized model. These
prototypes can take one different granularity depending on the need e.g. pictogram
vs. a more human-like model. Mulitple viewpoints models, models objects as
the association or stitching together of multiple viewpoints of an object. A novel
object is then matched to a viewpoint cluster.

2.j.1 The Invariant Decomposable Parts Perspective

Early theories of vision modeled objects as decomposable into smaller invariant
parts that preserved the relational structure, but not the underlying metric between
the parts [218]. Biederman [20], for example, suggested decomposing objects into
geons, deformable, prototypical parts such as cones, cuboids, cylinders, etc., that
together with a relational structure can represent objects (fig. 0.7).

The decomposable part models as initially formulated were not tied to any
experimental data [174], [176]. We should see them in the context of how we as
humans reasons and abstract objects to communicate about them. The major
criticism of the decomposable part model is its inability to account for rotation,
that is, invariant features and the relational structure might not be detectable from
a view occluding them but the object might still be identifiable. A decomposable
part based model must also account for the level of granularity in the decomposition
it needs to categorize the object correctly which introduces additional complexity
[146]. If we simplify and consider the deformable parts model a tree graph then
the number of possible graphs for n nodes will grow exponentially as nn−2. Finally,
further complications arise from the segmentation and relational structuring having
to happen interchangeably as the parts need to be recognized and fit into a relational
structure.

Ideas of decomposition are not uncommon in computer vision and have been
applied with varying success. Common approaches are Bag-of-Words models [46]
and deformable parts models [73]. Works in grasping have also used decomposi-
tion strategies. [157] represented objects as decomposable into a set of geometric
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primitives where each primitive has known pre-planned grasps. And [4] represents
objects as graphs where they associate each node with a set of pre-learned grasps.

2.j.2 The Multiple Viewpoints Perspective

A more recent model of human object recognition, supported by psychophysical and
physiological data, is that of multiple viewpoints [191], [218]. It opposes the ideas
of invariance and structure arguing that the brain instead store representations of
objects as a set of unique viewpoints (fig. 0.7).

The major criticism of the multiple viewpoints model is that a small pertur-
bation may cause a new viewpoint to significantly differ from previously stored
viewpoints. Therefore, to form complete representations that can account for recog-
nition of novel viewpoints and mental rotations, the viewpoints must be normalized
and stitched together in some fashion [218]. Another shortcoming is memory ca-
pacity. Unless there is some generalization, filtering, or compression process it is
unclear which viewpoints should be stored for future use. The recognition process
is also difficult as the brain, during recognition, needs to match a viewpoint to
viewpoint clusters of objects retained in memory.

2.j.3 The Prototype Perspective

A third related model is that of prototypes (fig. 0.7), that is, the summarization
of within-category objects into a generalized model [60]. We can trace this idea
as far back as to Plato. To recognize an object, the visual input is matched to
prototypes that are kept in memory, using an invariant distance measure. The
prototype model of vision has some support in experimental data. For example,
experiments involving distortions of a set of simple patterns show that, when infants
and adults are given sufficient exemplars of a category, they tend to abstract these
into prototypical patterns [146].

Prototype models for vision are good at explaining abstractions. Yet, similarly
to the decomposable parts models, they are suspiciously close to how we abstract
and communicate about categories. In fact, experiments on categorization in mon-
keys and humans show that the strategies involved in subordinate categorization
tasks are most likely explained by referring to category exemplars rather than pro-
totype similarity [174].

Prototypes models have problems in accounting for scaling, rotation, and trans-
lation when matching the image to stored prototypes as these operations are all
very taxing for biological systems [197]. Prototypes are also inherently coded for
generalization. This means that a prototype based system will use many different
prototypes for different generalizations under different contexts ranging from the
ability to depict individual exemplars to summarizing basic categories. This leads
to the same problems faced by the multiple viewpoints model an explosion in the
number of prototypes.
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Figure 0.8: Hiearchial Transformations Models. The visual input passes
through the visual cortex, which performs complex multidimensional transforma-
tions making the transformed input increasingly invariant and specific. For basic
categorization, the model in [58] suggest a final representation that is linearly sep-
arable as illustrated in the figure.

2.j.4 Recent Ideas - Representational Transformations

Recent ideas of visual understanding focus on tying together the neural aspect of
vision with higher-level cognition. Models of vision in computational biology are
similar in spirit to the deep neural networks models used in machine learning. They
characterize image recognition as a computational feedforward hierarchal network
ending in the inferior temporal cortex (IT) which is generally considered the end
of the ventral pathway [57], [58], [111], [181], [191], [197], [207], [208], [231].

The feedforward network continuously refines the retinal images through linear
and nonlinear transformations into complex multidimensional representations that
are increasingly invariant to the position on the retina [191] (fig.0.8). The feedfor-
ward network model is essentially a version of the multiple viewpoints model which
has replaced the stitching mechanism by transformations that facilitate categoriza-
tion and identification by separation in space.

The transformations of these models vary from model to model. In [58] they
are both high-dimensional and low-dimensional projections correlating size wise
with the neuronal populations of the different cortices in the ventral pathway. The
authors suggest that each neuronal subpopulation tries to achieve a transformation,
using nonlinear functions such as logical-gates, max-pooling, and thresholding of
neuronal firing rates. These transformations flatten the object manifold together
with some form of learning rule that concentrates the response to input areas where
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the object is usually found. The final representation is an untangling of the object
manifolds that make them separable by a hyperplane [57]. The model learns the
parameters in an unsupervised fashion from the temporal contiguity of objects on
the retina. We can find these construction principles in some form or other in most
hierarchical models e.g. [197].

The descriptors produced by these models must account for the different phe-
nomena observed in human vision as outlined previously5, as well as the speed
of human basic image categorization which is less than 200 ms [58], [191]. One
way of evaluating these computational models of human vision is on standard com-
puter vision benchmark datasets. However, it has been argued that these datasets
are difficult to use for evaluating promising models since they have low variation
in viewpoint, position, size, etc., both for intra-class and between-class categories,
and contain contexts that covary with the object category [181], [197].

These models build on neurological evidence that recognition is not done by
matching to a single neuron but to a range of them. Neurons in IT seems to encode
features such as shape and other low-level properties of the object rather than a
complete representation [9] and [58] notes that the weighted sum of intervals of
spiking patterns appears to be enough to explain object pose variations.

Additional findings in studies of primates [26], show that for familiar objects
some of the neurons will encode viewpoint invariant information, responding to
all views of an object and that most other neurons respond to specific viewpoints.
The authors hypothesize that the view-dependent neurons form associated clusters
that influence certain neurons to become view-invariant. These object responsive
neurons then allow for rapid object recognition for familiar objects.

Recordings of IT neurons in monkeys also show that increasing familiarity with
an object correlates with an increase in neurons encoding for the object [26], [176];
implying that familiarity refines the internal representation. Experiments on pri-
mates have also shown the plasticity of neurons in the temporal cortex when ex-
posed to novel stimuli of the same category. In the experiment, monkeys were
first exposed to familiar faces 5-15 times where the recorded neurons showed a sta-
ble response. When introduced to novel faces the same recorded neurons altered
their response to a relative degree. This flexibility in altering the response suggests
that category encodings are continuously updated in a rapid fashion to improve
categorization [231].

From a machine learning perspective, the idea of feature invariance and multiple
views are not a dichotomy. The untangling will by necessity have to discard features
that are not relevant. Multiple views of the same or similar objects are actually
necessary to find the most efficient untangling. The untangled representations will
have to be close in space for it to be useful. From this perspective, the normalization
and interpolation of the multiple viewpoints model will not be a problem since the
untangling will automagically facilitate it. It is important to note that the multiple

5Invariance under transformation of retinal position, scale, luminance, deformation, clutter,
context, etc.
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viewpoints of an object are not stored per se but it is the parameters of the network
that are the compressed storage form.

The hierarchal nature of the networks also makes it possible to form different
representations for different tasks. For example, subordinate categories can be
represented higher up in the hierarchy since they need fine-grained discrimination.
It is also not inconceivable that the brain uses these representations to build the
prototypes and parts-based models that we use as abstractions when reasoning
about categories. For a discussion on the advantages of feature hierarchy systems
see [197].

2.k Embodied Cognition - Categories & Semantic Memory

An important part of object understanding is the semantic memory, that is, facts,
ideas, and concepts that we can recall at an instance. In its most straightforward
form, this manifests itself as a deeper understanding of the meaning of words, for
example, objects and their properties. Storing of such information does not come
as discrete entities, as the number of categories is infinite. The semantic memory
is, therefore, best characterized by parsimonious, flexible, intertwined, and shared
feature spaces of overlapping categories [154].

A large body of evidence suggests that the brain stores properties of objects close
to where the functional unit for recognizing them are [153], [154]. For example, color
is stored close to or in the area of the brain responsible for the perception of color
and knowledge about tool use is stored close to or in motor-related regions. This
means that category and object-specific information should come from a weighted
accumulation of information from the different property-based regions [153]. This
accumulation is suggested to converge in high-level convergence zones that are far
away from the primary sensorimotor cortices [21].

Experiments show that mentioning words denoting objects triggers activity in
areas of the brain where it first learned the properties of the object. Memories can
thus be triggered by reactivation of the neural pattern elicited when learning about
the object. Greatly simplified, this implies that the concept of, for example, a cat
triggers the sensor modalities that involves the recognition of a cat. Further on,
concepts can have different meanings given the current context, implying that they
should be dependent on the convergence of different sensor modalities.

Some researchers have in light of this proposed models of the brain as performing
mental simulations when cognizing [11], [80]. This idea is backed up by evidence
of mirror neurons [193]. Mirror neurons are neurons that activate when we think
about a task, see or hear a word denoting a task, and when we see someone else
perform the task. For example, seeing someone perform a grasping action invokes
areas in the brain of the perceiver associated with motor commands of grasping,
even mirroring the specific grasp that the person is performing.

Given this, and plenty more experimental evidence [12], it has been argued that
to understand a concept we must ground the meaning in sensorimotor input and
that the actual understanding of a concept is, in fact, sensorimotor simulation. This
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idea is usually referred to as the embodied cognition hypothesis or grounded cogni-
tion [12], [13], [80], [154], [184], where cognition according to this model manifests
itself in form of simulations, situated action, and bodily states [12]. In essence, this
is a model for solving the symbolic grounding problem [96].

[122], [184] argues that concepts, as physically realized in the brain, are dis-
tributed representations connected via action-perception circuits (APC) that links
the necessary sensorimotor modalities and higher convergence areas. The APCs are
learned through exploration by finding correlates in congruent activation of sensor
modalities.

Critics of grounded cognition come from the traditional cognitivist viewpoint.
They consider concepts as amodal, that is, abstract symbols separate from the sen-
sorimotor system. We can think of the separation as a cognizing unit manipulating
symbols for planning and a sensorimotor system infusing the symbols with mean-
ing. For example, [150] argues that sensorimotor activation can be epiphenomenal,
a byproduct of symbolic manipulation. Patients with lesions in motoric regions
can for example reason about the concept of a tool even though they are not able
to use it. As such, the amodal viewpoint is that the abstract concept triggers the
sensorimotor simulations.

Nonetheless, studies of patients with various types of motor damage show im-
pairment in comprehending action words such as tool use. [21] suggest that the
sensorimotor activations are hierarchical, modular, situational, and frequency de-
pendent. We can then explain the double dissociation6 given above, that is often
used as an argument against embodied cognition, as a degradation in the function-
ality of the structure. For a recent discussion on the topic of amodal and embodied
cognition see [13].

2.k.1 The Dorsal Pathway

The dorsal pathway processes visual input for action, parsing objects and scenes
in a person-centered reference frame. Research on vision has mainly concerned
itself with cognition and not how vision guides action [86], [89]. Understanding the
processing of vision for action is therefore not as developed as that of vision for
cognition.

Current understanding of the dorsal stream is similar to the model of the ventral
stream as a series of transformations of the visual input to representations that
facilitate action planning and execution. Some have even suggested that features in
the dorsal pathway are computed in a feedforward hierarchy similar to the ventral
pathway [198]. The visual inputs flow from V1 to V2, and on to V3, that projects
to areas involved in action planning and execution. The visual flow is illustrated in
fig.0.6

6If damage X to the brain affects functionality A but not functionality B and damage Y
does not affect functionality A but affects functionality B then the parts of the brain associated
with these functionalities are considered to be double dissociated. Double dissociation is stronger
evidence of the independence of location in the brain of these different functionalities.
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More recent models of the dorsal pathway suggest that it gives rise to three
distinct pathways supporting spatial working memory, visually guided action, and
spatial navigation [130]. The three pathways, parieto-prefrontal, parieto-premotor,
and parieto-medial temporal, all found in the posterior parietal cortex integrates
information from the central and peripheral visual fields, forming reference frames
relative to the body and to the eyes. The pathways connect a range of functions
such as spatial working memory, the top-down guidance of eye-moment, optical
flow, depth information, world and object space reference frames, navigation, and
the reaching and grasping of objects [130].

The dorsal stream is generally not thought to encode for objects in a view-
invariant manner as in the ventral stream. However, see [68] for a review of the
evidence of viewpoint invariance in the dorsal stream, as well as a discussion on
different cues processed in the two streams and their integration in object percep-
tion and understanding. Viewpoints in the dorsal stream are instead interpreted
as different objects [114]. They are not parsed for global contextual interpretation
as in the ventral stream but provide an encoding that favors ease of visuomotor
transformations for tracking, reaching, and grasping [36]. This sensitivity to view-
point makes sense since grasping is an object centered action. The dynamics and
the local shape of the object are central to physically performing the reaching and
grasping action. However, as we shall see contextual information plays a big role
in planning and choosing which motor commands to perform.

2.k.2 Ventral Stream Influence on Grasp Planning

As outlined above, the dorsal processing concerns itself with visuospatial transfor-
mations used for actions such as grasping, disregarding semantic knowledge. The
ventral pathway, on the other hand, is thought to only influence motor planning
indirectly.

Experiments with the patient D.F. mentioned in the section on the ventral path-
way showed, for example, inability to infer properties of size, shape, and orientation
verbally or manually but showed normal pre-shaping and rotation of the hand when
grasping objects [113]. This and other studies have been taken as evidence for the
separation into the two different representations catering to action and conceptual
understanding.

The observations from D.F. are not all consistent with the idea of perception-
action separation. For example, D.F. did not use visual cues when modulating
grasp force something which would have had to come from the ventral pathway as
this should be highly dependent on the object and its material [206]. Further on,
D.F’s ability to grasp objects correctly are reliant on a specific set of visual cues,
and when those cues were perturbed she would fail more frequently than healthy
subjects. In [206] the authors argue that this is evidence that the ventral stream
processes additional depth and distance cues which are then used in the grasping
process. This is echoed in a review by [166]. There the authors suggest that the
dorsal pathway encodes primarily for absolute disparity while the ventral system
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is concerned with relative disparity. [204] argues further that observations of the
dorsal and ventral streams should be built on the premise of integration instead of
separation. They argue that D.F.’s degradation should be seen as if she lost specific
visual cues that are reliable under certain circumstances and tasks. As such she
would have to rely on the accumulation of less reliable cues to guide recognition
and action.

Yet in recent experiments on binocular disparity in macaque monkeys, it is
concluded that relative disparity exists in both visual streams, although serving
different purposes [131]. The authors propose that the ventral stream uses relative
disparity to judge the shape of objects. This would explain D.F.’s troubles in
discerning spatially adjacent surfaces since relative disparity is more accurate than
absolute [188]. The dorsal stream uses relative disparity to aid in the segmentation
of moving features. This implies that interaction with static objects relies on ventral
stream information for more delicate manipulation.

There is further evidence of dorsal-ventral cross-talk. An fMRI study [5] found
somatosensory activation in parts of the ventral pathway implying that tactile in-
formation might be coupled with visual object knowledge. Others have found that
recognition of tool use integrates information both from object attributes stored in
the ventral stream and from motor-based properties in the dorsal stream [35] in
accordance with the idea that memory of categories and attributes are stored close
to the area for detection [154]. Areas close to the AIP, the area that is responsible
for transforming visuospatial features into hand configurations, are also active dur-
ing action and objection recognition which means they might provide information
about functional properties of the object. Further on, a recent analysis of fMRI
data found that the ventral pathway responds to weight or textural density as part
of the visual processing for grasping [81].

For reviews and discussions on the ventral and dorsal separation see [86], [204],
[206].

2.l Summary

The prevalent model of human vision is that of the two pathways, one for conceptual
understanding answering what it is we see, and one for action answering how we
should do what we want to do. One should not view the separation as absolutely
distinct as there is plenty of evidence of crosstalk that helps solve the how or what
questions, [86], [204], [206].

The ventral pathway performs basic level categorization. It is modeled as a
feedforward network where representations along the network are refined along the
cortical visual areas, becoming more invariant to scale, luminance, position, etc.
The feedforward models are based on a schema of neuronal functionality and the
idea of temporal firing rates as representations. Despite their intuitive and simple
form, the basic feedforward networks only model a fraction of visual understand-
ing. Visual cognition requires constant recalibration in the form of attention and
refinement implying that a complete model of vision will have to take into account
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the existing feedback projections along the ventral pathway. It will also have to
go beyond basic recognition explaining abstraction, deeper visual understanding,
etc. There is plenty of arguments against framing visual understanding as solely
consisting of object recognition [43].

Further on, converging evidence points to that humans ground concepts in sen-
sorimotor input in some form or other, as opposed to being amodal. The grounded
concepts bridges object properties with possible affordances and motor programs
that perform the affordance.

The dorsal pathway handles spatial understanding for interacting with objects.
It transforms visual input into representations for planning and execution of actions
in the motor cortex. Representations in the dorsal pathway are in general not view-
invariant and the dorsal pathway does not store representations of graspable objects
for long, most probably due to the temporal aspect of actions.

There is plenty of evidence of cross-talk between the two streams where rep-
resentations in the ventral pathway are thought to influence, for example, grasp
planning and other activities reliant on semantic knowledge.

2.m Human Grasping

Neuroscience has yet to solve, on a broader level, how perceptual inputs guide
actions [33]. There is a large body of work on prehension in monkeys [192], however,
the human physiology and everyday actions are somewhat different from monkeys,
and the putative homologs in humans are still not fully understood [32]. We give a
simplified outline of the visual processing for grasping in primates in fig.0.6. For an
in-depth exposition of the areas in the brain, that are active during grasping, and
the flow of information see [36].

The visual information in grasping comes majorly from the dorsal stream. V3
projects into the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). Experiments on macaques show that
the IPS processes visual stream for action-perception coordination [91], that is, arm
and eye movements. The IPS contains the caudal intraparietal sulcus (CIP) which
process 3D features, axis, and surface orientation, from the information in V3, in a
view-centered manner [36].

CIP connects to the anterior intraparietal area (AIP) which is thought to be
central to grasp planning. Neurons in the AIP discharge during object manipula-
tion, object observation, and even to be sensitive to manipulation during dark and
light luminance conditions. [47] found that AIP neurons, in monkeys, respond pref-
erentially to specific manipulations of specific objects in addition to being selective
for shape, size, and orientation.

The AIP is thus thought to perform visuomotor transformations of forwarded
visuospatial object features. It transforms these features, such as surface orientation
in depth and texture gradients into grasp plans which it then forwards to the
motor cortex for execution. The AIP is also active during the grasping process
where the evidence points to it being critical for monitoring and recalibrating grasp
movements [36].
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The AIP connects to the premotor cortex. Part of the premotor cortex is the
ventral premotor cortex (PMv) which contains area F5. F5 fires during specific
object-related hand movements and in the presence of a 3D object [91]. Recordings
also show some F5 neurons discharging for end-state goals [195]. Experiments
in [192] found sets of neurons discharge in these regions during specific types of
prehensile movements suggesting that these combinations of neurons are a motor
vocabulary for elementary motor acts. The first discovery of mirror neurons was in
F5. Experiments showed activation in F5 when a Macaques was observing other
actors perform grasp actions.

PMv neurons in monkeys are selective for the type of required prehension for
grasping an object, that is, the grasping action as a whole not controlling for the
individual digits, together with the applied force. Experiments on monkeys have
in fact found a striking accuracy, 89%, in predicting grasping actions based on the
activity in the premotor cortex [89], see also [66].

The PMv receives information from the AIP and is thought to output a represen-
tation activating motor programs of the object affordance which is then combined
with other visual cues to configure and orient the hand. This information is then
forwarded to the primary motor cortex (M1) for execution [33], [89].

fMRI studies also suggest that the human homolog of the PMv integrates ad-
ditional modalities such as somatosensory [61]. The authors suggest that there
are different areas responsible for precision and power grips, where precision grips
might use somatosensory information from the posterior parietal cortex. The use of
more tactile information in precision grips is sensible. They tend to be complex and
followed by in-hand manipulation which is much more reliant on tactile feedback.
In addition, [61] also found that precision and power grips activate different parts
of the human cortex. The precision grip activated a larger combination of cortical
areas especially the PMv while power grips associated more with M1. This seems
to be in accordance with the notion that precision grasps require more planning
and coordination than power grips.

2.m.1 Grasp Planning and Execution

Human grasping can be characterized by a set of phases [148].We illustrate the
grasping movement in fig.0.9.

The first phase is concerned with finding a suitable plan of execution. In gen-
eral, this means choosing a grasp position on the object, pairing it with an initial
estimate of the hand configuration that will fit the local geometry of the object, and
then adding the proper motor commands that involve the reaching and grasping
movement.

The second phase involves executing the motor commands for the reaching move-
ment and pre-shaping of the hand to comply with the local geometry of the object
at the chosen grasp position. During this phase, there is a continuous recalibration
of the trajectory and the hand configuration, where the hand reaches a maximum
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Figure 0.9: A sequence of snapshots of the reaching movement for grasping a
cylinder-shaped object. Notice how the pre-shape develops, with the grasp aperture
increasing during the reaching movement, correlating with the shape of the object,
and then decreasing as the hand reaches the object. We also note that the actor
places the grasp at the mid-section on the object as to get a stable grasp for picking
up the object as opposed to if the actor intended to give the object to someone
where a top-grasp would be more convenient.

aperture around 60-70% through the reaching movement correlating with the size
of the object [32].

The third phase is during and at contact with the object where hand reconfigu-
rations are made to stabilize and maintain the grasp. This phase is dominated by
the aggregation of sensor modalities such as tactile, visual, auditory, and proprio-
ceptive working together to give feedback about the stability of the grasp and how
that stability is maintained.

We will concern ourselves with the initial phase, the planning, as this thesis’
main focus is on how the visual understanding influences the grasp planning process.
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2.n Effects of Task and Object Properties on Grasp Planning

Many factors affect the planning of a grasp. The post-grasp task, that is, what one
intends to do with the object, is central to planning with respect to the reaching
movement [7], [64], hand configuration [165], [199], placement [116], and the applied
load and prehensile force upon contact [77]. In addition, the properties of the object
also affect grasp planning, placement, and load forces. Apart from the shape of the
object, estimations of dynamics, weight, and texture are the predominant factors
in planning, through slow-changing priors that guide the initial plans. We give
a number task-specific grasps in fig.0.10 to illustrate how task might affect grasp
placement.

2.n.1 Task & Semantic Memory

Human grasp planning is seemingly preemptive in that it continuously updates and
computes potential grasping actions and affordances [17]. Before initializing the
grasping action the eyes typically focus its attention on parts of the scene that it
anticipates being the focus of an action. Experiments show that the eyes fixate on
a set of landmarks that are central to the task [119]. These landmarks are most
likely used to anticipate potential grasp configurations and actions.

Once set on a target object for grasping, experiments show that the eye fixations
show a preference for regions where the brain intends to place the index finger of the
grasping hand indicating hand-eye coordination in planning [17]. [17] even suggest
that it might be possible to predict which object manipulation is about to take
place given the current fixation point and object.

This anticipatory behavior also manifests itself as subconscious computations of
potential actions for objects found in the vicinity. In a series of experiments, [224]
showed that humans using different grasp types to signal the category of objects
had faster response time with object compatible grasps. This led the authors to
suggest that the brain also represent objects in general motor responses that are
potentiated irrespective of the agent’s intentions, that is, the brain is subconsciously
computing potential action possibilities.

A later fMRI study [92] showed grasp types compatible with the object indeed
activated the parietal, dorsal premotor, and inferior frontal cortex. Another fMRI
study by [35], where participants named the categories of pictures depicting objects,
also showed activation in ventral premotor areas, specifically for pictures of tools.
These motor response representations led the authors of [65], [224] to coin the term
micro-affordances to denote possible grasping actions not necessarily involved in
just one type of affordance.

Planning of the grasp also considers the post-grasp dynamics. Experiments
show that at least for simpler tasks [103], the chosen grasp is part of a broader
strategy for maximizing control at the end of the task sequence, a so-called “end-
state comfort”. This effect has been shown in a range of works from Rosenbaum
and others [101], [199].
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The initial realization came from observing a waiter filling glasses with water.
The waiter grasped an upside-down standing glass with the thumb in the direction
of the opening of the glass, rotated it, filled it with water, and put it down, thumb
facing up. Rosenbaum noted, that the waiter chose the initial awkward posture
for a less awkward post-grasp posture. After initial experiments, the optimization
strategy was named the end-state comfort effect. Further analysis, however, indi-
cated that humans choose grasps that optimize the control exerted over the grasped
object when it is most needed. Additional experiments involving handing-over of
objects showed that humans choose awkward postures to enable the receiver to
perform an action with the object. The actor thus actively takes another actor’s
intentions into account.

Task also affect the speed of the reaching movement and hand shaping [7], [121].
Experiments involving grasping the same object for different tasks [7] showed that
when the end task required greater control the pre-shaping was more gradual and
the reaching movement of the hand was much slower. In the simpler end task,
the subjects formed the hand shape directly to comply with the place for a grasp
while in the complex task, the pre-shaping happened gradually during the reaching
movement. In sequent experiments, [6] showed that using the same object but
for different actions affected reaching duration such that it was markedly slower if
no task followed the grasp. These results suggest, again, that the grasp planning
anticipates the end-state. The authors explain the longer reaching time for the
no-task grasp as relying more on tactile feedback as opposed to when there is a
post-grasp task that requires planning and taking dynamic constraints into account.

Grasp placement for more complex tasks also appears to involve semantic mem-
ory. [45] showed in experiments, involving objects with handles rotated in different
orientations, that when the subjects were simultaneously involved in a memory re-
trieval task they tended to pick up the object by the nearest point regardless of the
distance to the handle. However, when the memory retrieval task only involved
spatial or verbal working memory components, the subjects the grasps landed on
the handles with higher likelihood regardless of orientation.

These findings indicate the importance of memory retrieval for performing more
complex grasping procedures. It also implies that humans perform the simple act of
reaching and grasping automatically without the involvement of semantic memory.
Additional evidence of the involvement of memory in the grasping process comes
from [155]. The authors showed that objects of familiar size modified both reaching
and hand amplitude. This effect was even greater when they removed binocular
cues implying an increase in reliance on memory cues.

Representations in the brain of objects are also affected by task [30], [95], [227].
[95] performed an fMRI study of twenty-five subjects that carried out six different
tasks that required judging physical properties: fixation, color, tilt, or conceptual
properties: content, movement, size. First, they showed the subjects an object and
then tasked them with judging a property of the object. The study showed that
the task context strongly affected the response in the ventral pathway such that it
was easier to decode which object the subjects judged within a task compared to
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Figure 0.10: Task-specific grasps for the tasks: drinking, drinking, giving, giving,
picking up, pouring. Clearly, task is the major factor in deciding the approach
vector, grip position, and grip configuration. Notice also how the pinky finger in the
first two images acts as stabilizing factor by being situated underneath the curvature
of the bottle. A grasp higher up without the pinky finger will be much more
unstable. We mostly likely learn this type of stabilization by repeated interaction
implying that this type of grasp is to some extent reliant on semantic memory.

across-task. This was also taken as further evidence of the top-down modulation
of visual processing as the task affected object processing.

Similar experiments in [227] showed that task affected processing in the dorsal
stream while the ventral stream was less affected and where the early visual regions
showed a higher encoding for category than task. Further on, the experiments
also showed that the filtering out of salient task-irrelevant features was greater in
the dorsal pathway indicating the stream’s relevance for parsing visual input into
action.
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2.n.2 Shape

The shape of the object affects grasp placement by determining the center of gravity
as well as offering places for support. For example, in fig. 0.10 it is easy to see how
the pinky finger uses the curvature of the bottle as a stabilizing factor. Experiments
in [202] on two differently shaped plastic water bottles involving the task of pouring
and moving exposed effects of task and object properties on the grasp performance.
The bottles used in the experiment consisted of one ordinary cylindrical shaped
bottle and one bottle with concave constriction similar to the bottle in fig.0.10.
The bottles were either half-full or full.

In the experiments, the subjects grasped the full bottles higher up than the
half-full and more internally towards the center of gravity. The same effect was
observed for the pouring actions versus the moving action. The grasps made for
pouring were placed higher up and more towards the center of gravity. The shape
affected the grip apertures by generating smaller apertures for the moving action
of the full concave bottle. Task also affected the movement time where the moving
action was faster than pouring.

These results are evidence of the anticipatory nature of grasping. The grasp
planning phase clearly took into consideration both the shape, in terms of the digit
placement, and the estimated weight of the bottles, to determine how they would
affect the post-grasp task. The authors suggested that the reason for the moving
action eliciting a faster reaching movement is likely due to it requiring less precision
and calibration.

Similar experiments in [7], involving placing an object inside differently sized
niches, also showed this effect. The reaching movements made for niches that
required less precision were faster and the pre-shaping of the hand reached its final
shape almost immediately opposed to the grasps for niches that required more
precision. This is in line with the fMRI results [61] described earlier which showed
that precision grips generate larger neuronal activity compared to power grips. This
is sensible as demanding post-grasp tasks are more difficult to plan and are likely
to require more recalibration during the reaching movement.

Additional evidence of how task affects digit placement comes from experiments
in [44]. The experiments involved pouring and lifting a common glass juice bottle
and showed that the task and the weight of the bottle significantly affected digit
placement. For example, the pouring task consistently showed greater distance
between thumb and index finger, something the authors suggest was to facilitate
the rotating movement of the bottle. We have illustrated a similar grasp in fig.0.10
where the two first images indicate the stabilization factor by the pinky finger.
Further on, the first and last images show the difference in distance between thumb
and index finger digits for a power grasp and a precision grasp.

Shape is also a factor when computing the applied grip force. [117] showed in a
set of experiments of precision grips on an object, which changed curvature unpre-
dictably between trials, that humans use the curvature and kinematics estimated
by vision to predict the required movements and grip forces that produce a stable
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grasp. The experiments also showed that anesthesia had little impact on the adap-
tation of the grip force indicating that visual cues are the predominant variable in
grip force estimation. However, vision was of little help to the anesthetized subjects
in modulating the grip forces to balance friction. This implies that past the contact
phase tactile feedback is the biggest factor in modulating the grip force.

2.n.3 Size and Material

A classic experiment by primary school physics teachers is to show two objects
of different size and material, and ask which falls the fastest. Whereupon most
students, not familiar or sometimes even familiar with the laws of gravity, answers
the larger or by material seemingly heavier one. Priors on object weight also play an
important role in computing load forces needed for lifting and performing actions
with objects.

Humans base their prior on the size and material of the object. Experiments in-
volving objects whose surface displays a material different from the interior showed
that subjects misjudged weight and applied erroneous load forces. [15], [29] tasked
humans with lifting cubes of varying sizes, and with different surface and interior
materials (brass and wood in [15], and metal, wood, and expanded polystyrene in
[29]). The experiments showed that the subjects frequently misjudged object weight
but learned to adapt the load force after a couple of additional interactions.

Interestingly, the prior on object weight in these experiments was seemingly
stable and did not update with new information. The subjects consistently made
errors when judging object weights even after receiving feedback and being asked
about the object weight again. The applied load force, on the other hand, started
to adapt after the first trial. The authors suggest that humans rely on two distinct
representations for estimating weights. A slow-changing material-density-volume
prior that we use for initial estimates of object weight. When the prior proves to
be wrong the estimates tend to shift and rely to a greater extent on a combination
of priors and sensorimotor memory.

A recent analysis of fMRI data supports the idea of these types of priors. It
showed the ventral pathway responding to weight or textural density as part of the
visual processing for grasping, and that these associations, in fact, are learnable
[81].

Size, material, and dynamic priors are especially valuable when placing precision
grips. Precisions grips require complex interaction between different load forces.
They must predict both weight and friction between the fingertips and the object
to prevent slippage as well as predict the dynamic behavior of the object under
load forces. These types of priors have led to suggestions that humans form internal
models of object dynamics. 7. Sometimes with enough training, the dynamic model
even becomes specific to a single object [77].

7See [2] for a deep learning approach to learning robots to develop similar models.
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Many of the approaches for stability prediction in robotic grasping have usually
assumed knowledge of friction constants etc. These approaches are obviously not
tenable and the trend is towards data-driven methods e.g. [2], [16], [143], [196].
However, the lack of reliability and resolution in robotic tactile sensors compared
to humans leaves only so much room for improvement in the sophistication of the
control and learning algorithms.

2.n.4 Heuristics

Experimental evidence shows that humans view objects in a holistic manner but
when grasping they ignore features that are not pertinent to placing the grasp [86].
These results suggest that there are heuristics involved in grasp planning and that
we can explain them in specific features of the object.

A study [69], [70] of four professionals manual laborers analyzed 7770 instances
of object-task grasps of roughly 306 objects for 231 tasks collected during an 8-hour
window. The analysis of a decision tree classifier fitted to the data showed 47%
classification accuracy for grasp type for the attributes: dimension, mass, round-
ness, functional class, task constraint, grasped dimension, force, and rigidity. The
most discriminative of the recorded features in predicting grasp type were: object
dimension, task constraints - the degrees of freedom in rotating and translating the
object, and the mass of the object.

That object dimension is a good discriminator comes as no surprise. Most tools
are, for example, elongated and usually has a handle that requires a specific grasp.
Analysis of the data, in fact, showed that the subjects had a clear tendency to
grasp objects along the smallest dimensions of the object. The constraints features
are also logical as manual labor involves repetitive tasks with specific objects with
specific grasps.

Another interesting aspect of the study is that the combination of object and
task constraints increased the classification accuracy significantly compared to ei-
ther feature alone. This is clear evidence that categorization of required grasps
needs to include both object features and features involved in the action. It is
also evidence of the significant involvement and interplay of action with the object
category and how the affordance of an object shapes how we categorize and cognize
about it.

In another recent study [66], participants grasped objects that varied in size,
elongation, and shape, using grasps with different combinations of digits plus pas-
sively viewing the objects. fMRI recordings of the subjects showed that the feature
that was coded strongest for in the different brain regions was elongation followed
by shape and size. The authors suggest that this reflects the importance of dimen-
sion in selecting grip configuration and wrist orientation. In addition, the results
showed that the number of digits used in a grasp was a better model for explaining
the activations than the type of precision grasp.

The above results show that simple features of an object might be enough to
derive simple heuristics for classification and grasp planning that work well in a ma-
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jority of cases. In the subsequent chapters, we will explore this idea by formulating
a stack of simple features and try to learn from the data which feature works best.

2.o Summary

We can decompose grasping into a set of phases summarized as planning, reaching,
and contact. The planning phase is preemptive in that the mind consistently is an-
ticipating and computing action possibilities, and their associated motor programs
for objects in the surrounding. The planning is also preemptive in that it tries to
predict the end-state of the task such that the grasp maximizes control over the
object.

Apart from the task, placement, and force in grasp planning depend on a num-
ber of properties of the object. The properties are first and foremost shape, material,
and size. Humans learn slow-changing priors of how materials respond to interac-
tion. The elongation and size of an object are good predictors for how and where
a human will place affordance-based grasps implying possible underlying heuristics
for placing grasps. On the whole, the accumulated evidence suggests a complex
interaction between factors of weight, material, shape, and task. Further on, it
shows that humans are efficient at exploiting and estimating the involved factors
to plan stable grasps that anticipate future manipulation.

2.p Discussion and Conclusion

It has been argued that,

vision began not as a system for perceiving the world, but as a system
for the distal control of movement [86]

This idea contrasts strikingly with the research done in computer vision which
has focused mainly on answering the what question. The main reason for this is
most likely the effort involved in obtaining labeled data. Answering what is also
less ambiguous than answering how in that categorization is a binary question
while how spans complex interactions of body, object, and outcomes. It may also
be that what is something that involves everyday conscious decisions and often is
explainable in rule-based counting of features, meanwhile, how is subconscious and
thus more complicated to explain explicitly. This shows itself in that learning of
actions are primarily done by imitation and sensorimotor exploration.

The focus on answering what has influenced the forming of many vision-based
grasping approaches in form of feature representation and by forcing the problem
into a form suitable for vision-based discrimination, e.g. [120], [141], [189], [203].
The division of labor in human vision is a strong indication that robots should use
different features for action and recognition. Features for grasping, for example,
needs to be less focused on saliency and more focused on shape and material, and
how the visual understanding of shape and material relates to the gripper config-
uration and force space. Data for learning features should come from interactions
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with shape and materials and will require more exploratory approaches as well as
learning from demonstration.

This is already being explored to some extent. In [142] the authors let a set of
robots perform 800 000 grasp attempts and uses the data to learn hand-eye coor-
dination for monocular images using reinforcement learning with a convolutional
neural network. [2] hypothesize that humans have an internal physics model that
allows them to understand and predict how an action will affect an object and use
a siamese CNN to model a similar understanding. And in [179] the authors start
with a base-net that branches out into nets specialized for grasping, pushing, and
pulling actions. The base-net provides the basic processing of the visual input and
then receives feedback from the specialized nets on how to improve. The approach
thus mimics the human visual processing in the idea of general preprocessing and
then specialization. [82] explores haptic adjectives such as compressible or smooth
from the fusion of visual and haptic data. For a thorough review on interactive
perception and further arguments for action based perception see [24].

We also saw that human grasping is highly dependent on context and task. Re-
search has shown that the brain generates different representations of an object
depending on which task or context we view it in. Robotic grasping research, on
the other hand, has traditionally focused on analytical measures of grasp stability
disregarding context and task e.g. [19]. With the increased availability of grasping
data and tools for 3D vision, research has moved towards data-driven grasping ap-
proaches. These methods rely in general on matching features on the object to good
hand configurations where they measure good according to heuristics, matching to
stored grasp-feature relations, or minimizing a machine learning loss function [25].

Even though these data-driven approaches have been successful they have failed
to broach the broader subject of how object understanding and intention affects
how an agent should and can manipulate objects. Grasp synthesis algorithms can
heavily reduce the infinite number of grasping positions on an object that it needs
to consider by taking task into account; as there is a limited set of positions for
grasping an object to complete a task successfully. Humans utilize this strategy
of optimizing post-grasp control sometimes placing an initial awkward grasp to
optimize for the end-goal.

A handful of efforts have incorporated task in robotic grasping. [213] trained a
Bayesian Network (BN) relating object properties with task, grasp, and constraint
features. From the BN they could produce probabilistic maps of hand pose over the
object conditioned on the task and object properties. [171] formulated a probabilis-
tic model over task, stability, and known object models to find stable grasps. [54],
[105] modularized grasping into two modules one focused on matching known grips
to local properties on the object while the other computed the task probability
for a gripper position given known task-specific grasps. The modularization en-
abled the transfer of grasps and task constraints to novel object task combinations.
[8], [126] leveraged deep learning to generalize task-constraints given by pixel-wise
ground-truths denoting affordance bearing parts.

In addition to task-based priors, we saw that humans use priors based on ma-
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terial, size, and shape together with sensorimotor memory adaptation when priors
are wrong. To the best of our knowledge, only [107] has approached the problem of
learning priors. [107] showed how a robot can learn and utilize task-specific priors
on object properties from observed task-specific grasps by a human.

We also reviewed evidence of human conceptual understanding. We saw that
neurons in area F5 of the PMv of Macaques fired for specific grasps. This and other
evidence have led to suggestions of motor primitives that make up an action vocab-
ulary. One can then speculate if humans tie the conceptual understanding of local
shape and properties of an object to the hand configuration used for manipulating
the object? This is one of the points this thesis tries to argue.

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter experiments on infants have
shown categorization to be prelinguistic [146]. Thus, if grounded semantics is truly
multimodal and if there is evidence of an action vocabulary then just as words
are symbols summarizing the sensorimotor experience of objects, feelings, etc., the
form of the hand, the motor commands to form it, can act as a semantic for object
shape. This way of approaching understanding will naturally have implications
for how one builds an artificial agent. For example, meaning will not have to be
mediated through human or other interpretable symbols but the robot can instead
understand concepts through other sensor modalities. In section 5.a we will see
how this idea leads to a reinterpretation of results in robotic grasping. We show
experiments involving summarizations of robotic gripper configurations that then
act as prototypical grasp that generalizes to a range of shapes.

To conclude, feature work in computer vision and robotics needs to have broader
scopes in how they define vision. Robotics research using vision-based approaches
for action needs to consider if methods developed for pure vision are a good match
for the action they want the robot to achieve as primates show a preference for
division and specialization of labor. Robotic grasping research and perhaps robotics
in general needs to take a holistic approach to learning actions. Actions do not
exist in solitude but are part of a complex behavioral machinery that contains
many interdependent parts that provide useful information about each other. If
roboticists can learn to incorporate these types of holistic perspectives much will
be won.
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3 Methods for Learning and Inference
Machine learning methods can broadly be divided into two categories: supervised
and unsupervised. The goal of supervised learning is to learn to infer the class c ∈ C
of an instance x given a set of input-value pairs to learn from. Unsupervised learning
tries to learn how to categorize given data points X into a set of classes C where C
can be a parameter that the algorithm infers during the learning phase. Supervised
learning algorithms work well for structured data where input and outcome are
clear-cut while the goal of unsupervised learning is to find an underlying structure
in the data.

In robotics supervised and unsupervised learning are both common approaches.
Supervised learning is good for detection, such as answering “does this object afford
this action?” while unsupervised learning is good for letting the robot structure and
generalize its own sensory input, such as “there are a range of movement patterns
that I use, can cluster them into a set of primitives that will ease the cognitive load
of determining how to move?”.

During this thesis, I have used both approaches. Supervised learning for affor-
dance detection and conceptualization, and unsupervised learning for understand-
ing similarities in gripper configurations. I used these methods throughout the
thesis and I have therefore put them in their own chapter that explains the moti-
vation for using the methods as wells as detailing my extensions and contributions.
The first part thus deals with supervised learning, specifically metric learning, and
the second part with unsupervised learning, specifically latent variable learning for
simultaneous clustering and dimensionality reduction.

3.a Metric Learning

As we saw in chapter 2 human reasoning rely greatly on measures of similarity. It
has been used substantively in psychology to explain phenomena related to catego-
rization [10], [209]. Categorical reasoning, for example, uses the notion of similarity
to classify to one category or the other. The notion of similarity is for the most
time not explicit in terms of counting object properties for category affinity. It
relies on subconscious computations of similarity between the sensory input of an
object and the internal representation of the category.

The use of similarity for reasoning shows itself in machine learning algorithms
as distance measures and notions of similarity are ubiquitous. For example, the
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [41] tries to find the optimal decision boundary,
where optimal is formulated as the hyperplane that maximizes the distance from
the margin to the two classes. The radial basis function (RBF) kernel or any
other kernel used for computing the inner product in the SVM can be considered
a measure of similarity between points of the training set and the test point.

Another example is decision trees. The split point for a feature when learning
the tree is often picked by trying to find the feature that maximizes the information
gain. The information gain, the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, measures the
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Figure 0.11: Model of a sensorimotor system.

dissimilarity of two distributions8. In this context, we think of it as a measure of
the increase in knowledge about the other features given the specific feature picked
for splitting.

Other common algorithms such as the k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) and k-Means
use more explicit distance measures to formulate objective functions. kNN and
k-Means typically employ the l2 distance to measure the distance to neighbors or
centroids.

For us human beings it is highly unlikely that our brains use similarity to per-
form categorization similarly to how we as humans similarity to reason in everyday
language. Nevertheless, there are two features of human reasoning that are incred-
ibly useful for learning in general and in the end for an autonomous agent. Firstly,
the ability to measure different features and sum them up to infer the category of
an object. Secondly, the ability to deduce which features to measure for classifying
to a specific category, that is, feature selection.

If we go back to our simple model of a sensorimotor system introduced in chapter
2 we remember the features x that get sent to the cognizing unit. We assume that
the cognizing unit uses an algorithm based on some form of similarity measure to
infer the category of the input. The success of such an algorithm depends on a
number of factors of the similarity measure.

Firstly, different features might best be measured using different distance mea-
sures. How do we weigh these different measures to get a unified distance measure?
Secondly, how stable is the distance measure when we increase the number of di-
mensions and add noise to the feature space?

To formalize the problem let us assume we have our feature vector, x, of di-
mension D, consisting of a set of s features, where each feature is a measurement
from different sensors. Let us also assume for simplicity that each of the features
has their own similarity measure, fi, that follows the triangle equality. We can
formulate the similarity between two feature vectors, x and y, in its simplest form,
as a weighted linear sum of the similarities between the features,

8The KL divergence is not strictly a metric since it lacks symmetry, KL(p||q) ̸= KL(q||p)
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d(x, y) =
s∑

i=1
wifi(xi, yi) (1)

From the expression above we see that we need to find the similarity measures,
fi, for each feature that best reflects the feature’s intrinsic properties. In addition,
we need to find the weights, wi, for each feature that balances the importance of the
features for the specific discrimination task we want to perform. For a supervised
problem, we can learn the weights as it amounts to model/parameter selection,
however, in an unsupervised setting, it is difficult.

Now let us assume that we have standardized all data, that is centering and
variance division, and that some subset C of the features are more important than
others for deciding on a particular problem. If we add some feature specific noise,
ϵi, to one of the vectors we get the following expression using the triangle equality,

d(x, y + ϵ) =
S∑

i=1
wifi(xi, yi + ϵi)

≤
S∑

i=1
wifi(xi, yi) + wifi(yi, yi + ϵi)

≤
∑
i∈C

wifi(xi, yi) +
∑
i∈C

wifi(yi, yi + ϵi)

+
S∑

i/∈C

wifi(xi, yi) +
S∑

i/∈C

wifi(yi, yi + ϵi).

(2)

It is easy to see from the above expression that as the number of dimensions,
D, gets large noise will be a considerable influence on the full distance measure.
Further on, under increasing dimensionality, any distance metric will be eventually
rendered useless as the max and min distance to a query point diminishes as the
dimensions increase. Experimental results show that this can happen as early as
D = 20 [18]. Finally, if the irrelevant features, i /∈ C, do not have weights close
to zero we can consider them additional noise terms that are making the distance
measures even more sensitive.

Of course, this curse of dimensionality can be alleviated by making assumptions
about the properties of the data and different pre-processing steps. In most cases,
we can assume that the data lays on a lower dimensional manifold and has some kind
of structure that we can exploit. If we are really lucky the data falls into somewhat
ordered clusters. Further on, pre-processing, linear, and non-linear transformations
of the feature space can help untangle the data such that distances becomes mean-
ingful. Nevertheless, the discussion above serves to illustrate that for a sensing
agent with multimodal input one must take these factors into consideration when
measures of similarity are a part of the inference process.
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Figure 0.12: Whitening transform of multivariate Gaussian distributed data. The
whitening transform performs a rotation and scaling of the data such that the
covariance matrix of the transformed data is the identity matrix, I.

A reasonable approach would, therefore, be to learn the metric from the data
while discarding feature dimensions not relevant for the task. In the rest of this
section, we will, therefore, look at a set of algorithms that try to amend these
problems for supervised learning problems that use metrics when making inference.

3.b The Metric Learning Problem

As we outlined above the two problems with using distances for measuring similarity
across a set of features is choosing the appropriate distance measures and weights for
the features. If labeled data or similarity relations between the data, for example,
A is closer to B than C, is available we can then approach the problem from a
different direction. Instead of doing model selection and optimizing feature weights
we can learn a transform L of the data such that similarities and dissimilarities
are enhanced under some metric. If we, for example, take the squared l2 distance
and let L be a linear transform applied to the data, it gives us the following metric
between the vectors x and y,

dA(x, y) =∥ L(x − y)T ∥2
2 = (x − y)A(x − y)T , A = LT L. (3)

Algorithms that tries to learn the positive semidefinite matrix (PSD), A, are
called Mahalanobis metric learning algorithms. The name comes from the Maha-
lanobis metric,
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Figure 0.13: Figuratively LMNN and LMCA optimization first finds the k neigh-
bors, called target neighbors, for each instance in the untransformed space. The
algorithms then try to find a transform, L, that pushes those target neighbors
towards the instance, the neighborhood center, while at the same time pushing
non-class members out of the perimeter of the neighborhood.

dMahal(x, y) =
√

(x − y)Σ−1(x − y)T , (4)

where Σ is the covariance matrix of the data. The Mahalanobis metric applies
a whitening transform to the data as is illustrated in fig.0.12.

For a supervised learning problem, learning A, can be formalized as the sum of
a set of cost functions C = {c1, c2, . . . , cm} acting on the transformed data together
with a regularizer, r, acting on the transform [136].

L(A) = r(A) + λ
∑
ci∈C

ci(XAXT ). (5)

The cost functions are typically formulated in an intuitive manner. Normally
they penalize large distances of within-class members and small intra-class distances.
For reviews of metric learning algorithms see [136], [234].

3.c Large Margin Nearest Neighbor

The Large Margin Nearest Neighbor (LMNN) [233] is one of the more, if not the
most, popular metric learning algorithms. LMNN is based on k-NN and the un-
derlying notion that guides the algorithm is that the transform should decrease
distances between the neighbor instances consisting of the k nearest neighbors that
belong to the same class, called target neighborhoods, while pushing out non-class
members, called impostors, outside a specified margin of the neighborhood. See
fig.0.13 for an illustration. [233] formulated the learning of A as the following loss
function,
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L(A) = (1 − µ)
∑

i,i⇝j

dA(xi, xj)

+ µ
∑

i,i⇝j,l

(1 − yil)[1 + dA(xi, xj) − dA(xi, xl)]+.
(6)

The first term in the objective function is the Mahalanobis distance which pe-
nalizes large distances to target neighbors. The second term, penalizes impostors
inside the margin, using the hinge loss, that is, [z]+ = max(0, z). The indices
i⇝ j specify the k target neighbors, and l the impostors. The µ term is a constant
that weighs how the impostor loss should influence the loss. We can reformulate
equation 6 as a semidefinite program (SDP),

minimize

(1−µ)
∑

i,i⇝j

(xi−xj)A(xi−xj)T + µ
∑

i,i⇝j,l

(1−yil)ξijl

subject to
(xi−xl)A(xi−xl)T −(xi−xj)A(xi−xj)T ≥ 1−ξijl

ξijl ≥ 0
A ⪰ 0.

(7)

The first term in the objective function is the Mahalanobis distance which pe-
nalizes large distances between target neighbors. The second term is the sum of
the slack variables for the impostor violations. The slack variables, ξijl, are over
all triplets of target neighborhoods and measures the amount of violation of the
margin in the transformed space.

The real advantage of the LMNN comes from a set of insights. Firstly, Eq. 7
can be solved with standard SDP solvers, but, they tend to scale badly with the
number of constraints [233]. However, most of the constraints are not violated since
most class distributions tend to be somewhat well separated.

Secondly, instead of using an SDP solver we can optimize eq.6 using gradient
descent. After each iteration, we project A onto the cone of semidefinite matrices
which fulfills the PSD constraint.

Thirdly, the hinge loss derivate does not depend on the degree of violation of
the margin. This means that we can update the gradient for each iteration simply
by adding new violations and subtracting no longer active violations. This makes
the gradient extremely cheap to compute since the violations are few and do not
tend to fluctuate too much. This in turn decreases the number of matrix products9

the optimization procedure computes to a considerable amount.
9Matrix products scales roughly as O(M2.3) for M × M matrices. However, we can exploit

the fact that we do the matrix product of two M × 1 vectors which means that we only need to
perform 2M products of the entries in the vectors.
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The gradient of eq.6 at the time, t, can be written as,

Gt = dL
dA

= (1 − µ)
∑

i,i⇝j

Cij + µ
∑

i,j,l∈Vt

(Cij − Cil). (8)

where Cij = (xi − xj)T (xi − xj) and Vt is the set of triplets (i, j, l) that violates
the margin constraints or equivalently have nonzero hinge loss.

Updating the gradient at each time step is just deduction and addition of con-
straint violating triplets.

Gt+1 = Gt − µ
∑

i,j,l∈V−

(Cij − Cil) + µ
∑

i,j,l∈V+

(Cij − Cil). (9)

Here V− is the triplets that were active during the previous time step but no
longer violates the constraints and V+ are the triplets are the constraints that were
inactive but have become active after the gradient step.

The projection of At onto the cone of semi-definite matrices at each time step is
straightforward. Since At is symmetric we can diagonalize At = V ∆V T , where V
is the orthonormal matrix of eigenvectors and ∆ are the eigenvalues. By projecting
onto the set of all eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues we can enforce the PSD
constraints, that is, PS(At) = V ∆+V T , where ∆+ = max(∆, 0) [233].

We summarize the gradient descent optimization of the LMNN in alg.1.

Algorithm 1 LMNN Gradient Descent
1: Init:
2: Compute k nearest neighbors for each class in the original space.
3: A = I, µ = 0.5, α = 1E − 6
4: V− = {}, V+ = {} Active and Inactive sets.
5: G0 :=

∑
i,i⇝j Cij Init gradient with target neighbors

6: while not converged do
7: Gt+1 := Gt − µ

∑
i,j,l∈V−

(Cij − Cil) + µ
∑

i,j,l∈V+

(Cij − Cil)

8: At+1 = PS(At − αGt+1) Update and project to cone
9: Update V−, V+

10: α ∗= L(At + 1) ≤ L(At) ? 1.01 : 0.5
11: t := t + 1
12: end while

3.c.1 Learning with LMNN

Learning with LMNN is straightforward. The insights into how to efficiently per-
form the optimization are what has made the LMNN popular, as it works almost
effortlessly with datasets of size up to 60, 000.
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The major problem when learning A, for D-dimensional data, is that it requires
learning the D2 entries of the matrix, the parameters of the model. When N ≪ D
overfitting can occur. One way of fixing this is forcing A to be diagonal by setting
all off-diagonal elements to zero for each iteration, and so we only need to learn D
parameters.

The diagonalization of A allows us to treat the diagonal elements as feature
weights. Low values will indicate non-discriminative features and therefore irrele-
vant features for inferring class. The diagonal matrix found by LMNN thus implic-
itly facilitates a form of feature selection. We explored this approach in [107] where
we learned feature weights for the problem of determining if synthesized grasps
were compatible with the task. Analyzing the feature weights we learned which
features were important for a specific task and by measuring the distance between
the learned feature weight vector we inferred which tasks were similar to each other.

The trade-off with the diagonalization approach is that we are no longer mod-
eling complex interactions between features as we only learn a scalar multiplier for
each feature. A second problem that can arise is that even though we have trans-
formed the data it still has dimension D. If the transformation we have learned is
not successful in separating the classes it is still possible for the curse of dimension-
ality problem to occur.

In the next section, we will see how we can learn a lower-dimensional transform
that can mitigate these problems by working with the decomposition A = LT L
instead of A directly.

3.d Large Margin Component Analysis

As discussed above one major problem with LMNN is that the number of parameters
can be much higher than the number of data points which can lead to overfitting.
We can solve this by using principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimen-
sionality. However, this somewhat defeats the purpose of learning a transformation
of the data as PCA might discard the feature dimensions relevant to discrimination.

A better way of reducing the number of parameters is instead to rewrite the
object function eq.6 to use the decomposition A = LT L and optimize with respect
to L instead. We can then let L have size d × D. Learning the transform is now
dependent on learning only dD parameters as opposed to D2. In addition, L is
now a projection that reduces the dimensionality of the data to dimension d. This
means that we model some of the complex relations between features while at the
same reducing the impact of high-dimensional data.

This approach, called Large Margin Component Analysis (LMCA), was pro-
posed by [223]. It is possible to optimize LMNN with respect to L as well. However,
the hinge loss that reduces the computational load gives worse accuracy compared
to LMCA. We will, therefore, work with LMCA throughout this thesis since it uses
a smooth hinge loss.

The LMCA objective function is formulated as follows,
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ϵ(L) =
∑

i,i⇝j

||L(xi − xj)T ||2

+ c
∑

i,i⇝j,l

yil h(||L(xi − xj)T ||2 − ||L(xi − xl)T ||2 + 1),
(10)

with the following derivative,

dϵ(L)
dL

= 2L(
∑

i,i⇝j

(xi − xj)T (xi − xj)

+ c
∑

i,i⇝j,l

yil[(xi − xj)T (xi − xj)− (xi − xl)T (xi − xl)]

h′(||L(xi − xj)T ||2 − ||L(xi − xl)T ||2 + 1).

(11)

Here i⇝ j again means the k nearest neighbors of i belonging to the same class,
yil is a binary variable that is zero if i and l have the same label, and one otherwise.
c is a constant controlling the impostor pushing component and h is the smooth
hinge loss [190],

h(z) =


0 if z ≤ 0
0.5(1. − z)2 if 0 < z < 1
z − 0.5 if z ≥ 1

(12)

.
The drawback of this approach is that eq.10, as opposed to the formulation in

eq.7, is no longer convex. This means that we will learn a low-rank approximation
of A, and that we will almost certainly discover local minima. [223] showed em-
pirically that this was not a problem since the algorithm consistently converged to
adequate solutions, outperforming kNN, LMNN, and state-of-the-art metric learn-
ing algorithms on several benchmark datasets.

3.d.1 Learning with LMCA

Learning with LMCA is not considerably different from learning with LMNN as the
objective functions are essentially the same. We, therefore, use gradient descent to
learn L.

To illustrate how the metric learning transforms the data we captured snapshots
of the transformed data during the gradient descent of the Wine dataset taken from
the [144] in fig.0.14. The first plot in the series is the PCA projection of the original
data. As we can see there is some overlap which disappears as the projection moves
along the gradient descent optimization path.

As with LMNN there some problems in learning L using LMCA. Due to the
introduced smooth hinge loss, we can no longer use the active and inactive con-
straint switching trick to compute the derivative and we need to recompute it at
each gradient step. The increase in computational cost is slightly offset by the fact
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Figure 0.14: Illustration of the change in the projection of the Wine dataset [144]
along the optimization path of the LMCA. The Wine dataset is a 13 dimensional
dataset describing the chemical components of three classes of wine. The colored
background describes the decision boundary for the three classes. The first plot
is the PCA projection. As can be seen, there is some overlap between the classes
initially which gradually diminishes as we go further down the optimization path
and the classes move closer together.
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that we can, for most datasets, set the projection dimension, d, to a very small
value. We can also cache the matrix products since changes in active and inactive
constraints between steps do not fluctuate much. Despite these improvements, for
large dimensions, LMCA is considerably slower than LMNN in the learning phase.
For cross-validation when D is large we, therefore, we switch to the hinge-loss for
approximating the derivate and then employ the full LMCA derivate for the full
evaluation.

A second problem is the non-convex objective function which gives rise to local
minima. This means a sensitivity to the initialization of L. In the original paper
[223] the authors used PCA to initialize L. We found this approach to be suboptimal
as it locks L into a gradient path which might not reflect the optimal separation of
the data. In fact, in working with LMCA we have found that the most important
factor for good results is the initialization of L and not the c parameter controlling
the impostor cost.

We tried different heuristics for initializing L. We found the best approach is
a random initialization during the cross-validation. From all splits in the cross-
validation and overall different parameters, we pick the resulting transform that
does best on the test fold and use it to initialize L. For example, if we do five-fold
cross-validation we train on four of the folds and test on the fifth, and letting all
folds be the test fold and averaging the results. Over all different evaluations of
the test folds, for all different parameters, we select the L, that does the best, as a
starting point for evaluation.

3.d.2 Balancing the Metric Learning

LMNN and LMCA like many other learning algorithms have a tendency to overfit
to the class with a larger number of training instances. This is because the two
terms in the objective function give equal weight to all instances independent of
class. Any class with a large number of instances will naturally dominate the
optimization. Obviously, this type of bias can give good results in terms of overall
accuracy but can skew the results if we want to make good predictions for the
smaller class.

Balancing datasets is a research field in itself. Most approaches either over-
sample the minor class or under sample the bigger class. In the two approaches
above, especially in the LMCA algorithm, any addition of new instances will incur
additional computational costs which can be costly when D is large. Further on,
sampling from a few data points of high dimensional data is hardly optimal as it is
difficult to uncover any correlation in the data. Reducing the number of instances,
on the other hand, will make the solution less general since it is dependent on many
local distances that can move the optimization of the transform in many directions.

We, therefore, take a different approach adding a weighing scheme aimed at
rebalancing the cost function. The number of entries for the i-th class, in the first
term of eq.10, is k ∗ Ni entries, where k is the number of nearest neighbors we
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Iris Wine Vowel Balance Gesture Olivetti Umist
Balanced 0.96 (97) 0.96 (97) 0.80 (96) 0.72 (93) 0.71 (93) 0.36 (98) 0.96 (99.6)
Unbalanced 0.96 (97) 0.96 (97) 0.76 (96) 0.68 (93) 0.70 (93) 0.38 (98) 0.97 (99.7)

Table 0.1: Results for balanced and unbalanced versions of LMCA for unbalanced
binary versions of a number of datasets. We give the results as the F1-score with
accuracy in parenthesis. The balanced version outperforms the unbalanced version
on almost all datasets. However, the accuracy does not change much implying that
there is a redistribution of the accuracy towards the class with the lesser number
of instances.

optimize against and Ni is the number of instances in the i-th class. Hence we
multiply each class entry by the ratio,

wi = N

Ni
(13)

where N is the total number of instance. The justification here is that,

N

N1

∑
C1

xi + N

N2

∑
C2

xi ≈ N

N1
N1xi + N

N2
N2xi

= Nxi + Nxi.

(14)

The reason for multiplying by N is to keep the ratio at a reasonable value to
avoid numerical instability.

3.d.3 Evaluation

In table 0.1 we compare the balanced and unbalanced versions over a number of
datasets summarized in table 0.2. We compute the results over 50 splits of 70/30
training-test data. At each run, we randomly select one class to keep and merge
all other classes into a new class. In this way, we introduce severe imbalances in
the datasets. We see from the results that the balanced version outperforms the
non-balanced version on almost all datasets. However, notice that the accuracy
stays almost the same meaning that the number of correctly predicted instances of
the smaller class has increased but at the same time the accuracy of the larger class
has decreased somewhat.

3.e Sparse Metric Learning for Feature Selection

In the section on LMNN, we briefly mentioned an approach that diagonalized the
LMNN transform. We interpreted the diagonal as feature weights implying a feature
selection process were relevant features will have high weights. The problem was
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that by diagonalizing the matrix we were no longer modeling complex interactions
between different features.

For LMCA on the other hand, we can, in fact, interpret the L matrix as a
feature selection process. The projection of a vector, x, onto a matrix, L, is just
the projection of x onto the individual row vectors of L. The column vector values
of L then represent the amount information of the specific dimension of x that
gets carried onto the projected vector. We can hence interpret the l2 norm of the
column vectors of L as the importance of the specific feature, given that we learned
L using a standardized dataset.

For the feature selection, we want to have zero magnitudes for columns where
the features are irrelevant. This implies learning a sparse projection matrix which
means we want to penalize column values during the optimization.

There are many regularization schemes for regression, the most well known being
ridge and lasso [99]. LMCA is similar to solving d regression problems simultane-
ously and as such we can view it as multiple regression problems that we jointly try
to optimize. A regularization scheme addressing this is the l1/l2-regularization [173].
The l1/l2-regularization penalizes the l1 norm, of the l2 norm, over the columns of
the L matrix. This gives a regularized loss function as,

ϵreg(L) = λ

D∑
j=1

∥Lj∥2 + ϵ(L) (15)

dϵreg(L)
dL

= λL̃ + dϵ(L)
dL

, L̃ij =

{
Lij

∥Lj∥2
if ∥Lj∥2 ̸= 0

0 else
(16)

where λ is a constant tuning the amount of regularization.
We implemented a number of regularizer such as the l1 norm, squared l2 norm,

trace norm, log-determinant, and entropy and compared across datasets with the
l1/l2-regularization norm being the best at the column sparsification we wanted to
achieve.

The key to the regularization working well is that it uses the non-squared l2

norm. The square root encapsulates the whole column and in the loss derivative
(eq.16) we see that the full magnitude of the column affects each of the column
values. The magnitude in the denominator thus works as a form of averaging over
the whole column and thereby restricting the degree in which the derivative of an
element can vary by itself.

We can compare to a regularizer using the squared l2 norm or the l1 norm
sum of the column elements. They allow the reduction of some of the components
independently to reach an equal reduction in magnitude which means that the non-
squared norms will not force a full column to zeros equally well. The direction of
the derivate for a single entry will thus be much more dependent on the global error
and its own value than all column entries in tandem.

We will from now on refer to the regularized version of LMCA as RLMCA.
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Dataset Instances Dimension Classes
Iris 150 4 3
Wine 178 13 3
Vowel 528 10 11
Balance 625 3 4
Olivetti Faces 400 4096 40
UMist Faces 400 10304 20
Gesture Dataset 1747 18 5

Table 0.2: Datasets used in the experiments described according to the number of
instances, dimensionality, and the number of classes.

3.e.1 Evaluation

To evaluate the given sparsification we evaluate RLMCA against the original LMCA,
LMCA with no dimensionality reduction (LMCA-OD), LMNN, and Diag-LMMN
for the datasets Iris, Wine, Vowel, see the appendix 7.c for a detailed explanation
of the datasets. We give a short summary in table 0.2. We use k = 3 for all models
and 3-fold cross-validation to learn the regularization parameter, sub-dimension for
the projection, and magnitude of λ. We take the average accuracy over 50 iterations
of 70/30 training-test splits of the dataset. The results are given in table 0.3. As
we can see the accuracy does not differ significantly for the different methods, the
standard deviation being a bit higher for LMNN.

In table 0.4 we give the average projection dimension and average zero-magnitude
columns for each dataset. As we can see RLMCA has a similar projection dimension
average to the original LMCA. RLMCA also has a higher amount of zero-magnitude
columns compared to LMCA and the other methods while retaining a similar or
better performance. In most cases, we have found that is possible to increase the
number of zero magnitude columns significantly in exchange for a slight reduction
in accuracy.

3.f Summary and Conclusion

We have explained and demonstrated the capabilities of two metric learning algo-
rithms. We expanded the original formulations for LMNN and LMCA to incorpo-
rate rebalancing and regularization.

We showed how the rebalancing gave us less skewed results for unbalanced
datasets. Compared to upsampling this is a much cheaper approach. We also
showed how the regularization helped penalize irrelevant features for inferring cat-
egories by removing irrelevant columns producing a sparse transformation matrix.

In addition, we interpreted the magnitude of the transform matrix’s columns as
the importance of a feature. In the upcoming chapters, we will apply the metric
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Iris Wine Vowel Balance
LMCA 96.0 ± 2.5 97.6 ± 2.0 93.0 ± 3.1 89.7 ± 2.2
LMCA-OD 96.0 ± 2.5 97.3 ± 2.2 93.1 ± 2.9 89.9 ± 2.3
RLMCA 95.8 ± 2.9 97.8 ± 1.9 93.2 ± 2.7 89.6 ± 2.2
LMNN 96.0 ± 2.1 96.8 ± 4.6 92.9 ± 3.1 91.8 ± 3.0
Diag-LMNN 95.3 ± 2.6 96.0 ± 2.3 92.5 ± 2.7 83.0 ± 3.2

Table 0.3: Mean classification accuracy and standard deviation for LMCA, LMCA-
OD(LMCA with no dimensionality reduction), RLMCA, LMNN, Diag-LMMN over
50 iterations using 70/30 training-test splits of the dataset.

Iris(4) Wine(13) Vowel(10) Balance(4)
LMCA 2.8 / 0 8.9 / 0 6.5 / 0 3.6 / 0
LMCA-OD 4.0 / 0 13.0 / 0 10.0 / 0 3.9 / 0
RLMCA 3.1 / 1.5 10.9 / 2.3 6.0 / 0.2 1.0 / 0
LMNN 4.0 / 0 13.0 / 0 10.0 / 0 4.0 / 0
Diag-LMNN 4.0 / 1.7 13.0 / 1.1 10.0 / 0.1 4.0 / 0

Table 0.4: Average projection dimension and average zero-magnitude columns in the
projection matrix for LMCA, LMCA-OD(LMCA with no dimensionality reduction),
RLMCA, LMNN, Diag-LMMN over 50 iterations using 70/30 training-test splits of
the dataset. The number in parenthesis in the header is the original dimension of
the dataset.

learning algorithms to classify, learn the invariant features of affordance categories,
and plan grasps on objects.

3.g Simultaneous Clustering and Dimensionality Reduction Using Gaus-
sian Processes Latent Variable Model

Datasets collected for learning and analysis in the grasping research community,
and robotics, in general, can often be characterized by a low number of data points
compared to the dimensionality of the data, even though this is changing [142]. The
reason for the small datasets is the high cost of acquisition which is a function of
the complexity of actions as we saw in chapter 2. Deciding what to record and how
to record is a further complication coupled with the fact that data collected for one
task might not be useful for another task.
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Much of the data collected in robotics is also characterized by samples of con-
tinuous functions that are temporal in nature. For example, the parameters that
govern the configuration of the robot such as the gripper, arms, etc., that generate
corresponding outputs of the interoceptive and exteroceptive sensors. As such we
can generalize many of the problems in modeling high dimensional configuration
spaces to be able to generate wanted behavior or sensor readings.

WorldSensors

Transform - x

Cognition

Agent Input - z

Control
Control 
Command - y

Sensory 
change - dz

Figure 0.15: Model of a sensorimotor system.

To get a feel for a real modelling problem we can revisit our model of a sensori-
motor system from chapter 2 given in fig.0.15. Let’s imagine that we can represent
the control commands that the sensorimotor system sends to perform grasps as
data points, z, in a continuous, high-dimensional, configuration space.

In chapter 2.m we saw that there is evidence of specific neurons for firing for spe-
cific prehensile movements. From this, it follows the possibility of humans having
a set of prototypical grasps, generalized hand configurations, that they can use to
grasp a varying number of shapes. We believe that we can find a similar set of pro-
totypical grasps for robotic grippers. In addition, we know that the human hand’s
degrees of freedom are not all independent, simply put, if one finger moves others
are likely to move as well [40]. These two observations imply that there should
exist a lower dimensional clustering, X, that generates the gripper configurations,
Z. If we can uncover this clustered latent representation it will help us to synthe-
size grasps in a much simpler fashion than when operating in the high-dimensional
space, this will be the topic of the section 5.a.

Learning in high dimensions with few data points is intrinsically difficult. There-
fore one often assumes that the data lays on a lower dimensional manifold, a sub-
space of the full data-dimension, varying along a few of the dimensions in the
original space. A standard approach to finding this manifold is to use some di-
mensionality reduction technique such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
However, PCA and most other dimension reduction techniques are destructive in
the sense that going from the lower dimensional representation to the high dimen-
sional representation is often not possible since the transform is non-invertible. This
means that one has to resort to regression when going from the latent input space
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to the output space.
In addition, the lower dimensional representation generated by PCA or other

dimensionality reduction algorithms might not give us the structure we want. If we,
for example, wanted to use a standard clustering tool like k-means on the projected
data, X, it might not be successful. This can happen if the projection might have
unintentionally destroyed part of the manifold that would have been critical to
achieving a good clustering. If partially labeled data or some other evaluation
method of the clustering is available then we can perform cross-validation to learn
the parameters of the dimensionality reduction and the number of cluster centers
that will work well. However, a standard approach is often visual inspection using
multiple two or three-dimensional plots.

A different approach and the one we will take is to view the lower dimensional
representation, x, as having generated, z, via some function, f(x). The crux is
how to find f and x. By treating the problem probabilistically and placing a
prior on both f and x we can simultaneously find a clustered lower dimensional
representation together with a mapping from x.

To achieve this solution we will use the Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model
(GP-LVM) which places a Gaussian Process prior on the generating function, f . We,
therefore, start with a brief summary of Gaussian Process (GP) regression and move
on to explain the GP-LVM. We then show how putting priors on the latent data in
the GP-LVM results in a lower dimensional clustered representation of the output
data. The sections in this part of the chapter are more or less self-contained so that
the well-versed reader can skip ahead.

3.h Gaussian Processes

There are different ways of explaining and understanding Gaussian processes [187].
The simplest but maybe less intuitive way is starting from the definition:

Definition 3.1 A Gaussian process is a finite collection of random variables which
have a joint Gaussian distribution.

A Gaussian process of a real process, f(x), is uniquely determined by its mean
and covariance function. We use the defintion in [187],

m(x) = E[f(x)],
k(x, x′) = E[(f(x) − m(x))(f(x′) − m(x′))],

(17)

A Gaussian process is a specific stochastic process where the joint distribution
over the random variables is Gaussian. A stochastic process is ordered by an index
set, X . The index set is not limited to time but can, for example, be RD, the
natural numbers ND, or any other ordered set over which we can specify a mean
and covariance function.
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Figure 0.16: A graphical model of the GP. Filled in circles represents observed
variables. Thick lines represent a fully connected model. When predicting values,
f∗, the index point x∗ can be outside or inside the range of the current index
points. Notice that all observed values, yi, are independent given the corresponding
function value.

The beauty of the covariance function is that it specifies correlation, linear or
non-linear, between the process values as a function of the points in the index set.
This means that we can generate function values by sampling from a GP with a
specified mean function and covariance function,

f ∼ N(m(X), K(X, X)). (18)

3.h.1 Regression Using a Gaussian Process Prior

Suppose we have set of N noisy observations of input-output value pairs, {X, y},
of some unknown function, f(x), that we want to model. If we assume that the
noise has a zero mean Gaussian distribution we can write the i-th value as,

yi = f(xi) + ϵi, ϵi ∈ N(0, σ2) (19)

We recognize y as a normally distributed random variable described by the sum
of the function value and noise. From here it follows that f is also a random variable.
Given the y values we want to predict new function values, f∗, for some input, x∗.
We can write the joint posterior model over f and f∗ using Bayes’ theorem,

p(f , f∗|y) = p(y|f)p(f , f∗)
p(y)

. (20)

If we let the prior, p(f , f∗), be a GP, it will span the set of possible functions
restricted by the mean and covariance function of the GP. Since both terms in the
nominator are Gaussian it follows that the posterior will also be Gaussian. We take
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it as a well-known fact that the integral over the product of Gaussian distributions
is Gaussian or that the marginal distribution of a joint Gaussian distribution is
Gaussian. For derivations see [22], [187]. To compute the predictive posterior,
p(f∗|y), we need to marginalize out the function values or equivalently the prior
over the function values,

p(f∗|y) =
∫

p(f∗, f |y)df

= 1
p(y)

∫
p(y|f)p(f , f∗)df

(21)

A graphical model of the GP for regression is given in fig.0.16. The model
illustrates the fully connected variables, f , and the predicted point’s dependency
on all the training data.

Since both terms are Gaussian it follows that the marginalization will give a
posterior predictive distribution that is also Gaussian. It will have a mean and
covariance function given by,

m(x∗) = K∗N (KNN + σ2I)−1y,

k(x∗, XN ) = K∗∗ − K∗N (KNN + σ2I)−1KN∗,
(22)

where KNN is the covariance function evaluated at the training points, K∗∗ is
the covariance function evaluated at the test points, and K∗N is the covariance func-
tion evaluated at the test points and the training points. We illustrate a regression
problem with mean and variance in fig.0.17 (a).

3.i Sparse Gaussian Process Regression

The major drawback of GPs is the computational complexity which scales as O(N3)
due to the inverse of the kernel matrix. Various methods have been proposed to
approximate and reduce the computational complexity of the GP [185].

The common denominator of these methods is the introduction of so-called
inducing points. They reduce the computational complexity to O(NM2) where M
is the number of inducing points.

The inducing points are a set of, M , input value pairs, {XM , fM }, independent
from the training set with which we augment the training dataset. The inducing
point approximations makes one central assumption: f and f∗ are independent
given the inducing points, fM , that is, p(f∗|f , fM ) = p(f∗|fM ) [185]. We illustrate
this in fig.0.18 where we see that the conditional independence forces information
from the training data to flow through the inducing point when predicting f∗.

This gives a joint model as,

p(f∗, f , fM ) = p(f∗|fM )p(f |fM )p(fM ). (23)
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(a) Full GP no inducing
points

(b) Sparse GP 6 inducing
points

(c) Sparse GP 12 inducing
points

Figure 0.17: Illustration of the difference between a full GP model and a Variational
Sparse GP model using 6 and 12 inducing points. The variational GP does a good
job at approximating the full GP. The fit in this example is highly dependent on
the number of inducing points. As we can see, going from 6 to 12 inducing points
improves the fit and reduces the variation substantially. The example is taken from
the GPy project [88].

f1 f2 f3 fN

fm

f*

Figure 0.18: Graphical model of the inducing points’ connection to the train-
ing and prediction points illustrating the conditional independence assumption,
p(f∗|f , fM ) = p(f∗|fM ). Thick lines represent the fully connected GP model. Ob-
served variables have been removed to increase clarity. In a fully connected GP the
information from the training points, f , would bypass the inducing points but with
the conditional independence assumption information will have to flow through the
inducing points, fM , when making predictions about the unknown point f∗.
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Using a zero mean GP prior for the inducing points,

p(fM ) ∼ N(0, KMM ), (24)
gives the following distributions, called the training conditional,

p(f |fM ) ∼ N(f |KNM K−1
MM fM , KNN − KNM K−1

MM KMN ), (25)
and test conditional,

p(f∗|fM ) ∼ N(f∗|K∗M K−1
MM fM , K∗∗ − K∗M K−1

MM KM∗). (26)
Using the independence assumption the predictive distribution becomes,

p(f∗|y) =
∫

df dfM p(f∗|f , fM )p(f |y, fM )p(fM |y)

=
∫

df dfM p(f∗|fM )p(f |fM )p(fM |y)
(27)

The various ways of specifying the approximations boils down to how one ap-
proximates the conditionals and chooses the inducing points, and in the end p(fM |y).
If we let,

p(fM |y) ∼ N(µ, A), (28)
the predictive distribution will have the following form,

m(x∗) =K∗M K−1
MM µ

cov(x∗, x′
∗) = K∗∗ − K∗M K−1

MM KM∗+
K∗M K−1

MM AK−1
MM KM∗.

(29)

For a review of different approaches for choosing conditionals see [185]. The
derivation we will be following is due to Titsias [221].

[221] notes that the posterior, p(f |y), and the marginal likelihood, p(y), are not
affected by the inducing points explicitly. The inducing points are therefore pa-
rameters of the model which can be treated as independent variational parameters.
By minimizing the KL-divergence between the augmented variational posterior and
the true augmented posterior, KL(q(f , fM )||p(f , fM |y)), one can arrive after some
calculations at the following variational approximation of the marginal likelihood
for the GP,

FV(XM ) = log N(y|0, σ2I + Qnn) − 1
2σ2 Tr(K̃) (30)

where QNN = KNM K−1KMN and K̃ = Cov(f |fM ) = KNN −KNM K−1
MM KMN .

The trace term here is interesting since it represents the total variation of the
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conditional prior and thus the squared error when predicting the training points
using the inducing points [221].

Differentiating the variational lower bound with respect to the variational distri-
bution one arrives at an expression for the variational distribution over the inducing
points. When specifying the variational lower bound the variational distribution,
here q(f , fM ) = q(f |fM )q(fM ), is in the denominator and therefore, it does not get
differentiated away and can instead be solved for.

q(fM ) = N(fM |σ−2KMM ΣKMN y, KMM ΣKMM ), (31)

where we have Σ = (KMM + σ−2KMN KNM )−1.
This leads to the following expressions for µ and A,

µ =σ−2 Σ KMM KMN y,

A =KMM Σ KMM .
(32)

We compare a variational GP with 6 and 12 inducing points to a full GP model
in a regression problem in fig.0.17. As we can see the sparse GP approximates the
full GP model quite well with more inducing points improving the approximation.

Having a full expression for the marginal likelihood and the full GP model we
now turn to the problem where we know Y but X is unknown. Using the full
GP framework we can solve for X by treating it as a regression problem with the
addition of placing a prior on the now latent variables X.

3.j Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model

Suppose that we have some data, Y ∈ RN×D and we want to find a lower dimen-
sional embedding of this data in Rd. As in our explanation of GPs, we can assume
that some unknown function, f(x), has generated the data acting on some lower
dimensional data, X ∈ RN×d, plus some Gaussian noise. If we also assume that
each of the dimension of Y factorizes, that is, the generation of each dimension is
independent of each other, then we can write for each point,

yij = f(xi) + ϵi, ϵi, ∈ N(0, σ2). (33)

Again this leads to the realization that yij and f are random variables We have
no idea what function generated Y , but if we again assume a zero mean GP prior
over the function values we can marginalize out F ,

p(Y |X) =
D∏

i=1

∫
p(Y i|F, X)p(F |X)dF =

D∏
i=1

N(Y i|0, K). (34)

Here Y i corresponds to the i-th dimension of the data, and K is the covariance
function of the GP over Y . These are the fundamental assumptions of the Gaussian
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Figure 0.19: A graphical model of the GP-LVM. Filled in circles represents observed
variables. As opposed to the GP, x is now the unknown and a latent variable that
generates y. Learning means learning x given y while prediction is focused on
learning the latent point x∗. We do this by maximizing the likelihood for the
trained model given the input point y∗.

Process Latent Variable Model (GP-LVM) [138]. The GP prior makes the model
very flexible and with the right kernel, it will have a non-zero probability for a large
range of functions.

A graphical model of the GP-LVM is given in fig.0.19 where we see that unknown
variable is now the latent point x∗ that generated y∗ via the unknown function f .

3.j.1 Learning the GP-LVM

Learning the GP-LVMmeans finding the latent values, X, and the hyper-parameters,
θ, of the covariance function. We do this by maximizing the posterior since com-
puting the marginal likelihood is intractable,

arg max
X,θ

p(X, θ|Y ) ∝ p(Y |X, θ)p(X), (35)

giving the following log-likelihood,

arg max
X,θ

L(X, θ) = −DN

2
log 2π − D

2
log |K|

− 1
2

tr(K−1Y Y ) + log p(X).
(36)

Here p(X) is a prior on the latent values. The original formulation in [138] used
an uninformative prior to finding a solution that was as unrestricted as possible.
However, when additional information is available, such as in [226], or when a
specific structure of the latent space is desired it can be accommodated within the
framework by formulating a more specific prior p(X) e.g. [23].
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There is no closed form solution to eq.36. For most non-linear kernel functions
optimization is done via gradient descent. Again, optimization is costly because
of the inverse of K which scales as O(N3). However, by introducing the sparse
framework for GPs together with the variational treatment of the inducing points
we can reduce the complexity to O(NM2).

3.j.2 Sparse GP-LVM

The GP-LVM has the same scalability issues as GPs. We, therefore, want to intro-
duce the sparse GP framework described earlier. We proceed in the same manner as
for the sparse GPs, augmenting our data by a set of, M , inducing points, {XM , FM }.
This gives us a joint model,

p(Y, F, FM , X, XM )
= p(Y |F )p(F |FM , X, XM )p(FM |XM )p(X)p(XM ),

(37)

As in the case of sparse GPs, the exact expression of the likelihood depends on
how one chooses the training and test conditionals, see [139] for different approxi-
mation procedures. We will make use of the variational approximation introduced
in [222] which we outlined above.

In addition to reducing the computational complexity of the GP-LVM, augment-
ing the training data with the inducing points gives us the opportunity to place
a prior on the inducing inputs, p(XM ). The prior, while not used in the sparse
approximate GPs, will help us to elegantly constrain the latent space, enforcing a
clustered latent representation.

It should be noted that there is a fully variational treatment of the GP-LVM
[222]. However, the variational solution integrates out the inducing points removing
the possibility to place priors on them in a simple way.

3.k Priors Enforcing a Clustered Latent Representation

The GP-LVM finds a lower dimensional embedding, X, that best explains the data,
Y , under the assumption that Y was generated by a GP with a given mean and
covariance function. This makes the problem unconstrained since there are many
possible X and GP hyper-parameters that could have generated Y . However, if we
place a prior that reflects some prior belief we have, we can constrain the number
of possible solutions.

We start from the other end by assuming that have we some clustered, well-
represented, lower dimensional input, X. X generates high dimensional target
values, Y , via some function, f . We augment the data with some points, XM , that
have the power to represent the clusters and their within-cluster points. We choose
them such that they will give us approximately the same solution to the regression
problem if we were to remove some points xi from the data. This is exactly the
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same formulation as the sparse GP-LVM where {XM , FM } are the inducing points
and we can thus utilize the full framework sparse GP-LVM for learning.

But which conditions can we place on X and XM that will enforce the solution
that we want? Clearly, the XM variables should be independent of each other
since they represent different clusters. In a Gaussian joint model zero correlation
implies independence and vice versa. It, therefore, becomes natural to penalize
any non-zero off-diagonal elements in the covariance matrix, KMM , of the inducing
points.

3.k.1 Diagonal Inducing Points Prior

We use the inducing prior that was introduced in [63], [212] and elaborated on in
[106]. The prior penalizes the l1 norm of the off-diagonal elements of the kernel
matrix evaluated on the inducing variables.

p(XM |θ, β) ∼ N (
√

D(XM , θ)|0, β−1), (38)

D(XM , θM ) =
M∑
ij

λij k(xi, xj , θM ), λij =

{
0 i = j

1 i ̸= j
,

Here k(xi, xj , θM ) is the same covariance function as the GP prior on the induc-
ing points FM , θM is the hyper-parameters of the kernel associated with the GP
prior over the inducing points, and β−1 is the precision parameter.

In [63] the hyper-parameters of the kernel in the prior and the kernel of p(FM )
in the GP prior were two different parameters. This meant that the GP-LVM could
favor a solution were the inducing inputs were de-correlated but were the inducing
prior covariance was not as de-correlated. In [106] we introduced a coupling between
the probability over the inputs and the prior by letting them have the same hyper-
parameters. This meant that the de-correlation was consistent across the whole
model, that is, we enforced de-correlation for both FM and XM .

We can illustrate the propagation of the decorreltation by a simple example.
Let us assume we have N = 3 points, {a, b, c}, and M = 2 uncorrelated inducing
points, {d, e}. We denote the covariance between the variables using subscripts, for
example, kad. From the training conditional eq. 25 we have,

µ = KNM K−1
MM fM =

[
kad kae

kbd kbe

kcd kce

] [
kdd 0
0 kee

]−1 [
fd

fe

]

=

fd
kad
kdd

+ fe
kae
kee

fd
kbd
kdd

+ fe
kbe
kee

fd
kcd
kdd

+ fe
kce
kee

 ,

(39)
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Σ = KNN − KNM K−1
MM KMN

=

[
kaa kab kac

kba kbb kbc

kca kcb kcc

]
−

[
kad kae

kbd kbe

kcd kce

] [
kdd 0
0 kee

]−1 [
kad kbd kcd

kae kbe kce

]

=

[
kaa kab kac

kba kbb kbc

kca kcb kcc

]
−


k2
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kee
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 .

(40)

From the mean of the training conditional in eq.39 we see that if the inducing
points covariance matrix, KMM , is diagonal the mean will be a weighted sum of
the inducing points output values. The weights will be the ratios of the covariance
between the training point and the inducing point inputs, and the variance of the
inducing input. A training point will thus be explained by the inducing point it
has the highest correlation with.

The expression for the covariance in eq.40 implies that the covariance between
two training points will be reduced if they have a high covariance with different
inducing points. As we can see the inducing prior enforces a separation such that
it increases the likelihood of each inducing points explaining a data point.

When we refer to a GP-LVM model with a clustering prior we will from this
point refer to it as CGPLVM.

3.k.2 Agglomerative Clustering

Since the number of inducing points sometimes are not enough to properly explain
the data one might need to increase the number of inducing points to model the
data as we saw in, for example, fig.0.17. To achieve a clustering when the number
of chosen cluster centers is less than the number of inducing points one can use a
bottom-up agglomerative approach.

We start by merging the clusters for which the inducing points correlates the
most according to the covariance matrix, KMN . We then merge the clusters of the
inducing points that has the second highest correlation and so on until we reached
the wanted amount of clusters. If the current highest correlation is between one of
the inducing points belonging to an already merged cluster we merge it with that
cluster.
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3.l Experiments

3.l.1 Evaluation

It is difficult to evaluate solutions for dimensionality reduction and clustering. Di-
mensionality reduction is usually aimed at extracting the most relevant information
for completing another task with the data or to assist in plotting for gaining insight
into the relationship between data points. Dimensionality reduction can, therefore,
be considered a parameter in a classification pipeline.

Clustering is equally hard to evaluate as we try to find similarities in the struc-
ture across instances. What is to say that one clustering of the data is better than
another? Think about the segmentation of an image. If you give 15 people the
task to segment it by hand you will have 15 different solutions as each one will
segment by some variation of color, size, material, etc. Any segmentation will thus
depend on what the person hypothesized would be a valuable segmentation. Since
the problem is unsupervised there is no right solution. The choice of clustering
algorithm depends on the degree of usefulness for the post-clustering task. Because
of this evaluating a dimensionality reduction and clustering-pipeline is inherently
difficult and ambiguous.

One way of approaching the problem of evaluation is by means of density esti-
mation where a good solution should appoint high density to test points. Simply
put, a good solution should model the distribution of the data well. For the GP-
LVM, this was explored by [169] who learned a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
using the GP-LVM framework with a different cost function for optimization of the
GP-LVM. The goal with our model has not been to model the density explicitly
but to use it as a tool for summarizing high-dimensional data. Further on, the
GP-LVM is solving a regression problem not a density modeling problem. As such
it is difficult to evaluate our solution as a density model.

To evaluate our model against other clustering options we instead opt for two
experiments using labeled datasets. In each of two experiments, we partition the
dataset into a training and test set. We use the training data to learn the optimal
model parameters and use the test set to predict cluster affinity. This mimics a
scenario where we have an initial set of points from which we can train a model, and
where new points arrive which we want to classify to belonging to one of the clusters.
The labeling gives us a ballpark measure of how well our model would perform in
the wild when no labeling is available but we assume an underlying partitioning
that is more correct than others. It does, therefore, not give an indication of how
insightful the model might be, for example, for exploratory data analysis, etc.

In the first experiment we assume we have a small amount of labeled data and
a large amount of unlabeled data. We thus assume a training-test split of 30/70.
Our goal is to see how well our model generalizes to a large amount of unseen data
given a ground truth that allows us to learn good parameters. This experiment
thus equals a scenario where might be able to infer good parameters using a small
amount of data by, for example, visual inspection, etc. In addition, it shows how
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well the learned model generalizes to unseen points.
To optimize our model and baseline methods we use five-fold cross-validation

evaluated against the Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI) score. Mutual informa-
tion is a measure of the mutual dependence of two random variables, that is, it
measures the amount of information that can be obtained from one of the variables
about the other. See the appendix 7.a for the definition. AMI measures the mutual
information for a clustering solution against the true solution adjusting for chance,
that is, the probability that a random assignment will give the right solution. AMI
takes the value 1 when the suggested and the true partitioning are equal and 0
when the partitioning is due to chance alone. We report the full AMI score on
the training set and on the training plus test set in table 0.7. The reason for this
is that AMI computes the mutual information using estimates of the probabilities
which are estimated using the suggested the partitioning. A low number of points
might, therefore, result in skewed values. We use the same strategy for the cross-
validation evaluations: we train on the training partitions and evaluate against a
concatenation of the training partitions and the test partition.

In the second experiment we instead assume, the usual scenario for evaluating
clustering algorithms, that is, we have a large amount of unlabeled data which we
want to cluster with some test points which we want to infer cluster affinity. In
addition, we assume a small amount of test data. We thus use a 70/30 training-test
split. Since we evaluate the final clustering solutions using AMI we assume that
the number of cluster centers is fixed to the true number of clusters otherwise it is
not possible to compare different clustering solutions using the measures we use.

Since the labels are unknown we use the Calinski-Harabaz Index (CHI) to learn
the model parameters. CHI measures the ratio between the mean of the between-
cluster dispersion and the within-cluster dispersion. The problem with CHI is that
it prefers convex clusters meaning that it will be biased towards algorithms looking
for such solutions such as k-Means clustering and GMM. Since the GPLVM due
to its kernel formulation is a very flexible algorithm it tends to overfit to CHI and
find spatially satisfying solutions but with low AMI scores, that is, all classes are
jumbled. Thus we use the CHI score only for the baseline methods since many of
them optimize similar partitionings to the ones favored by CHI. For CGPLVM we
instead opt to use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) for choosing the model
parameters.

AIC = 2d ∗ Nind − 2 ln(L̂prior) (41)

Here we treat the inducing points as the variable parameters of the model mean-
ing that the parameters become the dimensionality of the latent space, d, times the
number of inducing points, Nind. The reason for not using the full model likeli-
hood for the CGPLVM is that the contribution from the prior is drowned out by
the magnitude of the model likelihood. We again us five-fold cross-validation to
find the parameters for our model and the baseline methods.
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Pre-processing [None, Standarization]
PPCA Dimension: [0, min(Dim(X),20)]
Affinity Propagation Damping: [0.5, 0.97]
Birch Threshold: [0.1, 5.]
Mean Shift Quantile: [0.001, 0.98]
Ward k: 3 − 10

Table 0.5: Parameter ranges used in the cross-validation for the baseline methods.

For both experiments, we evaluate the final clustering solution over the training
set and predicted test set using the AMI score since we have the full labeling for
the datasets. The results are the mean of 10 train-test splits. The results from
the labeled experiments are given in table 0.7 and unlabeled in table 0.8 where the
numbers in parenthesis are the CHI score for the training set.

3.l.2 Baseline Methods

The models we evaluate against are Affinity Propagation (AP), Ward, Birch, Mini-
Batch k-Means (MB K-M), Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) with a full covariance,
Mean Shift (MS). We omit Spectral Clustering (SC) for two reasons. Firstly, for
higher-dimensional datasets, SC has a scaling problem and the convergence time
was simply too long. Secondly, there is no prediction mechanism in SC and for
each new data point, we need to recompute the clusters to infer which cluster the
new point belongs to. We did run SC for a couple of lower dimensional datasets
and even though it performs well it did not outperform Mini-Batch K-means or the
CGPLVM even when computing the clustering over the full dataset.

We use the implementations of the Scikit-learn library [175] for the different
models. We list parameters of the baseline methods which include the dimension-
ality reduction and the pre-processing steps in table 0.5. If not listed we use the
default parameters given by the Scikit-learn library.

For dimensionality reduction, we use the Probabilistic Principal Component
Analysis (PPCA) implementation of [175]. We test two cases one where we project
down to 2 dimensions and one where we cross-validate the projected dimension from
0-20 dimensions, where zero means no dimensionality reduction. We could have
had higher dimensions as well, however, for 20 dimensions the benefit of additional
dimensions with PPCA starts to decline. In addition, some of the methods have
convergence problems for higher dimensions.

To the cross-validation, we add for all methods, a pre-processing step that is
either standardization, that is, scaling to zero mean and unit variance, or no pre-
processing at all.
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Dataset Instances Dimension Classes
Iris 150 4 3
Wine 178 13 3
Vowel 528 10 11
Balance 625 3 4
Olivetti Faces 400 4096 40
UMist Faces 400 10304 20
Gesture Dataset 1747 18 5

Table 0.6: Datasets used in the experiments described according to the number of
instances, dimensionality, and number of classes.

D = 2 Iris Wine Vowel Balance Olivetti Umist Gesture
GP-LVM 0.75 (0.77) 0.79 (0.85) 0.39 (0.38) 0.21 (0.27) 0.54 (0.56) 0.55 (0.52) 0.34 (0.33)
CGPLVM 0.77 (0.77) 0.83 (0.89) 0.43 (0.43) 0.25 (0.20) 0.60 (0.57) 0.59 (0.55) 0.35 (0.36)
AP 0.66 (0.66) 0.60 (0.60) 0.41 (0.41) 0.12 (0.13) 0.24 (0.18) 0.39 (0.34) 0.20 (0.20)
Ward 0.76 (0.76) 0.75 (0.79) 0.40 (0.40) 0.14 (0.19) 0.29 (0.23) 0.44 (0.37) 0.30 (0.30)
Birch 0.71 (0.73) 0.78 (0.80) 0.39 (0.39) 0.18 (0.20) 0.29 (0.22) 0.43 (0.36) 0.29 (0.29)
GMM 0.74 (0.78) 0.75 (0.80) 0.39 (0.39) 0.15 (0.17) 0.23 (0.23) 0.41 (0.39) 0.32 (0.32)
MB K-M 0.75 (0.78) 0.82 (0.85) 0.42 (0.41) 0.20 (0.21) 0.29 (0.22) 0.43 (0.38) 0.31 (0.31)
MS 0.62 (0.62) 0.74 (0.77) 0.36 (0.35) 0.12 (0.13) 0.21 (0.16) 0.27 (0.24) 0.27 (0.27)

D ≥ 2 Iris Wine Vowel Balance Olivetti Umist Gesture
GP-LVM 0.75 (0.80) 0.77 (0.82) 0.39 (0.38) 0.22 (0.26) 0.57 (0.6) 0.57 (0.55) 0.15 (0.15)
CGPLVM 0.74 (0.79) 0.82 (0.89) 0.37 (0.39) 0.22 (0.26) 0.57 (0.6) 0.58, (0.55) 0.26 (0.27)
AP 0.66 (0.80) 0.54 (0.53) 0.42 (0.41) 0.12 (0.13) 0.37 (0.35) 0.57 (0.52) 0.20 (0.20)
Ward 0.76 (0.80) 0.78 (0.77) 0.43 (0.44) 0.14 (0.19) 0.64 (0.61) 0.69 (0.58) 0.24 (0.34)
Birch 0.74 (0.80) 0.72 (0.77) 0.42 (0.42) 0.18 (0.19) 0.57 (0.58) 0.60 (0.55) 0.30 (0.31)
GMM 0.80 (0.80) 0.77 (0.85) 0.41 (0.44) 0.23 (0.24) 0.57 (0.59) 0.59 (0.56) 0.36 (0.36)
MB K-M 0.81 (0.80) 0.84 (0.86) 0.44 (0.44) 0.28 (0.30) 0.56 (0.59) 0.59 (0.56) 0.32 (0.32)
MS 0.65 (0.80) 0.74 (0.78) 0.35 (0.36) 0.20 (0.20) 0.20 (0.15) 0.30 (0.27) 0.28 (0.28)

Table 0.7: Evaluation of the proposed model CGPLVM compared to the original
sparse GP-LVM and a number of baseline clustering solutions using 10, 30/70,
training-test splits.

3.l.3 Datasets

We use a number of standard datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository
[56]. They range from simple to the more difficult and noisy. We summarize their
characteristics in table 0.6. A more extended explanation of the individual datasets
can be found in the appendix 7.c.
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D = 2 Iris Wine Vowel Balance Olivetti Umist Gesture
GP-LVM 0.68 (578) 0.55 (159) 0.33 (1052) 0.12 (13032) 0.51 (169) 0.55 (966) 0.25 (6242)
CGPLVM 0.67 (276) 0.84 (243) 0.37 (429) 0.15 (255) 0.55 (287) 0.55(486) 0.28 (4436)
AP 0.61 (484) 0.49 (239) 0.39 (439) 0.11 (303) 0.27 (257) 0.44 (417) 0.19 (2431)
Ward 0.76 (474) 0.78 (222) 0.41 (368) 0.13 (241) 0.29 (311) 0.45 (361) 0.31 (1351)
Birch 0.73 (437) 0.85 (245) 0.39 (329) 0.14 (248) 0.29 (312) 0.43 (374) 0.28 (1259)
GMM 0.88 (389) 0.83 (231) 0.40 (253) 0.15 (256) 0.28 (204) 0.46 (184) 0.32 (919)
MB K-M 0.75 (474) 0.87 (246) 0.42 (381) 0.20 (291) 0.30 (305) 0.44 (400) 0.32 (1581)
MS 0.66 (420) 0.79 (240) 0.32 (259) 0.12 (223) 0.21 (171) 0.24 (198) 0.26 (1046)

D ≥ 2 Iris Wine Vowel Balance Olivetti Umist Gesture
GP-LVM 0.68 (578) 0.28 (124) 0.31 (880) 0.12 (13032) 0.15 (255) 0.55 (1069) 0.23 (3093)
CGPLVM 0.66 (253) 0.84 (243) 0.38 (544) 0.15 (255) 0.31 (60) 0.55 (486) 0.28 (4436)
AP 0.61 (484) 0.49 (239) 0.43 (126) 0.11 (303) 0.58 (22) 0.55 (106) -
Ward 0.76 (474) 0.78 (60) 0.42 (107) 0.13 (241) 0.65 (24) 0.71 (47) 0.29 (291)
Birch 0.73 (437) 0.80 (52) 0.43 (91) 0.14 (248) 0.64 (24) 0.62 (46) 0.34 (248)
GMM 0.88 (389) 0.87 (112) 0.43 (83) 0.15 (256) 0.60 (22) 0.61 (132) 0.35 (513)
MB K-M 0.75 (474) 0.88 (91) 0.44 (99) 0.20 (291) 0.62 (22) 0.61 (49) 0.32 (1041)
MS 0.66 (420) 0.81 (225) 0.32 (259) 0.12 (223) 0.21 (171) 0.27 (115) 0.28 (468)

Table 0.8: Evaluation of the proposed model CGPLVM compared to the original
sparse GP-LVM and a number of baseline clustering solutions using 10, 70/30,
training-test splits.

3.l.4 Results

As we can see in table 0.7 when we optimize the model parameters using labeled
data and a latent dimensionality equal to 2 the CGPLVM clearly outperforms the
other methods. However, when we also let the dimensionality vary the CGPLVM
is outperformed by the Mini-Batch K-Means, the AMI score even dropping for
some datasets. There is no clear explanation for this. There is the possibility of
overfitting, or that the way we choose cluster affinity does not generalize well to
higher dimensions.

When using unlabeled data and the AIC score for model selection the CGPLVM
does a lot worse as does the baseline methods which can be seen in table 0.8. Ideally,
the AIC score should show a clear correlation with the AMI score, however, that
this correlation is somewhat weak can be seen from CHI scores on the training set
for CGPLVM or the other methods. The CGPLVM has the highest CHI score on
many of the dataset but a lower AMI score. This again shows the flexibility of the
GP-LVM.

That the GMM does better seems contra-intuitive but could probably be ex-
plained from PPCA giving maximum variation projection that is better modeled
by a non-isotropic covariance that the Mini-Batch K-Means uses.
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To summarize, having labeled data or a hunch about good parameters even if
the number of data points is small is clearly advantageous. Clustering algorithms
that assume that the class distributions are Gaussian-like also seem to have an
advantage. This can possibly be traced to many labeled datasets being biased
towards such a distribution.

3.m Summary and Conclusion

We presented an algorithm for simultaneous dimensionality reduction and clustering.
The algorithm builds on the GP-LVM model which assumes that given some data Y
there is a GP, acting on some latent variables X, that generated it. The GP model
can be made sparse by augmenting the input-value pairs with a set of inducing
points that are conditioned to approximate the prediction of the GP model. The
GP-LVM can easily incorporate the sparse GP. This allowed us to formulate a prior
on the inducing points such that it forces the GP-LVM to find a clustered latent
solution. We compared our solution to other clustering algorithms that are part of
a dimensionality-clustering pipeline. The results show that our algorithm performs
better with well-known dimensionality reduction and clustering-pipelines for low-
dimensional projections when the correct parameters can be identified. When labels
are not known the method, however, performs worse. It is again worth to point
out that in an unsupervised learning task there is no correct partitioning but it
depends on what one wants to learn from the data.

To summarize, the benefits of our solution are:

• Simultaneous dimensionality reduction and clustering of high-dimensional
data.

• The ability to control the separation of the clusters through the correlation
of the inducing points.

• A fully generative model that can be used to generate new points in the
high-dimensional space.

• The ability to assign novel points to a cluster without redoing the clustering as
opposed to clustering algorithms such as DBSCAN and Spectral Clustering.

• Clustering without assuming each cluster having a Gaussian distribution.

• The ability to perform either hard or soft clustering.

Some drawbacks are:

• Scales as O(NM2) where N is the number of data points.

• Sensitive to initialization meaning that the model requires a number of ini-
tializations to find the best solution.

• Difficult to learn good parameters.
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4 Affordance Learning
The focus of this chapter is on finding invariant features for affordances. These
invariant features are important as they relay part of the feature space that is
important not just for the inference of the affordance but for the performance of
the action itself. The overarching question is, therefore: how do we learn an agent
to conceptualize an affordance and ground it its own sensory input and how does
that conceptualization relate to the performance of the action itself?

I will explore this question through the construction of a number of features that
reflect the current perception of what features are important for human grasping
which I examined in section 2.m. I use these features in this chapter for affordance
detection and throughout the chapter on holistic grasping, chp.5.

After exploring relevant features I turn to the task of learning to infer affor-
dances. From the inference learning process, I learn invariant features for each of
the affordances I explore. I show how to project the invariant local features on to
the object such that the robot can localize similar parts across objects that afford
the same action. Finally, I show how to relate the affordances to each other by
comparing the invariant features for each affordance. This enables an agent to cre-
ate a topological map of the relationship between different affordances which it can
use to bootstrap the learning of new affordances.

4.a Features For Grasping and Affordance Prediction

The data and features used in robotic vision and in grasping differ from large-scale
computer vision datasets. Grasping usually requires some form or interaction both
in learning and evaluation. As data collection is cumbersome it limits the collection
of data points and the possibility of learning features from the data; though this is
slowly changing, e.g. [142].

Detection of affordances is somewhat different from ordinary object categoriza-
tion. Categorization requires finding invariant features across the set of objects in
the category. Affordance detection also requires finding invariant features, however,
these are typically less salient and dependent on shape and material. Affordance
detection depends on a deeper understanding of the affordance, how it relates to the
agent performing the action, and other objects involved in the action. For example,
balls and bottles both afford rolling even though they are different in appearance.
Humans usually grasp balls with a circular grip while bottles are usually grasped
using a prismatic grip. Thus, even though the abstract concept of rolling is the
same for both objects, how one performs the action is different.

Affordance detection is also agent-centric, certain grasps, for example, might be
possible for one agent but not for another equipped with different grip and motor-
capabilities. Affordances are also much more viewpoint dependent. Occlusion of a
handle or a weirdly shaped backside of a mug, for example, might lead the agent
to believe that the cup affords rolling whereupon closer inspection this turns out
not to be true. The same is true for grasp affordances. For example, an occluded
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handle on an object might lead the agent to believe that the object is not graspable
with just one hand or requires a power grip as opposed to a precision grip.

My approach to the feature problem has therefore been to focus on many sim-
ple and broad features. They describe shape, material and are somewhat robust,
interpretable, and relatable to the priors formed by humans as seen in section 2.n.
I have also tried to exploit that humans design objects with common visual cues
for how to interact with them [172].

In constructing the features, I collected RGBD viewpoints of objects using a
Kinect 3D camera which I then processed into 2D images and point clouds. Data
collected by cheap 3D sensors tend to be noisy and unreliable. The structured
light used by the Kinect makes reflective or opaque materials such as metal and
glass return none or distorted distance measures since the projected light does not
reflect consistently on these surfaces. Different light conditions and distances to
the objects causes additional measurement errors. Relying on depth features alone
can thus lead to severe errors in prediction when the measurements fail.

Due to the problems with depth estimation, factors such as illumination and
viewpoint, it is difficult to fully anticipate which features will work well in what
circumstances. Stacking features and employing a feature selection process, that
keeps good and correlating features, is thus a way to reduce problems with noise and
stability. Approaching the feature creation process by stacking simple features and
doing feature selection is not uncommon in computer vision or robotics, e.g. [67],
[232].

4.b Object Features

In section 2.n.3 we saw that one of the features that modulated the applied load
force and grasp position when grasping was object size, e.g., [15], [29]. We, therefore,
compute a number of measures relating to the size of the object.

Object Volume Estimating the full object size from a single 3D view is dif-
ficult since the back of the object is occluded. We approximate object volume by
computing the convex hull of the 3D point cloud. This is a coarse measure of the
object volume. Noise, the partial point clouds and the shape of the object have a
big effect on the estimate. For example, objects with handles return more volume
due to the need to enclose the handle.

Object Dimensions It is possible to compute the length of the axes of a
point cloud representation of an object by finding the principal components, the
axes of maximum variation, of the point cloud using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA). There are some shortcomings with this approach as PCA is susceptible to
outliers and noise in the point cloud. A partial point cloud or a complicated shape
of the object can also skew the result.

A more robust method is to treat each object as a geometric primitive belonging
to one of the geometric primitives cylinder, box, and sphere. Most objects belong
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to one of these primitives. If we know the parameters of these primitives it is easy
to compute the axes ratios. By fitting a primitive we can ignore parts of the objects
such as handles, pipes, etc., that do not significantly add to the perception of the
object axes.

To find the primitives we use the random sample consensus algorithm (RANSAC).
RANSAC is a well-known algorithm for quickly finding parameterizations. It brutes
forces a solution by exploiting the low cost of computing the parameters of a math-
ematical model from a minimum set of samples. We describe the algorithm by a
set of abstract steps given in alg.2.

Algorithm 2 RANSAC algorithm
1: Init:
2: Chose a geometric model.
3: Set number of iterations N, max distance d for inliers, and a

set of data points X.
4: Start:
5: for i = 1 : N do
6: Sample k points from X.
7: Fit geometric model to the samples.
8: Compute inliers: The number of points, not in k, with

perpendicular distance to the model surface less than d.
9: end for

10: Pick geometric model with most inliers.

For cylinders, spheres, and planes fitting the primitive is a straightforward pro-
cess. For cubes, there is no clear geometric formulation. Instead, we use RANSAC
in steps to find a cube hypothesis of the object. First, we make a couple of simple
assumptions, (1) at least two sides of the cube are visible, (2) each of the sides
have normals that are perpendicular to each other. Finding the first plane using
RANSAC we can find the second plane by conditioning it to be orthogonal to the
first plane. We find the last and third plane using simple matrix algebra. We find
the dimensions of the box by projecting the point cloud onto each of the planes.
The algorithm is summarized in alg.3.

Object Elongation The elongation of an object is one of the most simple and
robust determiners for categorizing human objects. fMRI recordings of a grasping
experiment where the object varied in size, elongation, and shape, showed more
response for elongation than for shape and size[66]. A study of manual laborers
grasping their everyday objects [69] showed elongation being the most predictive
feature for grasp type. The study also showed that subjects tended to grasp ob-
jects along the smallest axis further indicating elongation as important for object
interaction. The above results are probably due to the special relationship humans
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Algorithm 3 Cube finding algorithm
1: for i=1:2 do
2: With the current point cloud find plane i using RANSAC.

Condition each new normal to be orthogonal to previous normals
n̂j for j=1:i-1.

3: if Enough inliers then
4: Remove inliers from point cloud.
5: Continue.
6: else
7: Throw error.
8: end if
9: end for

10: Compute n̂3 = n̂1 × n̂2
11: for each plane do
12: Project inlier points onto plane.
13: Find lengths and center of plane by computing the enclosing

rectangle of the projected points.
14: end for

have with tools incorporating it into their own body-schema [89] and its ubiquitous
representation in the brain [153].

We measure the elongation of an object as the ratio of the minor axes to the
major axis.

Object Shape Primitive One way that humans abstract objects is into shape
primitives. There is a correlation between the primitive shape of an object and its
usage. For example, bottles are mostly cylindrical, objects made for storage are
usually cuboid, etc. We use geometric primitives, that we previously fit to the
object, to find the axes of the object.

Intensity Features Intensity and changes in intensity were building blocks of
the first features in computer vision and continue to still be relevant for feature
construction today. Line features such as edges, bars, and gratings are also detected
in the primary visual cortex [132].

Intensity and intensity gradient histograms are a common way of analyzing
an image but are not that useful when inferring the appearance of an object or
when categorizing the scene of an image. However, if we assume that we have
access to the point cloud of the object we can compute the intensity and intensity
gradient histograms of the points of the object. This removes much of the ambiguity
compared to full scene histograms.

The histograms produced by this approach are not aimed at saliency but at
defining broad statistics over edges in an object. They are good at representing
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shadows cast by parts of the object such as openings and lids. We compute his-
tograms of size 11 over the intensity, the first, second, and third intensity gradients.
Fig.0.20 - 0.21 (b-e) shows intensity and intensity gradients projected onto a point
cloud of different objects.

Color Quantization Objects are most of the time designed to be as ergonomic
and intuitive to use as possible. For the designer, this means adhering to standards
of how to design objects in a category and to introduce visual cues such as specific
forms or colors that indicate usage [172]. For example, screw tops on bottles are
most of the time single colored and cylindrical, handles on knives are mostly made
of wood or black plastic while the blade is reflective metal.

These common colors and materials across categories are good indicators for
the parts of the object that affords interaction. We make the observation that
colors usually vary across the object but parts of the object are usually a single
color. Further on, the coloring and colors tend to be somewhat consistent across
objects that afford similar actions. To that end, we build a reduced color histogram
representation of the object.

A good metaphor for how the algorithm works is the US electoral college. We
start by segmenting the image using a standard segmentation algorithm based on
colors [74]. For each pixel, in each patch, we assign the pixel to the closest color
from a list of N colors. We count the most common color in the patch and assign all
pixels to that color. We then compute a histogram over all pixels from all patches.
The winner takes all approach for the patches makes the feature focus on broader
more general patterns in the color. Fig.0.20 - 0.21 (f) shows the color quantization
results projected onto a point cloud of different objects. We describe the algorithm
using pseudo-code in alg.4.

Texture As we saw in section 2.n.3 material affects how we as humans perceive
object weight [202], but also how we predict which load forces to apply to avoid
slippage and control object dynamics [117].

Textures are also useful cues for selecting grasp positions, for example, many
tool handles are made of wood or plastic. Texture is also useful for detecting the
affordance of an object as the material often correlates with usage. For example,
cups are usually made of porcelain, knives of metal and bottles of glass.

The state of the art in the pixel-by-pixel detection of textures is still not at a
level of usefulness for robotic grasping, e.g., [38], [39]. Most objects are usually of
one or two materials implying that noisy texture segmentation may be of limited
value. We, therefore, simplify the texture problem by creating a feature vector
describing the major texture of an object. The textures we use are glass, carton,
porcelain, metal, plastic, wood.

We derive the features in a similar way to the approach in [38]. Using VLFeat
[228] we extract dense SIFT features from a set of labeled training images down-
loaded from the Internet. We decorrelate the features and reduce the dimensionality
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Algorithm 4 Color Quantization Algorithm
1: Init:
2: Select a set of colors C that we want to quantize to.
3: Create a histogram CH of size(C).
4: Start:
5: Segment image into patches of consistent color using the

segmentation algorithm in [74].
6: Convert image to CIELab color for proper distance measures

between colors.
7: for each pixel in the image do
8: Convert to the closest color in C.
9: end for

10: for each patch do
11: Find the most common color in the patch.
12: Increment the color in CH with the number of pixels in the

patch.
13: end for
14: Count normalize the histogram.

to 80 using PCA. We learn a Fisher Vector (FV) representation from the extracted
SIFT features using 256 number of clusters. Each FV vector that is extracted from
an image is squared-root signed and l2 normalized.

In addition, we use Caffe [118] to extract the output of the fifth layer of a
re-trained GoogleLeNet Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). This gives a 4096-
dimensional vector which we also l2 normalize before concatenating it with the
Fisher vectors.

The idea here is that the two features complement each other, the Fisher vector
trained on textures, and the GooleLeNet in that certain object categories are more
likely to consist of objects made of a specific material.

We obtain the final feature vector by training 1-against-K linear SVMs where
K is the number of textures. We consider the output from the SVMs when applied
to an object, as a score of how close each object is to not being one of the textures.
These scores form our feature vector. The reason for this interpretation is that
we are not interested in training a texture classifier per se but we want a compact
feature vector for classifying affordances and in grasp synthesis.

Surface Shape - Bag of Words Over Fast Point Feature Histograms
Shape is a decisive factor in planning the grasp position as we show in section
2.n.2. Shape affects human grasping in terms of load forces, the positioning of the
digits for support [202], and in judging object dynamics [117].

As noted earlier object shapes and parts play an important role as cues indicat-
ing usage. As such we want to acquire a segmentation of objects into parts that are
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Figure 0.20: Features projected onto the point cloud representation of an object.
There is a clear correlation in parts that affords similar action across the objects.
For example, screw tops on the spray bottle, juice bottle, and tequila flask are
similar in appearance under the different features. Under the gradient features it is
a clear line and under the color quantization and FPFH BoW features it is one or
two uniform color patches covering the tops. This indicates a consistency in color
and structure that can we can exploit.

both distinctive for inferring affordance categories and useful in a scenario when
choosing grasp points.

We use a Bag of Words (BoW) model over local 3D curvature features computed
over a point cloud representation of the object. To create the codebook, we first
compute the Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH) [200] features over a set of point
clouds. FPFH computes histograms over the angle a point’s normal makes with
the normals of points contained in a ball of radii r around the point.

We use k-Means to cluster all FPFH features and use the learned centroids as
the codebook. We encode an object by finding the nearest centroid for each FPFH
feature of the object. These centroid assignments are then aggregated into a his-
togram which is count-normalized. The feature vector thus describes the frequency
of specific surface curvatures on the object.

The main problem with the BoW approach is viewpoint and occlusion. If certain
features are not visible the histogram might look considerably different. BoW mod-
els also inherit the typical problems of clustering algorithms in general. Firstly,
the algorithm might not converge to a reasonable solution, in that, some modes
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Figure 0.21: Features projected onto the point cloud representation of an object.
There is a clear correlation across parts that affords similar action across the ob-
jects. For example, in (h) the BoW features on the handles both have brown colors
corresponding to the same key-word. However, the intensity and the color quanti-
zation features are completely opposite for the two objects. Therefore, any learning
process would either have to discard these features as irrelevant or be able to form
rules with other correlating features, i.e., figuratively all handles that are either
black or grey should be brown in the second FPFH BoW feature and so on.

might only contain one or a few points. Secondly, choosing the number of modes
is a trade-off between being specific and finding non-relevant modes consisting of,
for example, outliers, while using fewer modes reduces the ability to discriminate.
Thirdly, metrics in high dimensions are susceptible to noise and the curse of dimen-
sionality as discussed in section 3.a.

One approach to offset these problems, apart form pre-processing the data and
re-running k-Means multiple times, is to compute BoW representations over several
differently sized codebooks. This will give a feature vector which will contain re-
dundant and correlating features. However, as we will see in forthcoming chapters
we can alleviate this drawback by using feature selection allowing us to be more
flexible, as some parameterizations are better than others at specific discrimination
tasks.

Fig.0.20 - 0.21 (g-i) shows BoW classifications of FPFH features over point
cloud representations of different objects where each color corresponds to a specific
key-word.
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Bag of Words Histogram over Histogram of Gradients (HoG) The His-
togram of Gradients (HoG) algorithm [49] computes gradient features over a 2D
image. It divides the image into a number of cells. For each cell, it computes a
histogram of the gradients of each pixel in the cell. To increase invariance to illumi-
nation the algorithm groups cells close to each other into overlapping bigger blocks
and contrast normalizes the histograms of the block. All cells of the blocks are
concatenated into a feature vector. The block concatenation is done by a sliding
window approach with a set stride length. Depending on the amount of overlap
some cells will be counted more than once, however, with different normalizations.
The authors note that the overlapping is crucial to a good normalization and that
it improves the performance of the detector significantly.

HoG features are viewpoint dependent. As such they are not optimal for object
detection as any rotation will change the feature vector. In addition, different
objects have different sizes meaning that unless the images are scaled to a uniform
size the feature vectors will be of different length.

We can correct these problems somewhat by computing a BoW model over the
cells for a set of images, this lets us use different image sizes. Further on, we make
the argument that most objects have an axis of symmetry and consequently the
HoG features are invariant to rotation along that axis.

4.b.1 Grasp Features

As part of this thesis, I developed a number of grasp specific features with the aim
to learn task-specific priors for grasping from a human demonstrator. We saw in
section 2.n that task affected the grasp position, finger positioning, and applied force
on the digits. We also briefly discussed mirror neurons, that is, neurons which fire
during the performance of an action or when viewing another person performing
the action. It is hypothesized that humans perform mental simulations to learn
actions and they utilize the mirror neurons in the process. However, this kind of
action simulation is more an approximation where the end-goal matters more than
the exact replication. The features we present here are guided by the same strategy
since learning from a human demonstrator will by nature be an approximation.
This is due to the correspondence problem: the problem of translating a human
body configuration to a robot body configuration and vice versa.

During the time of this thesis creation, easily accessible and reliable algorithms
for hand and wrist configuration identification did not exist. We instead used
the wrist/forearm approach vector as an approximation which is simpler and more
reliable. It provides a good approximation to the wrist configuration and the normal
of the palm because humans make most grasps with a low non-awkward wrist angle
with respect to the forearm. And because of the correspondence problem we want
to focus on the task-specific grasp, the goal state, rather than the exact gripper
configuration. We illustrate some approach vectors in fig.0.22.
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Figure 0.22: Point cloud captures of the object and task-specific grasps on the
object. We compute features for a grasp over the point cloud captured by the grasp
(red points) and the direction vector of the grasp. Though blunt, the method of
capturing grasps by a segmented bounding box is quite accurate at accounting for
the main part of the grasped volume.

Axes Grip Position It is clear that there is a correlation between task and axes
grasp position. For example, we usually grasp tools at the end of the object, full
bottles near the neck for pouring, and when handing over a full mug we usually
grasp from the top.

We measure the position as the relative grasp position on the object’s axes. The
position of the grasp is the center of the bounding box that encloses the grasped
part of the object. One problem with grip position is that larger objects will give a
more accurate estimate of the position while for small objects the position will be
more or less the same.

Object Grasped and Free Volume The amount of free volume, the volume
of the object not covered by the hand, and the volume of the object captured by
the hand correlate with what one tries to do with the object. For example, when
handing over an object it is necessary to leave out as much of the object as possible
to enable the receiver to place an adequate grasp but when we place a grasp for
squeezing we want to capture as much volume as possible.

We extract the volume of a grasp by computing the volume of the enclosing
hull of the grasped part of the object. We compute the free volume as a relative
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measure: the free volume divided by the full object volume.
One problem with the free volume is that for large objects the value will not

fluctuate much depending on the grasp as it will for objects similar in size to
a human hand. However, for these objects, the grasp position will be a better
indicator of intention.

Approach Vector Angle With the Surface The normal of the palm of the
hand is usually aligned with the normal of the surface at the point of contact. We
approximate the palm normal with the approach vector of the grasp and compute
the angles with the normals of the surface of the grasped part of the object. We
collect the angles into a 21 bin histogram which we normalize. This feature will help
differentiate shape as the angles produced by grasping, for example, a cylindrical
part compared to a flat part should differ.

Approach Vector Angle With Up Objects are most of the times resting on
a surface before we grasp them. The surface’s relation to the actor affects the
approach vector to some extent. We, therefore, compute the angle of the resting
surface’s normal with the approach vector.

4.c Invariant Feature Learning for Affordance Conceptualization

Abstraction is mankind’s ability to condense and generalize previous experience
into symbolic entities that can act as proxies for reasoning about the world. We
ground these abstractions in our sensory experience and let them take on different
meanings depending on context [12]. The task of learning to detect and abstract
affordances is different from visual categorization. A deeper understanding is based
on being able to detect intra-category commonality rather than saliency.

As an example of what this deeper understanding implies we can picture an
unstructured environment where the right object for an intended action is unavail-
able. The agent is able to replace the unavailable object with other objects that
afford the same or similar actions. For example, it can replace a spoon with a pen
for stirring, replace a pan with a pot, etc. Hence categories in this sense are not
binary but loosely defined by a set of abstract functional properties that makes up
the common denominators of the category.

An additional benefit of learning to abstract is that reasoning about the simi-
larity between categories becomes simpler as we are comparing similarities across
subsets of the feature space. The agent can thus assemble hierarchies of clusters of
similar actions that in turn enables reasoning within specific action domains that
in turn enables better planning, synthesizes of explorative strategies in unknown
domains.

Clearly, having this cognitive ability is extremely useful. This paper thus pro-
poses a method for learning the common denominator of features for different affor-
dance categories and showing how they can be grounded in the agent’s own sensory
input. We are guided by the notion that similar items should be close in the feature
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Transform Magnitude Learned Invariant Features

Input Space: RBGD Metric Transform Space

Figure 0.23: Figure summarizing our approach. For a specific affordance, we learn
a linear transform, L, from a set of RGBD images of objects that both afford and
does not afford an action. Each RGBD input is represented by a set of features f(x).
Under the transform items that afford the action are close in space and items that
do not are far away. We regularize the learning of L penalizing irrelevant features.
We interpret the magnitude of the columns L as a form of feature selection enabling
us to extract invariant features for the affordance. We map the invariant features
onto the object thus finding important object parts for the affordance.

space and that we should learn the similarity measure from the data. For us, this
means learning a feature transform from the data that puts similar items close and
dissimilar items far away.

To learn to abstract affordance categories into a set of common features the
agent must ground the affordance in its own sensor input. In the light of this,
we propose a novel interpretation: that we can understand the grounding of the
features for the categories through the similarity transform of the data itself rather
than through an analysis of data points in the learned feature space.

By grounding the sensory input we show how the robot can learn to locate
affordance specific parts of the object from a set of global and local object features.
Simply put, we learn the agent to point out which parts of the feature representation
of an object are important for the affordance. By extension we enable the agent to
point out the physical parts of an object that is important for classifying it to the
affordance.

The grounding and abstraction also allow for reasoning about the similarity
between affordances as it is reasonable to expect similar affordances to have similar
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sets of common features. We show that this analysis is possible through reasoning
about the distance between transforms.

To form a complete understanding of an affordance the agent needs to learn
from interaction with the object, observing object, action, and effect (OAE) triples.
However, it has been argued that human design of objects follows or should follow
certain design principles that through simple cues reveal the affordance of an object
to the human observer [172]. In light of this, we ask how much of an affordance
can we understand from just observing a set of objects that afford the same ac-
tion? What similarities exist in the feature space of a category and can we deduce
them just from observing category and non-category members? Are these abstract
similarities relevant for interacting with the object?

We start by giving a wide perspective on current approaches to affordance learn-
ing and go into detail on related work connected to the proposed method. We
proceed to describe our approach in detail and give experiments showing how an
agent can learn abstractions for affordance categories and how it can reason about
these categories. We end by outlining some important principles and future work
that needs to be addressed.

4.d Perspective on Affordance Learning

Affordance learning research in robotics can be divided into developmental methods
based on exploration and methods that try to learn to predict more advanced
affordances from demonstration (LfD).

Another common denominator is the focus on learning an agent to connect
object, action, and effect (OAE) triples. Learning these triples enables the agent
to search for unknowns such as the object that affords a specific action and gives
the wanted outcome, etc.

4.d.1 Developmental Methods

Developmental methods have so far followed a paradigm of measuring object, action,
and outcome. They focus on simple affordances such as pushing, rolling, simple tool
use, etc., where the outcome of an action is clear and measurable [34], [51], [85],
[93], [94], [109], [112], [128], [152], [160], [161], [170], [177], [201], [210], [211], [215],
[237]. This is sensible since their objective is to learn a robot with limited cognitive
and motor abilities to connect OAE triples. Learning is often unsupervised and
explorative [93], [94], [128], [160] and based on learning thresholds [34], [170] for the
perceived features thus requiring clear pre- and post-conditions. These threshold
operations are similar in nature to abstracting the feature of a category, however,
they are often semi-automated and built using heuristics rather than the automatic
process of our approach.

One of the more complete models, with regard to structuring the learning as
well as showing experiments in real environments, comes from [159], [160]. The
authors represent objects not as physical entities but as a “hypothesized entity
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that accounts for a spatiotemporally coherent cluster of sensory experience”. They
represent objects by a set containing a tracker, percept, classes, and actions, which
are all more or less temporal. The most interesting aspect of this formulation is
the representation of objects as consistent sensory inputs over time and associated
with action possibilities that produce certain outcomes. This more integrated view
of learning about objects and interacting with the world is much closer to the idea
of symbolic grounding and how some researcher thinks humans organize grounded
knowledge.

More recent affordance-based learning approaches also employ the OAE paradigm
still with simple actions but the method of choice is some form of convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN) used together with massive amounts of collected OAE triples [2],
[179], [180]. In [2] the authors hypothesize that humans have an internal physics
model that allows them to understand and predict OAEs. They suggest learning
a similar model via a siamese CNN of the image input from before and after an
action. [179] takes a similar approach, however, there the novelty lays in the con-
struction of a branching deep net. The network has a pre-trained common base
that branches out with nets pre-trained for inference of pinch grasping, pushing,
and pulling actions. The base net feeds its output into the branches and receives
feedback from them updating both weights in the base and branches. This enables
the net to refine the input to cater to specific tasks. This is similar to the current
perception of how humans process visual information. The processing starts with
a unified preprocessing of the visual input and then branching into cortical areas
that handle vision for action and vision for cognition.

It is obvious that deep methods offer a great advantage in processing as they can
take raw image input and consistently produce reliable results. In addition, they
can process large amounts of training data that a robot needs to learn affordances
that are not toy examples. However, the drawback of these methods is that deep
nets are somewhat of black box method. Contrary our approach yields interpretable
results, it allows us to locate the position of important features on the object for
specific affordances, and to reason about the similarity between affordances.

4.d.2 Advanced Affordances

Learning OAE triples are thus a seemingly agreed upon fundamental component
to learning affordances. However, learning affordances from everyday object inter-
actions is more complicated. Actions are complex. They involve several steps of
manipulation and outcomes are therefore not always as clear-cut. Efforts so far
have thus focused on some form of supervision either in acquiring the training data,
the provision of labels, or implicitly in the model. A majority of the models tries
to infer the affordance or the action instead of learning the robot to generalize,
understand, and perform the action associated with the affordance.

Most methods take a standard supervised computer vision approach, that is,
categorizing labeled images, sequences, or action commands [78], [102], [162], [163],
[167], [214], [216], [235]. Others try to model relationships between an observed
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actor, typically a human, and the objects it interacts with [3], [31], [79], [123],
[127], [178] learning affordances and actions jointly. However, robots are frequently
used as well and they are generally equipped with some form of pre-programmed
knowledge such as actions, action effects, features, or object knowledge [37], [161],
[219], [232], to assist in the learning. These methods are good at what they do:
predicting actions and outcomes from visual input. However, for a robot trying to
understand the action and perhaps learn to perform the action itself these methods
describe discretization of sensory input and knowledge from a human perspective,
not from the robot’s own sensory perspective.

Our approach is similar in that we learn from labeled images, but with multiple
affordance labels for the whole image as in [107], [164] instead of learning to predict
pixelwise labels in [1], [54], [59], [126], [163], [167], [168] and without the addition
of actions and outcomes. Our goal is to ground the affordance in the representation
of the object. As stated in the introduction our interest lays in what kind of
abstractions an agent can learn from observing the common features in a category
and how we can use these grounded features to reason about and perform the
affordance.

4.d.3 Attribute Learning

Humans use rule-based and similarity reasoning to transfer knowledge about cat-
egories but it is almost certainly not how our visual system categorize everyday
objects at the basic category level. Nevertheless, works exploring classification by
attributes or attribute learning are important because they touch on the deeper
question of how to learn the invariant features of categories, albeit from high-level
abstractions. This is an extremely important ability to have when generalizing
affordances. When humans substitute objects, it tends to happen in an impro-
vised fashion. We base the selection process on similarity comparisons across the
abstraction we have for an affordance to motivate the substitution.

These types of attribute approaches have mostly been explored in computer
vision [67], [75], [137], [151]. [75] segments images and learns a graphical model over
the segments that models relations between segments and contexts enabling it to
predict patterns such as striped, colors, etc. [137] associate specific attributes with
specific image categories such that they can infer the image class from knowledge
about the attributes. The attributes act as an intermediate layer in a graphical
model which enables conditioning novel classes on learned classes and attributes.
The model does not recognize new attributes but rather rely on the notion that
learned attributes contain information relevant for novel classes.

The approach most similar to ours is that of [67], [151]. [151] formulate the
categorization problem as data association problem, that is, they define an exemplar
by a small set of visually similar objects each with associated distance functions
learned from the data. [67] approach equates the ability of attribute prediction
with the ability to predict image classes from the learned attributes. They stack a
broad number of different features and use feature selection to filter out irrelevant
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features. They realize that the number of attributes they have specified is not
enough to classify to the specific categories and opt to learn attributes that can be
used to predict classes from the data.

We also want to learn discriminative attributes, however, we learn these through
similarity comparisons rather than through discrimination. Our aim is to simulta-
neously learn to predict categories and abstract them as we view them as different
aspects of the same process.

Robotics has also explored the attribute-based inference approach. [102], [216]
uses a Bayesian Network (BN) that relates class, features, and attributes. The
authors learn a robot to recognize key attributes of objects such as size, shape, color,
material, and weight. The classes are affordances such as traverse, move, etc. They
compare their approach to for affordance prediction with an SVM trained directly
on the feature space. The direct approach performs comparably or better than the
attribute-based approach, the explanation they propose is that the feature space
contains information not directly explainable as any specific semantic attribute.

This serves to illustrate that we should not program robots to process the world
in hierarchies of abstract symbols [27]. Human language is abstract semantic sym-
bols grounded in invariant features to make conveying, planning, and reasoning
easy. All psychophysical evidence points to that human’s sensorimotor systems are
not constructed in this way when making inference about our own sensory input.
Further on, we cannot expect different sensorimotor systems to produce the same
semantic grounding unless they are exactly identical in construction and experience.
The robot must ground semantic symbols in its own sensory-motor system, in a
context-dependent and associative manner.

4.d.4 Similarity

The similarity measures used in affordance learning are mostly used to describe
the similarity between OAE triples or a subset of them. Many formulate their
own measures or use the standard Euclidean measure [3], [79], [93], [94], [160],
[210], [211], [214], [232]. The measures are often used in an unsupervised setting
to cluster for affordance categories. Other use kernels as an implicit measure of
similarity in supervised learning [62], [102], [161], [178], [237].

Entropy is sometimes used to compute distances between distributions that
describe possible actions or object categories [109] or measure the stability of un-
supervised category learning [79], [94], [210]. Lastly, another popular approach is
to model associations as graphical models, Bayesian Networks (BN) or Conditional
Random Fields (CRF), as they are good at describing the temporal nature of ob-
ject interaction or other complex associations [62], [123], [127]. Here probability
becomes a proxy for similarity.

To the best of our knowledge, no previous method has approached the affor-
dance classification problem by learning the metric from the data. We can think
of CNN approaches described above can as learning a transform that enables an
implicit similarity mapping, however, as opposed to our approach they are un-
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able to locate what in the input caused the classification. Further on, CNN based
approaches projects non-linearly onto massively high-dimensional spaces using mas-
sive amounts of data. We instead show that our linear projection can reduce the
dimensionality down from 322 dimensions to 3 with no significant loss in accuracy
using low amounts of data. At same the time, our sparsity-inducing regularization
forces the projection to only use a small subset of the features, on average 30% of
the feature space. Finally, we learn what physical part of the objects in a category
are relevant for the category giving the agent a deeper connection between sensory
input and the actionable parts of the objects.

In this sense, the most similar approach to ours in learning the feature space
is a method by [217]. They learn a feature codebook over the RGBD space of
objects by optimizing towards a compact representation of the feature space in an
unsupervised fashion similar to an autoencoder. The authors use the codebook to
find a lower dimensional representation of objects and to classify object attributes.
They show that by regularizing the classifier that they can learn which codewords
are important for specific attributes. However, this approach is computationally
taxing as they learn the codebook and the latent representation simultaneously.
Contrary to our approach they aim for a general representation for all tasks rather
than utilizing class labels for a task-specific representation.

4.e Methodology

Our goal is to learn a feature transform, L, for each affordance, that given a general
object representation, x, outputs a latent representation, z. This latent representa-
tion should have the quality that objects that affords an action should be close in
the latent space and others far away. This implies that we can use the Euclidean
metric as a proxy for measuring similarity. We learn L from a set of n input-target
pairs, {xi, yi}. Here x is a general feature vector where y is a label denoting if the
object affords an action or not.

Given a set of feature transforms L for different affordances our approach has
four goals. We want to:

• Learn what features of the general objection representation x are important
for classifying instances to each of the affordances.

• Formulate a general abstract representation of the affordance-based upon the
relevant features.

• Given an object locate the relevant parts on the object.

• Model the relationship between the affordances such that we can understand
which affordances are similar.
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4.e.1 Features

We capture objects as an RGBD image using a Kinect sensor and convert it into
a 2D image and a point cloud. The point cloud representation is noisy and many
times parts of the object are missing due to the reflective material of some of the
objects. We can, therefore, expect the relevance and reliability of the features
to vary substantially across the different affordance categories. Further on, it is
difficult to know what features are important for classifying to a specific affordance.
Because of this, we choose to stack a number of global and local features and let
the algorithm decide on relevance. The stacking gives a feature vector dimension
of 234.

The global features are:

• Object volume - the volume of the convex hull enclosing the object point
cloud.

• Shape primitive - similarity to primitive shapes cylindrical, spheric, and
cubic as fitted by the RANSAC algorithm.

• Elongation - the ratio of the minor axes to the major axis.

• Dimensions - the length of the sides of the object.

• Material - SVM classification scores. We train the SVM to classify textures
glass, carton, porcelain, metal, plastic, wood. The input is the concatenation
of a Fisher Vector (FV) representation of the SIFT features of the image and
the output of the 7th layer of a re-trained GoogleLeNet.

We motivate these global features by research showing their usefulness in pre-
dicting variables involved in human grasping and affordances, e.g. [15], [29], [66],
[69], [89], [117], [153], [202].

The local features are:

• Image gradients - histograms of intensity and gradient order 1, 2, 3.

• Color quantization - the mapping of colors to a finite set of colors and
computing the histogram over the mapped colors.

• Color stats - entropy, mean, and variance over the color quantized object.

• FPHF - Bag-of-Words over Fast Point Feature Histograms [200] for a number
of radius scales.

• HoG - Bag-of-Words representation over the HoG [49] features of the image.
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Figure 0.24: Figuratively LMCA optimization first finds the k neighbors, called
target neighbors, for each instance in the dataset in the untransformed space. The
algorithm then tries to find a transform, L, that pushes those target neighbors
towards the instance, the neighborhood center, while at the same time pushing
non-class members out of the perimeter of the neighborhood.

Again we motivate these features by studies showing their usefulness, especially
shape descriptors e.g. [132], [172]. Due to the point cloud representation, we only
need to keep the portion of features associated with the point cloud. For example,
for the gradients, we only compute the gradients for pixels associated with the point
cloud. This works for all features except for HoG as it uses patches overlapping the
image.

4.e.2 Approach

As discussed in the introduction we use distance as a proxy for similarity. However,
with low amounts of data, it is difficult to construct a general high-dimensional
feature space that works well under some metric for a number of different labelings.

We, therefore, want to learn a transform, L, for each affordance that puts similar
instances close in space and dissimilar instances far way. The transform should help
us locate parts of the feature space that is relevant and project onto a subspace, d,
such that alleviates the curse of dimensionality

To this end we use a regularized version of the Large Margin Component Anal-
ysis (LMCA) metric learning algorithm [223] which we will refer to as RLMCA.
LMCA learns a linear transformation, L, of the input space that pushes the k class
nearest-neighbors (NN) of every instance closer together while pushing non-class
members outside a margin as illustrated in fig.0.24. We learn L using gradient
descent over the following loss function,
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ϵ(L) =
∑

i,i⇝j

wi||L(xi − xj)T ||2

+c
∑

i,i⇝j,l

wi yil h(||L(xi − xj)T ||2−||L(xi − xl)T ||2 + 1)

+λ

D∑
j=1

∥Lj∥2 .

(42)

Here i ⇝ j means the k nearest neighbors of the instance i that belong to the
same class, yil is a binary variable that is zero if i and l have the same label, and
one otherwise. The first term penalizes large distances for the k NN and the second
term penalizes non-class instances that are closer to the instance xi than the class
k NN, by a margin of 1. c is a constant controlling the relative importance of the
pushing component and h is the differentiable smooth hinge loss [190].

wi is a weight term that aims to balance the learning in terms of false-positive
rates when some of the classes have few numbers of exemplars. We formulate the
weights as wi = N

Ni
where N is the total number of instance. The justification here

is that,

N

N1

∑
C1

xi + N

N2

∑
C2

xi ≈ N

N1
N1xi + N

N2
N2xi = Nxi + Nxi. (43)

The reason for multiplying by N is to keep the ratio at a reasonable value to
avoid numerical instability.

The last term in eq.42 is a penalization term due to [173]. It is the sum of the l1-
norm of the l2-norm applied to the columns of L. The l2-norm is the crucial factor
as it helps contain the full column, reducing it fully. This means that it will remove
irrelevant features completely compared to zeroing individual matrix elements of L
as happens with the l1-norm over the matrix elements. λ is a constant controlling
how much weight we want to put on penalizing non-zero columns.

As L is a projection we can choose to let it project onto a subdimension, d,
which can be much less than D. In the experiments section, we show that we can
project from 234 dimensions down to 3 without a significant loss in accuracy, a
reduction in dimension of roughly 99%.

4.e.3 Classification and Analysis

To classify to an affordance category we formulate the problem as a binary decision
problem, that is, we learn a specific L for each affordance class. We apply L to the
data and classify to the affordance using kNN where k is equal to the number of
neighbors used in the learning phase.

We analyze the feature selection by taking the magnitude of the L columns. Low
values will mean an irrelevant feature while high will mean relevant. To analyze the
similarity between different affordances we treat the magnitude vector as having
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a Gaussian multivariate distribution and use the KL-divergence as the distance
measure.

The affordance learning problem is a multiclass problem. However, two factors
motivated us to switch from multiclass to a binary decision problem. Firstly, for
the feature selection analysis to work, we need to pit the objects in one affordance
category against a wide range of different objects. If we are learning multiple classes
simultaneous this analysis is not possible; the feature selection will instead show
good general features. Secondly, learning multiple classes at the same time is not
optimal as we would use fewer parameters and data points for each problem.

4.f Experiments

We motivate our experiments by the following three questions:

1. Does our approach select features that are sensible as an abstraction for ex-
plaining an affordance?

2. Do the selected features map out a similar set of parts on all the objects in
an affordance category?

3. How do the affordances relate to each other? Are the affordances we as
humans view as similar equal to what the model deems as similar?

4.f.1 Dataset

We collected 265 RGBD images of everyday objects ranging from cups to cereal
boxes, tools, cans, and water bottles. To collect the images we placed the objects
on different flat surfaces and recorded an RGBD image using a Kinect camera. We
took each image under different light conditions and tried to vary the pose of the
objects to a reasonable amount. Many of the images had small parts or parts made
of glass or metal leaving large holes in the depth recordings. Since each image is
devoid of clutter it is simple to segment out the object by simply removing all point
cloud points, not above the planar surface.

We labeled each object as a binary vector specifying if it affords each one of the
affordances in table 0.9. Many of these affordances are quite vague and labeling is
not as binary as in standard image classification. This vagueness follows from the
vagueness in the definition of the affordance concept and that many objects that
afford an action would under normal circumstances not be used for the affordance
if other suitable objects were available.

4.f.2 Classification

A prerequisite for answering the above questions is to first validate if the algorithm
and features provide good affordance classification accuracy. To do this we compare
to kNN, and a linear SVM trained on the provided features. We also compare to
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Affordance kNN RLMCA SVM CNN-SVM
Containing (124,142) 0.87 (87.6) 0.91 (91.9) 42% 0.92 (93.0) 0.9 (91.2)
Cutting (11,255) 0.36 (95.2) 0.43 (95.7) 19% 0.22 (94.9) 0.39 (92.6)
Drinking (36,230) 0.64 (90.4) 0.79 (94.1) 24% 0.71 (91.6) 0.68 (88.4)
Eating From (25,241) 0.67 (94.0) 0.6 (93.2) 27% 0.59 (92.5) 0.71 (92.0)
Hammering (21,245) 0.32 (92.3) 0.48 (93.0) 34% 0.31 (92.9) 0.41 (82.0)
Handle Grasp (56,210) 0.77 (91.4) 0.85 (94.0) 36% 0.83 (92.8) 0.8 (89.0)
Hanging (45,221) 0.37 (79.8) 0.49 (82.1) 47% 0.07 (81.6) 0.59 (82.3)
Lifting Top (79,187) 0.63 (77.3) 0.63 (79.0) 45% 0.69 (80.0) 0.75 (86.3)
Loop Grasp (31,235) 0.38 (87.0) 0.45 (86.6) 39% 0.0 (87.6) 0.65 (89.4)
Opening (118,148) 0.86 (87.1) 0.89 (90.0) 48% 0.89 (90.4) 0.88 (89.8)
Playing (16,250) 0.51 (96.0) 0.64 (96.4) 29% 0.62 (96.2) 0.45 (85.7)
Pounding (86,180) 0.68 (78.1) 0.78 (85.8) 46% 0.75 (82.4) 0.71 (78.8)
Pouring (162,104) 0.88 (84.4) 0.9 (87.9) 49% 0.9 (87.6) 0.9 (87.6)
Putting (56,210) 0.73 (88.8) 0.83 (92.6) 33% 0.79 (90.2) 0.58 (67.4)
Rolling (105,161) 0.79 (83.2) 0.78 (83.1) 53% 0.78 (82.6) 0.72 (78.8)
Scraping (41,225) 0.77 (93.4) 0.78 (93.6) 37% 0.79 (93.4) 0.75 (90.6)
Shaking (127,139) 0.86 (86.4) 0.9 (90.8) 46% 0.91 (91.5) 0.89 (90.0)
Spraying (9,257) 0.07 (96.3) 0.33 (96.4) 30% 0.05 (96.2) 0.56 (94.4)
Squeezing (89,177) 0.6 (73.0) 0.68 (78.5) 50% 0.66 (76.4) 0.73 (80.5)
Squeezing Out (14,252) 0.37 (95.8) 0.45 (95.5) 36% 0.46 (95.8) 0.34 (92.3)
Stacking (38,228) 0.78 (94.6) 0.81 (95.2) 21% 0.72 (93.0) 0.76 (93.4)
Stirring (39,227) 0.7 (92.5) 0.86 (96.0) 25% 0.8 (94.1) 0.75 (91.0)
Tool (53,213) 0.84 (94.1) 0.91 (96.5) 28% 0.89 (95.7) 0.88 (95.4)
Total 0.63 (88.63) 0.7 (90.75) 37% 0.63 (90.1) 0.69 (87.34)

Table 0.9: Affordance classification for kNN, RLMCA, linear SVM, and CNN-SVM.
F1-score and accuracy in parenthesis, bold indicates the best value. Percentage
values indicates the average percent of projection matrix columns that have non-
zero magnitudes. The number of instances per class is given next to the task name,
positive instances first. Most of the classes are unbalanced giving F1-scores that are
quite low even though the accuracy is high. RLMCA outperforms the compared
models for most of the categories and in overall. In addition, RLMCA discards on
average 63% of the feature dimensions.
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an SVM trained on the output from the last fully connected layer of a pre-trained
CNN as it has proven to be a good baseline.

As a pre-processing step, we standardize all data. We use five-fold cross-validation
to learn the optimal parameters. For the kNN and SVMs, we also cross-validate
against a PCA projection between 0 − min(dim(X), 20) dimensions where 0 means
no PCA is performed. For the metric learning, we cross-validate for the impostor
loss parameter, c, and the regularization parameter, λ.

We set the NN to 3 for the kNN and RLMCA. For the SVMs we use the Scikit-
learn library [175] which uses LibSVM. We use a linear kernel and one-against-all
classification. For RLMCA we set the dimensionality reduction to 3. For the CNN
features we us Caffe [118] with a GoogleLeNet model pre-trained on Imagenet. We
extract the last fully connected layer giving us a 4096 dimensional feature vector.

We create 25, 70/30, training-test splits of the dataset. The results are given as
averages over the 25 splits in table 0.9. We measure performance using the F1-score
as our main metric as we are performing binary classification over many unbalanced
categories. For example, for the spraying affordance, the accuracy is around 96%
but the best F1-score is 0.56 . As we can see from table 0.9 our RLMCA performs
best in a majority of the cases, outperforming kNN in all but two case.

Comparing the CNN features to the engineered we see that they perform roughly
the same but for a few where one or the other significantly outperforms the other.
It is difficult to pinpoint exactly why this is. We hypothesize that some affordances
contain objects for which the depth recordings contain a high amount of noise.
This propagates into uncertainties for the constructed features which are mostly
dependent on depth recordings. For example, objects affording hanging usually
have an arched part which can be difficult to record with sufficient accuracy as they
are usually around 1 cm in diameter and thus close to the Kinect noise threshold.
The CNN features, on the other hand, do not rely on depth measurements and are
thus free of this constraint. We also see that the RLMCA performs decently for
these classes. This is due to the reweighing factor and the penalization that is able
to disregard irrelevant features and weigh the lesser class as equally important.

4.f.3 Feature Selection

We compute the mean of the L column magnitudes over the 25 runs and normalize,
this will indicate each dimension’s importance. We give results for 6 of the more
interesting affordances in fig.0.25-0.27. The bar plots show the sum of the mag-
nitude for each feature, that is, the fraction of each feature of the full magnitude
vector. To provide a notion of the distribution of magnitude within each feature we
compute the KL-divergence of the normalized magnitudes for the features with a
uniform distribution. The right-hand bars thus indicate how evenly the magnitudes
are distributed across each of the features.

The general tendency is that some features like material, size and shape are
important across the board. Size and material are good for making an initial guess.
For example, there are no tools made of paper or very thin objects that afford
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(a) Rolling - The capability to roll is an
intangible affordance dependent on the cur-
vature of an object, however, not all objects
that have curved surfaces affords rolling,
for example, a cup with a handle. We ex-
pected the curvature features FPFH and
HoG to be important which is the case.
That FPFH15 (5cm search radius) is the
most important feature is sensible since it
describes curvature over longer distances.
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(b) Stacking - Objects that afford stacking
are typically cuboid shaped as indicated by
the importance of the shape feature. Stack-
able objects also have flat surfaces. They
should, therefore, like objects that afford
rolling, be dependent on surface curvature
features. A deeper analysis, in the projec-
tion section, instead shows that the edges of
flat objects are the important factor. This
is probably since many flats surfaces are not
really flat due to noise in the depth camera.

Figure 0.25: Barplots summarizing the importance of each feature for the affor-
dances rolling and Stacking. The left axis shows the sums of the magnitudes for
each feature of the normalized transform, ∥L∥1. The right axis shows the KL-
divergence between the normalized weights of a feature and a uniform distribution
indicating the within feature distribution of magnitude values.

Stacking or Handle Grasping, etc. Shape features are more specific and vary much
more across the different affordances, however, in general size, shape, and material
features are the most important as expected. Analyzing the diagrams for all the
affordances it is clear that the features volume, shape primitive, gradients, and
color stats are not as important for classifying affordances compared to the other
features.

4.f.4 Feature Projection

The second question we set out to answer is: are there certain invariant parts of
the objects that are valuable for classifying to an affordance? To investigate this
we want to extract the important local features and locate them on the objects that
afford the action.

We proceed in the same way as in the feature selection analysis. We take the
mean of the magnitudes of L over all the runs. From the mean we select the subset
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(a) Tools - Tools are usually elongated and
made of plastic, metal, or wood. They typ-
ically have handles which have a certain ge-
ometrical structure. The feature weights
reflect this in that FPFH, HoG, and ma-
terial are the important features together
with the dimension feature.
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(b) Stirring - Objects that afford stirring
are elongated which means that the dimen-
sions of an object and the elongation should
be an important factor. The plot shows
that dimensions are on par with the more
complicated shape features.

Figure 0.26: Barplots summarizing the importance of each feature for the affor-
dances Tool use and Stirring. The left axis shows the sums of the magnitudes
for each feature of the normalized transform, ∥L∥1. The right axis shows the KL-
divergence between the normalized weights of a feature and a uniform distribution
indicating the within feature distribution of magnitude values.

of features that are point-cloud based, that is, the gradient, color quantization,
FPFH features, and normalize this subset.

To get an indication of the important parts we assign an importance weight
value to each point. We compute it by summing, the feature weights associated
with the point according to each of the selected features,

cj =
∑

f∈F eatures

wf [ f(pj) ]. (44)

Here f is a feature function that takes a point cloud index and returns an index
corresponding to the weight value for that feature and wf is the weight vector for
the feature f . For example, for the BoW FPFH features each codeword has a
weight, to find the weight we thus classify a point to a codeword and look up the
index for that codeword in the weight vector.

To color the object we divide all the values by the max value taken over all
points. We input the values to a gradient function between red and blue, such that
values close to the max value becomes red, and values close to zero becomes blue.

Before we analyze the results in fig.0.28 we want to bring up one important
point that cannot be stressed enough: humans and robots are different sensorimotor
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(a) Lifting Top - Most objects with a top
are cylindrical. This would explain the fo-
cus on the shape features FPFH and HoG.
The gradient features are somewhat promi-
nent indicating that objects with a top con-
tain many lines. For example, the clear line
between top and body, or the lines from
the graphical labels that are common on
ojbects with tops.
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(b) Handle Grasping - The histogram
shows material features as the most impor-
tant feature which is natural given that
most objects are made of plastic, metal,
or wood. Given the excellent ability to lo-
cate handles by the model given in section
4.f.4 it seems that the selected parts of the
FPFH features describes exactly the shape
of handles on objects.

Figure 0.27: Barplots summarizing the importance of each feature for the affordance
Lifting Top and Handle Grasping. The left axis shows the sums of the magnitudes
for each feature of the normalized transform, ∥L∥1. Barplots summarizing the
importance of each feature for the affordances Tool use and Stirring. The left axis
shows the sums of the magnitudes for each feature of the normalized transform,
∥L∥1. The right axis shows the KL-divergence between the normalized weights of
a feature and a uniform distribution indicating the within feature distribution of
magnitude values.

systems. We have different feature representations and mechanisms for detecting
invariant features. Therefore, we cannot expect the invariant selected parts of the
objects to be the same for robots and humans. Our approach might detect invariant
features that humans are unable to detect or understand. With that being said it
would be interesting if there is a correspondence between the invariant parts selected
by our model and what one can expect from a human.

The objects selected in fig.0.28 is just a small subset of all positive examples,
roughly 1400, but gives a good representation of the main results.

For Drinking, fig.0.28.1-0.28.2, the highlighted part is the rounded back part
of the object. The back part was selected in a similar fashion across most of the
objects even for such diverse objects such as the smaller bowl and the teapot.

For Eating From, fig.0.28.3-0.28.5, we see that the algorithm highlighted the
flat bottom for two of the objects in fig.0.28.3 and fig.0.28.5 but not in fig.0.28.4.
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(.1) Drinking (.2) Drinking (.3) Eat From (.4) Eat From

(.5) Eat From (.6) Handle (.7) Handle (.8) Handle

(.9) Hanging (.10) Hanging (.11) Lift Top (.12) Lift Top

(.13) Loop (.14) Loop (.15) Opening (.16) Opening

(.17) Opening (.18) Putting (.19) Rolling (.20) Rolling

(.21) Stacking (.22) Stacking (.23) Stacking (.24) Stirring

(.25) Stirring (.26) Stirring (.27) Tool (.28) Tool

Figure 0.28: Highlighting of important parts of the object for classifying the object
to an affordance according to the feature selection process. The corresponding
affordance is given below the image. The bright red parts correspond to important
parts and blue to non-important parts. We can see that many of the highlights
correspond to parts that humans would agree would be relevant for the specific
affordance, even though we cannot expect such a correlation.
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This highlights the difficulty in generalizing from a couple of highlights. What these
three images show is that the flat parts are important for categorizing those two
objects while the sides of the frying pan in fig.0.28.4 is more important than its flat
part for categorizing to the affordance. Despite this, a majority of the objects in
the category shows highlighting of the flat or base parts.

Handle Grasping, fig.0.28.6-0.28.8, gave mixed results. Many objects had
colorings similar to those in fig.0.28.6-0.28.7. However, we also had a number of
objects where the algorithm either selected the whole object or the connecting part
where the handle meets the tool part as in fig.0.28.8. We expected this as the
connecting part is a common shape across objects with handles.

In Hanging, fig.0.28.9-0.28.10, we gave the algorithm a number of objects with
loops. The results were not satisfactory. On one hand, we had results as in fig.0.28.9,
yet most results were similar to fig.0.28.10 with significant noise. A closer inspection
revealed that a large number of cups skewed the results towards detecting cylindrical
parts. The set of objects affording Loop Grasping, a subset of hanging, fig.0.28.13-
0.28.14, showed similar effects.

The Lifting Top, fig.0.28.11-0.28.12, also gave mixed results. The objects
varied significantly in shape and we expected the algorithm to detect the small
correlations across the objects given by the shape of the tops. The results show to
the contrary that detecting small shapes is difficult at best due to the Kinect’s low
resolution and level of noise.

Opening, fig.0.28.15-0.28.17, were perhaps the most surprising results. The
objects had large variations in shape, ranging from toothpaste tubes to milk-cartons
and bottles. We, therefore, considered it to be one of the more difficult categories.
Despite this, the algorithm consistently highlighted parts of the objects approached
for opening for a majority of the objects.

For Rolling, fig.0.28.19-0.28.20, we expected results where the whole object
was colored. This happened in the majority of the objects, but there was also some
with spurious colorings such as in fig.0.28.20 where the results were more difficult
to interpret.

Stacking, fig.0.28.21-0.28.23, proved to be quite a good illustration of the point
made in the beginning about difference in sensorimotor systems. We expected a
coloring of the flat parts, but what actually is the common denominator are the
edges. The algorithm selected edges similar to those for a majority of the objects.

Finally Stirring, fig.0.28.24-0.28.26 and Tool, fig.0.28.27 - 0.28.27, gave very
interesting results. The objects contained in these two categories are similar and
as we can see from fig.0.28.24 - 0.28.26 the algorithm has selected the whole handle
part with almost uncanny certainty. Seemingly the algorithm has picked up the
rule that objects that afford stirring should have thin and elongated handle parts.

To conclude, the above results show good consistency in selecting sensible parts
of the objects in most of the categories. It is clear that we need more data points
for the results that showed low consistency such as in Hanging and Loop Grasping.
For example, the algorithm will benefit from more negative examples such as cups
without or occluded handles. Creating good datasets with sensible labelings for
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learning complex abstractions is a trial and error process since the features that
you expect to be important might not be. Further on, better depth resolution with
less noise will provide a major improvement. For example, flat surfaces are not
always interpreted as flat due to the noise. This makes the FPFH BoW features
map flat surfaces differently thus introducing large variance in shapes that might
not be that different. Lastly, the analysis we made of the selected features differed,
in some categories significantly, from the analysis of the projected features. This
shows, as mentioned earlier, that drawing conclusions from the belief that different
sensorimotor systems will produce similar results can be precarious.

4.f.5 Affordance Association

Finally, we examine how different affordances relate to each other. We start by
assuming that the magnitude of L has a multivariate Gaussian distribution. We
compute the mean and covariance by treating all the 25 runs as samples from the
distribution. We can now measure the similarity between the affordances using the
KL-divergence.

In Table 0.10 we list the 3 nearest neighbors (NN) for each affordance. Since
the KL-divergence is asymmetrical the NN of one affordance might not be the NN
of the other.

From Table 0.10 we can see that most of the affordances that we expected to
be close to each other are in fact close. For example, objects that afford tool use
are similar to objects that afford handle grasping, scraping, and stirring. Rolling is
close to Lifting Top and Squeezing, Loop Grasping is close to Hanging and Drinking,
and Cutting is close to Tools. Stacking is close to objects that afford Lifting Top
and Putting, etc. The results clearly show that our approach can learn to relate
affordances in a consistent and sensible manner.

One interpretation of the KL-divergence is the amount of information one learns
of the true distribution from the information given by another distribution. In
our context, this means, how much an affordance says about the features that
are important for another affordance. Learning to associate affordances implies
learning the interrelation between similar affordances and the objects that make
up the clusters of association. This deeper understanding is key to generalizing
and abstracting affordances. Practically, this knowledge has the potential to help
a robot perform an unknown action demonstrated by another actor. It can do this
by analyzing the affordances of the object being manipulated and figuring out what
features might be important from what it has learned from other objects effectively
bootstrapping the learning process.

4.g Summary and Conclusion

We started out with the simple notion of distance as a proxy for similarity. This
guided us to learn a transform of the feature space that put similar items close and
dissimilar items far away. Objects are usually similar in only a few aspects of their
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Affordance 1. 2. 3.
Containing Shaking Opening Squeezing
Cutting Tool Hammering Stirring
Drinking Putting Loop Grasping Tool
Eating From Putting Loop Grasping Drinking
Hammering Tool Stirring Scraping
Handle Grasping Tool Scraping Stirring
Hanging Loop Grasping Drinking Spraying
Lifting Top Opening Squeezing Containing
Loop Grasping Hanging Drinking Rolling
Opening Containing Shaking Lifting Top
Playing Pounding Shaking Spraying
Pounding Rolling Squeezing Drinking
Pouring Shaking Containing Opening
Putting Drinking Loop Grasping Hanging
Rolling Pounding Lifting Top Squeezing
Scraping Tool Stirring Handle Grasping
Shaking Containing Opening Squeezing
Spraying Hanging Squeezing Out Squeezing
Squeezing Containing Shaking Lifting Top
Squeezing Out Spraying Squeezing Lifting Top
Stacking Lifting Top Squeezing Putting
Stirring Scraping Tool Hammering
Tool Handle Grasping Scraping Stirring

Table 0.10: The three nearest neighbors for each affordance. We compute the
distances using the KL-divergence between the Gaussian distributions over the
magnitude vectors of the affordance transforms, L. Distances are therefore non-
symmetric.
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representation and we, therefore, penalized parts of the feature space that were not
relevant for classifying to the affordance.

We analyzed the penalized transform to deduce the relevant features and provide
a grounding of the affordances. Since parts of the feature space were tied to a
point cloud representation of the object we could locate important parts of the
objects for classifying to an affordance. Our model is thus proof of concept that
applying a sensible approach to reasoning about similarity facilitates the ability
to learn abstractions of categories without the need for pixel ground truths, pre-
segmentation, other cues, and heuristics.

Furthermore, we showed that the model can learn to associate categories with
each other. Instead of analyzing the transformed data, as is common, we analyzed
the feature transforms themselves, computing distances between them; again using
distance as a proxy for similarity. The key is the realization that the transform
itself contains the information necessary to reason about the category. The learned
similarities between the affordances proved to be sensible and gave insight into how
an agent can learn to reason about categories.

The shortcomings of our model are obvious. Firstly, stacking designed features
is not a viable option for a fully autonomous system, it will need to learn the
features from the data. This implies that future work should focus on finding ways
to analyze and compare activations in deep nets e.g. [133], either by developing
retinotopic feedback loops similar to how human vision works or other ways of
learning abstractions. Further on, when creating these abstractions we need to
understand to what a degree we should mimic human capabilities, as this will be a
crucial component in human-robot interaction.

Secondly, we showed that there is sufficient information in the shape of objects
to ground the affordances. However, for a robot to gain a complete understanding
of an affordance, it will have to interact with the objects and ground all observed
sensorimotor input, both proprioceptive and exteroceptive. If we want grounding
and abstraction to be as fluent and effortless as in humans, to enable high-level rea-
soning, future work needs to focus on building this knowledge in a holistic fashion.
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5 Holistic Grasping
In this last chapter before the conclusion of this thesis, we will focus on aspects
of a holistic grasping approach. A holistic approach to grasping involves at the
very least three essential parts. Firstly, the ability to visually understand what an
object affords and how the invariant parts of objects that belong to an affordance
category play into the performance of the action itself. This is something we went
into depth in chapter 4.

Secondly, the robot needs to understand how its own embodiment interacts
with the world. For grasping this implies an understanding of how the shape of
an object fits to its gripper what we will refer to as grasp semantics. How to
learn this correspondence between shape and gripper configuration, and how this
correspondence has taken different forms throughout the history grasping research
is something we will delve into in the first part of this chapter.

Thirdly, the robot needs to learn how context and post-grasp task affects the
grasping position such that it can plan effectively. This will be the topic of section
5.e were learn a robot, human priors for task-specific grasps.

Finally, in section 5.j we will demonstrate how all these pieces, from affordance
understanding, grasp semantics, and task-based priors can fit together into a holistic
grasping process.

5.a Grasps Semantics

We can summarize the core part of grasp planning as matching a gripper config-
uration to a local shape of the object such that it leads to a successful outcome
for the intended post-grasp task. The major problem, traditional grasp planners
has tried to tackle, is thus searching and evaluating the nearly infinite number of
gripper configurations with the infinite number of positions in the shape space of
the object. For the evaluation, the planner needs to use some function indicating
the goodness of the grip placement. The common approach has been to try to re-
duce both spaces to minimize the computational load. This is usually done through
some form of heuristic that leads to a discretization of the search spaces making
the search load more manageable. Humans, however, solve the problem differently.

If we introspect about our own act of grasping we realize that we can shape
our hands quite accurately to comply with the shape at any point on everyday ob-
jects. This applies even when the object is not in view! We can explain this ability
by arguing that we have an internal representation of most everyday objects and
that we perform the planning virtually in our minds. However, a more plausible
explanation is that we found a way of interpreting object shape through the config-
uration of the joints in our hands, that is, a mapping from visual input to the joint
configuration.

In section 2.c, we gave an overview of how some researchers in cognitive neuro-
science explain the conceptual understanding. They base their explanation on the
idea of grounding concepts in sensorimotor input. This idea is often referred to as
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the embodied cognition hypothesis or grounded cognition. They characterize the
semantic memory in the brain as parsimonious, flexible, intertwined, with shared
feature spaces of overlapping categories [154]. Concepts can, therefore, be viewed
as distributed representations connected via action-perception circuits that link the
necessary sensorimotor modalities [122], [184].

The distributed representation of concepts implies that conceptual understand-
ing is associative between sensorimotor input. We can make an analogy to how we
can explain words using in other words. A consequence of this is that conceptual
understanding is much less tied to a unifying concept and we can instead define
it by the strength of the association between different sensorimotor input and the
context they appear in. This, in turn, implies that it is possible for a robot to
understand one type of sensorimotor input in other sensorimotor input.

This means that we can interpret a joint configuration of a hand as a semantic
for the set of forms that comply with that joint configuration, that is, as grasp
semantics. What follows is that the joint configuration for interacting with the
object feeds into the conceptual understanding of the full object, just as the other
senses such as smell, touch, etc..

Concretely, this means, that we can use the idea of grasp semantics to learn a
robot gripper configurations, prototypical grasps, that work well for gripping a sim-
ilar set of shapes. The agent can then use these to match similar shapes on a large
set of different objects. This, in turn, reduces the number of gripper configurations
a grasp planner needs to search over to find a compliant grasp.

The second aspect of conceptual understanding is for long-term planning. For
example, understanding the particular grasp configurations associated with an ob-
ject means that an agent could decide to take a mug with a handle as opposed to
one without if it anticipated having to carry the cup for a long period of time. An-
other example is understanding which grasp will be most comfortable for another
agent human or robot when handing over the object. The situations where this
knowledge plays in are endless.

Conceptual understanding of objects also implies having an understanding of
how to manipulate objects to perform the actions they afford. In grasping, this
manifests itself as perceiving the possible grasping positions that are good for per-
forming the task. A grasp planner can significantly reduce the search space for the
grasp by considering the task constraints: the parts of the object that are useful for
grasping for the task.

We call the combined usage of these two approaches: holistic grasping. This
section explores the grasp semantics part of it, while section 5.e explores the task
part, and finally, section 5.j shows how to combine the two aspects to approach the
grasping problem holistically.

We start by reviewing some of the previous work on generalizing form and
gripper configurations from the perspective of grasp semantics. We will then show
how an agent can learn grasp semantics using the simultaneous clustering and
dimensionality reduction technique developed in section 3.g.
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5.b Perspective on Grasp Semantics in Robotics

Studies of human prehension [115] show that humans pre-shape their hands to
comply with the shape of the object at the point of contact. The hand opens
during the approach phase reaching a maximum grip aperture10 around 60-70% of
the reaching movement. The maximum grip aperture correlates with the size of
the object [32]. This shows that there is a connection between the visual input, the
object shape, and the hand’s joint configuration.

From a neurological perspective, [194] suggests that grasp learning is the neu-
rological process that “that associates the intrinsic visual properties of the objects
with the grips that are effective in interacting with them”. This process weeds out
ineffective grasps and generalizes them into prototypical grasps that map to a set
of similar shapes. One can thus interpret this association as joint configurations
being semantics for form, that is, grasp semantics. We covered evidence in support
of the grasp semantics interpretation in section 2.f and we will therefore not discuss
this aspect further.

Grasp planning for robots is on an abstract level not much different from hu-
man grasp planning. It can be broadly summarized as finding an arm-gripper
configuration that complies with a position on the object such that the robot can
accomplish a given task. The main computational difficulty lies in searching the
high-dimensional space of arm-gripper configurations which depends on the degrees
of freedom (DoF) of the gripper and arm, and on the resolution of the robot’s sen-
sors. The robot needs to assess each synthesized grasp judging the stability and
how well it accomplishes the intended post-grasp task. Traditionally, the suggested
approaches have done this through an analytically formulated quality function. The
aim of most research efforts has thus been to try to limit or generalize the search
space of the gripper and object.

Early works on grasping developed grasp taxonomies. These were generaliza-
tions of human joint configurations for constructing robotic hands e.g. [48]. The
development of grasp taxonomies has been ongoing [72] as taxonomies are good for
reasoning about the expressiveness of the human hand in a reductive fashion and
for making comparisons to the capabilities of robotic hands [100] without the need
for solving the human-robot correspondence problem explicitly e.g. [64], [71].
A natural extension of the grasp taxonomy is the generalization of the gripper con-
figuration space into a set of prototypical grasps, that is, a set of general gripper
configurations that covers the space of shapes well. This is similar to how humans
are suggested to approach the problem [194], [220]. A robot can use the prototypi-
cal grasp to grasp a varying degree of similar shapes. Generalization is thus aimed
at the gripper configurations that co-occur with object shapes. This subspace is
much smaller than the full and thus simpler to generalize.

One of the earlier implementations of this idea comes from [182]. The author
generalizes grasps as clusters around grasp prototypes. And define the clusters as

10The distance between thumb and fingers.
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a set of digit contact constraints around the prototypes such that if each constraint
holds then the grasp will have a quality measure above a certain threshold. This
simplifies the grasp synthesis since they can evaluate the contact constraints in
parallel which is much cheaper compared to directly evaluating a quality measure
for the grasp. Although the approach is not explicitly aimed at generalizing gripper
configurations and tying them to object form the general idea is the notion of a set
of prototypical grasps that generates stable and valid grasps over a wide range of
objects.

[157] took an opposite view. Instead of generalizing gripper configurations the
authors generalize object parts into a set of primitive shapes such as spheres, cylin-
ders, cones, and boxes. For example, they model a coffee cup with a handle as a
cylinder and a box. The authors then select a set of heuristics for grasping each
primitive, encoding: 3D palm position, approach direction, thumb orientation, and
hand pre-shape. The obvious short-comings are that they have to define heuris-
tics for every shape and size, and use pre-defined decompositions of objects. The
approach reverses the perspective by generalizing the visual input as opposed to
generalizing the gripper configuration space. In part, this approach is similar to
the decomposable parts perspective, one of the early attempts to explain vision as
discussed in section 2.j.1.

[4] presents a related idea to the object approximation approach. The work
belongs to the set of methods that tries to grasp objects by comparing to known
objects in a database with already defined grasps, e.g., [50], [149]. The method
works by segmenting each training object into a topological map over the object.
They associate demonstrated grasps over the training objects with segments of the
map. To grasp an object they compare the objects topological map to the known
observed maps and use the matched object’s associated grasps to synthesize grasps
over the novel object.

The above works built rigid models around the interaction between grippers
and shape. This approach is not tenable in an unstructured environment or for
a cognizing and learning robot, however, see [149] for an approach using a huge
database of objects to encompass this.

The work of [104] instead takes a more data-driven approach. Using kinesthetic
teaching 11 they collect local 3D information around each demonstrated grasp which
they form into grasp templates. The collected template information consisted of a
square of tiles with a height-axis which they define as the normal of the square. Each
tile contains height information with respect to the height axis, and region-specific
information such as object surface, void, occlusion, and background together with
a R6 gripper pose and a finger joint configuration.

After the training phase, the robot synthesizes grasps by sampling a number of
candidate templates from an object it wishes to grasp, comparing the samples to
the stored templates using a weighted l1 norm. The number of possible samples
from an object is again huge, however, the authors restrict the number of samples

11Letting a human move the gripper to the position of the grasp.
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to the set of polygon centers of the convex hull of the object times a number of
rotations around the normal vector of the polygon. The convex hull approximation
of the object makes it more difficult to find suitable grasps on more complex objects
but also helps when grasping less rigid objects. We can view this as a generalization
of object shape that reduces the search space.

Whereas the above methods approached the problem by generalizing object
surfaces others have tried to reduce the space of gripper configurations. The work
of [40] built on results that show that a two-dimensional subspace contains more
than 80% of the variance of the human hand’s grasping postures. This implies
that by finding a basis describing a subspace of the gripper configuration space
of a robot, one can generate grasps, by exploring the coordinates in the subspace.
Motion along one coordinate of the subspace will then be equal to movement along
many of the degrees of freedom of the gripper. [40] showed that a two-dimensional
subspace was enough to generate good pre-shapes for grasping by optimizing a
grasp quality function over the subspace.

While impressive in itself as a way of reducing the computational complexity the
important part of the results is that in general there is little independent movement
of the fingers in a human hand. This implies that we can describe the configuration
space of a human hand as a continuous movement over a set of summarizing pre-
shapes something that one can exploit for robotic hands as well. The works of [236]
and [52] explored this as the idea of prototypical grasps.

[236] define grasps as a set of shape features. The features consist of a subset
of the contact points of the hand shape and their geometrical relationship. Objects
are similarly represented by a subset of the objects 3D surface points and their
geometrical relationship. Grasping an object consists of matching stored grasps
to the object by finding a good overlap between hand shape and object shape.
This process generates a number of candidates which are then clustered using k-
Means. From each of the clusters, they select the k grasps which are closest to the
cluster centers. They prune the suggested grasps using a set of sanity checks to
remove unlikely candidates and resulting in a final grasp candidate. In summary,
the approach taken is close to the idea of a number of grasp configurations being
representative for a subset of the possible configurations. And even more explicitly
the idea that hand shape is representative for object shape.

[52] represent grasps by the point cloud contained in a bounding box around
the grasp together with an associated gripper configuration. The point clouds
themselves are represented as distributions using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
where each point in the point cloud is a point in the KDE. They formulate the
similarity between two grasps as the inner product of the two distributions. The
authors use graph-cuts together with the similarity measure to find a clustered
solution of the training examples and setting the prototypical grasps as the average
of the instances in each cluster. The robot grasps novel objects by fitting the
prototypes to the object point cloud. The algorithm looks for good fitting grasps
by rotating and translating the prototype cloud over the object and evaluating
the similarity measure; finally choosing the prototype that is most similar. The
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robot executes the grasp using the translated and rotated gripper configuration
that comes with the prototype picked by the algorithm.

The aspect that sets this work apart from all of the above is the explicit idea
of gripper prototypes being representative for a subset of gripper configurations.
Prototypes thereby represent a set of similar shapes which we can interpret as the
semantic of shape through gripper configurations.

To summarize, grasp semantics is the interpretation of the correspondence be-
tween generalized gripper configurations and object shapes, as the grounding of
the concept of shape in the sensorimotor input, in specific, the gripper or hand
configuration. How the robot learns these prototypes or grasp semantics depends
on many things: the machine learning method, the shape of the objects that it
interacts with, etc.

We will now look at how we can use the method developed in section 3.g to find
prototypical grasps under the assumption that pre-shapes are summarizations of a
continuous set of gripper parameters.

5.c Learning Grasp Semantics

In this section, we show how a robot can learn prototypical grasps similarly to [52].
To find these prototypes the authors cluster shapes collected from different grasps
into sets of similar shapes that work well with a particular gripper configuration.
The algorithms the authors employ for dimensionality reduction and clustering does
not make any assumption about the nature of the data. We instead hypothesize
that shapes are continuous in nature and that a set of similar shapes are a noisy
version of a general original shape. Our intention is, therefore, to use the method
for simultaneous clustering and dimensionality reduction developed in section 3.g
to learn prototypical grasps. Our approach builds on a model of the problem as a
regression problem but where we consider the regressor a latent variable.

We follow the learning procedure of [52] but switch the unsupervised learning
algorithm to ours. We, therefore, start with a brief overview of the process for
learning the prototypes and then go on to show how our algorithm fits in, and how
the results generated by our method differs from the original.

5.c.1 Prototypical Grasps

In [52] the authors make the assumption that similar shapes can be grasped in
a similar manner, and that a general gripper configuration, a prototypical grasp,
summarizes these similar shapes.

The authors define grasps as a region of interest (ROI) around the gripper,
containing part of the point cloud of the object, together with the configuration of
the gripper. To measure the similarity between grasps they formulate a similarity
measure over the point cloud contained in the ROI. Each point cloud is represented
as a distribution, ϕ(x), x ∈ R3, using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), with a
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kernel centered at all the points in the point cloud. To compare two shapes, P , and
Q, they compute the inner product between the densities,

s∗(P, Q) = ⟨ ϕP , ϕQ⟩ =
∫
R3

dx ϕP (x)ϕQ(x). (45)

Given a collection of grasp examples of real objects, acquired using teleoperation,
the authors learn a number of prototypical grasps from the data in an unsupervised
fashion. They apply normalized cuts to cluster the data. They start by formulating
a distance matrix, that gives strong connections between similar items and weak
connections between non-similar items, using a dissimilarity measure,

d(P, Q) =
(
1 − max({⟨ ϕP , ϕQi⟩}l

i=1)
)p

, (46)

where l specifies the number of translations and rotations and p is parameter
influencing generalization. They use the dis-similarity measure together with an
RBF kernel, k(P, Q) = e− d(P,Q)

σ , to form a gram matrix, K, where σ modulates
the dissimilarity measure such that small values give local support and high values
give global support. Using Kernel Principal Component Analysis (kPCA) on the
gram matrix, K, they achieve a lower dimensional representation of the data. From
this data, they form a fully connected graph where edge weights are inversely pro-
portional to the dissimilarity measure between the nodes that the edges connect.
Given the fully connected graph, they use normalized cuts to partition the data
into disjoint sets. They define the prototypes as the point closest to the mean of
each cluster.

Once they find the prototypes they use them for grasp planning. To plan a
grasp they start by translating and rotating the prototypes while computing the
fit to the object using the similarity measure. Finally, the robot executes the most
similar grasp prototype with the associated translation and rotation.

5.c.2 Learning Prototypes Using The Sparse CGPLVM

This section explains our approach using the sparse Gaussian Process Latent Vari-
able Model (GP-LVM) [138] to find prototypical grasps. We detailed the approach
we developed around the GP-LVM in section 3.g. We will, therefore, give a brief
outline here but for further details see section 3.g.

We want to find a clustered lower dimensional representation of some data Y .
We start by making the assumption that some function, f , acting on some lower
dimensional data, X, has generated our known data, Y . The generating function f
and X are unknown random variables, that is, this is a regression problem with an
unknown regressor and an unknown possibly nonlinear generating function. As such
we start by introducing a Gaussian Process (GP) prior over f for each dimension
of Y . This gives us a joint probabilistic model,
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Figure 0.29: Comparison of solutions to the prototype learning problem using the
method of [52] and our clustering CGPLVM approach using 3 clusters. The two
solutions seem to differ by a rotation. This implies that using only 3 clusters might
not be enough for the CGPLVM to change the latent representation put in place
by working on the kPCA dimensionality reduced data.

Figure 0.30: Using the same data as in fig.0.29 but now with 5 clusters. As opposed
to the structure in fig.0.29 the data is now split up. In the left uppermost corner, we
see a cluster belonging to cuboid like shapes that gradually changes to cylindrical
shapes to cuboid like shapes with rounded corners.
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p(Y, F, X)

=
D∏

i=1
p(Y i|F )p(F |X)p(X),

(47)

where Y i is the i-th dimension of Y .
In addition to learning a lower dimensional representation, we want the lower di-

mensional representation to form recognizable clusters. We, therefore, introduce a
number of cluster centers, Xm, called inducing points, with their high-dimensional
counterparts Fm, where #Xm < #X. We assume that these target value pairs are
sufficiently representative of the data points in the regression problem. Represen-
tative here meaning that if we would remove data points but keeping the inducing
points the same we will still arrive at a similar solution for predicting novel points
up to a decent accuracy. This gives us the following joint model,

p(Y, F, Fm, X, Xm)

=
D∏

i=1
p(Y i|F )p(F |Fm, X, Xm)p(Fm|Xm)p(X)p(Xm),

(48)

This model is the sparse GP-LVM explained in section 3.g. We optimize the
model by maximizing the posterior using gradient descent over the unknowns,
X, Xm, θ,

arg max p(X, Xm, θ|Y ) ∝ p(Y |X, Xm, θ)p(X)p(Xm), (49)
where θ are the parameters and hyperparameters of the model.
So far our augmentation of the data has done nothing but allow us to arrive at

a less costly solution computation-wise. The generative model allows us to place
priors on the cluster centers, Xm, and the latent variables, X.

From a clustering point of view, the Xm variables should be more or less inde-
pendent of each other since they represent different clusters. In a Gaussian joint
model zero correlation implies independence and vice versa. It, therefore, becomes
natural to penalize any non-zero off-diagonal elements in the covariance matrix for
the GP. We compute the covariance using a kernel function which leads to a kernel
matrix, Kmm. We, therefore, introduce a prior that penalizes the L1 norm of the
off-diagonal elements of the kernel matrix evaluated on the latent cluster centers,

p(XM |θ, β) ∼ N (
√

D(XM , θ)|0, β−1), (50)

D(XM , θM ) =
M∑
ij

λij k(xi, xj , θM ), λij =

{
0 i = j

1 i ̸= j
,
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where Here k(xi, xj , θM ) is the same covariance function as the GP prior on the
inducing points FM , θM is the hyper-parameters of the kernel associated with the
GP prior over the inducing points, and β−1 is the precision parameter. We now
denote a GP-LVM with the clustering prior as CGPLVM.

With the prior incorporated into the model learning now amounts to a trade-off
between finding the most likely latent representation that has generated Y and the
most likely latent representation of the cluster centers; that is as independent as
possible and describing the within-cluster points as well as possible.

5.c.3 Finding Prototypes

To use our method with the learning process of the prototypical grasps we need to
acquire a representation, Y , of the data points. To this end, we use the Gramian
matrix, K, that we formulated above. It is proportional to the covariance matrix
and we can therefore apply Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) in a manner
similar to PCA to find a projection of the original data using the Gramian matrix12.

We project the data down to 20 dimension and set the CGPLVM dimensionality
reduction to 2 dimensions. Applying our method to the data is a straightforward
optimization of the posterior and using visual inspection to determine good param-
eter values for the prior on the inducing points. We apply our method using 3 and
5 cluster centers and compare to the original solution.

We show plots of the results in fig.0.29-0.30. As we can see the results from
using 3 clusters are similar to the original kPCA-min-cut solution. This might be
due to 3 clusters not being enough to change the kPCA representation we apply
our algorithm on. However, when we increase the number of cluster centers to 5 in
fig.0.30 we see a different representation. There is a gradual change from cuboid like
to cylindrical to cuboid like with rounded corners as we move from the uppermost
left to the right and to the bottom in the figure. This verifies our solution and proves
it as a good tool for this type of continuous data that needs to be dimensionality
reduced and clustered.

5.d Summary and Conclusion

We have shown how to interpret results from grasp planning methods that try to
generalize the gripper configuration space and the shape space, as a way to seman-
tically understand shape through gripper configurations, that is, grasp semantics.
Generally, discussions about conceptual understanding and the grounding of con-
cepts in sensorimotor input have a tendency to be abstract and absent of implemen-
tations. Here, however, we show a concrete example of a working implementation
that does this albeit on a small scale.

12In PCA we find the eigenvectors of the centered covariance matrix, 1
N−1 XXT , while the

Gramian matrix with a kernel is G = Φ(X)Φ(X)T . We can find the eigenvectors and the lower
dimensional projection of the data by using the SVD, that is, SV D(XXT ) = V Σ2V T ⇒ XV =
UΣ.
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We also demonstrated how to learn semantics using a novel interpretation of the
dimensionality reduction technique CGPLVM. This interpretation together with a
prior on the latent space allows us to perform simultaneous clustering and dimen-
sionality reduction. Further on, by assuming a generating function from the latent
space to the data space and exploiting the continuous space of shapes we get better
splits. We are also able to move in the latent space generating new possible shapes
that we potentially can use to grasp objects of more deviant shape.

On a broader scale, this way of thinking about sensorimotor input and concep-
tual understanding has had a limited impact on the general field of robotics. It is
at the time of writing unclear how roboticists can employ such an interpretation
to build robots that have a deeper understanding of the world they are in and how
their embodiment functions within this world. Deep Neural Networks which most
likely are the future of robotic learning are still black boxes and much research
remains as to how to connect them in an intelligent fashion. Nevertheless, as the
robotics community starts pushing the boundaries of what is possible these types
of interpretations will be an integral part of approaching the problem of conceptual
understanding and sensorimotor input.

5.e Learning Human Priors For Robotic Task Constrained Grasping

That humans use priors for interacting with the world should not have eluded
anyone. Priors are useful because they give us the ability to guesstimate, with
good precision, how something will move, act, feel, weight, etc. Without them,
we would be stuck in constant re-estimation and every interaction with the world
would be a lengthy trial and error sessions. This section will, therefore, delve into
creating similar priors for an agent grasping objects.

As an example of the usefulness of priors, we can take our abstraction of a
sensorimotor system in fig.0.31 and imagine programming it to pick up a glass for
pouring. To grasp it we need to generate a control command, y, that applies a
force when wrapping the fingers around the glass. We do not want the force to be
too hard or too soft. If it is too hard the force will crush the glass and if it is too
soft we will drop the glass. Without a prior on how much force to apply, we would
have to resort to some form of trial and error.

For example, we can apply a control command, y, that applies force and lifts
the glass vertically a small distance. We will then have to analyze the change in
the sensory input, dz, the tactile feedback. If we detect slippage then the applied
force is not enough to lift the object. We then apply a new control command where
we have increased the force and do the evaluation all over again. The procedure
will be more efficient if we instead had a prior on the amount of force we needed to
apply to lift a glass. The segment of incremental changes we will have to explore to
get the applied force right will be much shorter and as in humans, the correction
can happen during the grasp.

That priors are important when grasping objects should be clear from the above
example. We also explored it in section 2.n.1, in the chapter on human cognition.
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Figure 0.31: Model of a sensorimotor system.

There we learned that human grasping is an anticipatory activity. Our vision system
is constantly changing focus points and subconsciously computing the possibility of
interactions with the environment [17]. When choosing an object to interact with
we tend to optimize the grasp towards post-grasp control [6], [199]. This involves
understanding and predicting object dynamics and the applied load forces that are
part of the post-grasp task [77]. Humans have priors on material and size which are
factors that affect the dynamics, the amount of grip force needed to resist slippage
and exert control over the object [15], [29], [155]. The shape of the object also
affects the digit placement as some digits when placed well can act as support or
balance against gravity and other forces [202], for example, on curved surfaces.

Priors for robotic grasping are useful much in the same way they are for humans,
as a tool for estimating the parameters for placing a useful grasp so that the need
for online adjustment is small. We can unify priors for grasping under the idea of
the variable task that modulates all grasp parameters. This implies that if we want
to learn robots to place grasps that are stable and useful we should learn them
priors for all variables involved in grasping and let them be based on task.

The more traditional way to approach grasp synthesis follows the pattern of
candidate grasp generation and evaluation of them over some analytical measure
of stability. This approach has proven difficult since the unknowns such as friction
coefficients, weight, shape, dynamics, etc., have been difficult to estimate. In com-
bination with the uncertainty in both proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors, this
has led to failure when applying the methods in real scenarios. Attention has thus
shifted towards more data-driven approaches for grasp synthesis where the focus is
more on learning and prediction [25].

Despite this shift, most of the data-driven methods still rely on synthesizing
grasps and evaluating them in some manner. The problem is that the number of
gripper configurations and positions to place grasps on an object is close to infinite.
Computing and planning a grasp thus comes with a high computational cost. This
has led to a focus on computational complexity or trying to restrict the space
available on the object through various heuristics e.g. [110].
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Only a handful has approached the problem from a more holistic perspective.
Robots generally have no notion of objects and affordances. For them grasping an
object is part of a reconfiguration of joints in response to visual and other sensory
input. If we can teach an agent the features that are useful to base task-specific
priors on and simplify the learning of the priors themselves, then we can forego
some of the knowledge needed to acquire a more intricate understanding of objects
and their dynamics.

In the light of the above discussion, this section, therefore, focuses on how a
robotic agent can acquire task constrained priors. In addition, we want the agent
to learn which features in the sensorimotor input is important for the prediction
of specific tasks; simply put we want the agent to do task-based feature selection.
These learned priors will help the agent condition the grasp on the task and prune
gripper configurations and positions from the grasp synthesis. The feature selection
will help the agent prune out unnecessary features and ground the useful features
in the task.

We will start by briefly describing our approach to the problem of task con-
strained grasping and the parameters involved such as data collection, features,
and feature selection. We will then apply our method to learn priors from a set
of demonstrated task-specific grasps. We will show both the ability to predict the
grasps a human performs, the deduction of task-relevant features, and finally the
synthesis and execution of task-specific grasps.

5.f Perspective on Task-Based Learning

As mentioned in the conclusion of section 2.p only a handful of efforts have incor-
porated task in robotic grasping.

In [213] the authors train a Bayesian Network (BN) relating object properties
with task, grasp, and constraint features. From the BN they produce probabilistic
maps of hand pose over the object conditioned on the task and object proper-
ties. [171] formulated a probabilistic model over task, stability, and known object
models to find a stable grasp. [54], [105] modularized grasping into two modules
one focused on matching known grips to local properties on the object while the
other computed the task probability for a gripper position given known task-specific
grasps. The modularization enabled the transfer of grasps and task constraints to
novel object task combinations. Finally, in [8], [126] the authors use convolutional
neural networks to predict task-constraints given by pixel-wise ground-truths.

5.g Methodology

We have three goals with our approach. Firstly, we want to learn a robot priors for
grasping positions on an object given a task. These will help the robot hypothesize
about probable grasp positions in the grasp synthesis phase. Secondly, we want
the robot to learn which features in its feature representation of a grasp that is
important for a given task. Finally, we want the robot to use those priors to pick
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Figure 0.32: Outline of our approach. We assume that grasps made for the same
task (green) should be similar and dissimilar (red) to other tasks. As such we want
to find a transform of the data such that similar grasps are close and dissimilar
grasps are far away as illustrated by the red and green circles. To grasp a novel
object for the task we can now select and rank task-compatible grasps from a set
of synthesized grasps in the transformed space.

out the top grasps from a set of synthesized grasps such that these grasps are task
compatible.

Our intuition about the problem is simple: grasps that are compatible with a
task are more similar to each other than grasps that are incompatible. As in chp.4.c
we use distance as a proxy for reasoning about similarity. To this end, we want to
learn the metric from the data and learn it in such a way that we discard irrelevant
features. We, therefore, employ the metric learning of section 3.a. Learning the
metric will enable the robot to reason about the similarities between grasps within
and across tasks. The feature selection will learn the important features and reduce
the dimensionality of the problem which in turn speeds up the grasp synthesis
selection process greatly. The approach is summarized in fig.0.32.

The flow diagram in fig.0.33 summarizes the learning and grasps synthesis pro-
cess.

In the learning process, we observe a set of N grasps, G = {gi}N
i=1, placed by a

human demonstrator, on a set of objects, for achieving a set of different tasks. We
mark each grasp as being compatible or incompatible with each task. For each of
the demonstrated grasps, gi, we extract a set of features xi. For each task, t, we
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Figure 0.33: Flow diagram for learning and grasp planning.

then learn a metric, which consists of a linear dimensionality reducing transform,
Lt. The transform pushes grasps that are compatible with the task closer together
and pushes grasps that are incompatible further away. The transform also reduces
the dimensionality such that, D ≪ d, and removes irrelevant features due to a
penalization term in the learning process.

In the grasp planning process we give a task and an object we want to grasp. We
start by synthesizing a set of M grasps, G = {gj}M

j=1. , For each of them, we extract
grasps features, xj , and apply the task-specific transform, Lt. To select valid grasps
from the synthesized set we apply k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classification using
the training data to train the kNN model.

After extracting the set of valid grasps we want to produce a ranking of the
grasps. We use Kernel Density Estimate (KDE) over the set of observed instances to
produce a likelihood for each of the generated grasps. We formulate the KDE using
a Gaussian Kernel and the assumption that a suggested grasp, x∗, is conditionally
independent of all other grasps except for the k nearest neighbors, that is,

p(x∗|Xt) = 1
k

∑
x∈Xk

N (x∗; x, Σ), (51)

where Xk is the set of k closest neighbors to x∗ found in Xt, the observed instances
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of the specific task, and Σ is a diagonal matrix.
To execute the grasp on the object we choose the most likely synthesized grasp.

We note that we can incorporate the likelihood into bigger probability computations
concerning the compatibility of a grasp that involves other visual and non-visual
features of the generated grasps. This is something we will explore in section 5.j on
holistic grasping.

We also analyze the transform to learn which features are relevant to a specific
task. Since Lt is a linear transform each column will correspond to a linear map.
We can, therefore, interpret the column magnitudes as feature weights in the same
manner as in chp.4.c. Further on, we can as in chp.4.c understand which tasks are
similar by measuring the distance between the different transforms.

Before moving onto the experiments we will now go into details about the feature
construction and metric learning.

5.g.1 Features

We want the features to represent information at the grasp point as well as global
features of the object. Global features should play a role since objects used for
similar tasks in similar ways are usually similar in features. We motivated and
detailed the features we use in section 4.a. We use the following full object features:
Volume, Shape, Elongation, Brightness, Dimensions and Material features, FPFH
BoW, HoG BoW. And the local features: Volume, Shape, Elongation, Brightness,
Color Quantization Histogram, and Statistics, FPFH BoW, HoG BoW. We compute
these only over the local point cloud captured by the grasp bounding box. They
are marked with a prefix O in the diagrams below.

In addition to describing local features, we also collect a number of measures
of the demonstrator’s grasp and bodily position with respect to the object: axes
grip position, relative grasping position, the approach vector angle with the surface,
approach vector angle with the gravitational up.

Concatenating all these features leads to a feature vector dimension of 384.

5.g.2 Metric Learning

The metric learning approach we use is identical to the approach in section 4.c and
we fully explain it in section 3.a. We, therefore, refer the reader to those sections
for deeper insights.

In summary, the metric learning algorithm, RLMCA, learns a dimensionality
reducing linear transform, L, such that under the transform intra-class points are
pushed together while non-class members are pushed away from the class members.
LMCA learns L by minimizing a cost function using gradient descent. We augment
the cost function with a regularization term that penalizes the l1/2 norm of the
columns of L. This moves the gradient towards versions of L that have zero-valued
columns. By analyzing the column magnitudes we can learn which features are
relevant to the task.
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One of the benefits of using the metric learning transform is a reduction in com-
putational complexity. The computational cost for ordinary KDE with a Gaussian
kernel evaluated n times at m different evaluation points of d dimensions, is costly,
roughly O(nmd). This makes KDE unwieldy for high-dimensional, large datasets.

The metric learning algorithm reduces the dimension of the data from 384 to
3 and still retain comparable results. This implies a reduction of roughly 99% in
computational cost for the KDE. In addition, by using the transform we can to a
certain extent claim independence for a test point from all but the k nearest neigh-
bors. This means we can reduce n by around n−k

n %. The computational savings
made from applying the transform, therefore, makes KDE scale at a reasonable
level even for the large number of grasps that a robot needs to synthesize.

5.g.3 Grasp Synthesis

Generating constructive grasps on a partial point cloud of an object is difficult and
we restrict ourselves to generating grasps for a parallel gripper. Models that rely on
collision detection are not applicable due to the partial representation of the object.
Our method for generating grasps instead mimics the method found in [147] but
uses the information found in the point cloud and point cloud normals instead.

In short, we slice the object with a plane constructed by a set of random points
sampled from the point cloud of the object. The approach vector is equal to the
normal to the plane and we place it at the center of the minimum point spread
along the plane. We compute the width of the gripper by taking the minimum
point spread of the two orthogonal directions to the plane. We set the height of
the gripper to a random value. We then use the bounding box generated by the
gripper to extract the point cloud and compute the feature representation for the
synthesized grasp.

5.h Experiments

We motivate our experiments by the following three questions:

1. Does our approach classify grasps to a reasonable degree and select features
that are sensible for explaining a grasp?

2. How do the grasps for the different tasks relate to each other? Are the grasps
we as humans view as similar equal to what the model deems as similar?

3. Does the evaluation of KDE over the synthesized grasps produce the desired
results, that is, high probability for grasps that are compatible with the task
and low probability for those that are incompatible?
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The object is placed in front of the 
robot, who examines it and records 
a set of global and local features 
from image and point cloud data.

A human demonstrates a set of grasps on the object to the robot. For each grasp the robot records a 
bounding box around the grasp and extracts the local features contained in the box. Each grasp is 
annotated for belonging to classes of tasks that the grasps is valid for.  In the figure the first and second 
grasp are positive grasps for pouring, while the third is a negative example.

Figure 0.34: Data collection procedure for learning task-specific grasps from a hu-
man demonstrator.

5.h.1 Data Collection

For most learning algorithms the number of data points and the quality of the
features matters. Collecting data points for grasps utilizing a robotic gripper is
expensive since one needs to teleoperate the arm and gripper or program it to
perform the grasps. The process is noisy since the evaluation of the grasps is
dependent on understanding what makes a good compliant grasp for the robot
something that is not always easy to evaluate. The acquiring cost per instance for
high-quality data points can, therefore, be substantial.

As discussed in chapter 2 the focus of learning from demonstration is on the end
goal and the overall view rather than the specific parameters of all subparts of the
task. With this in mind, we speed up the process by using a human demonstrator
that demonstrates task-specific grasps to the robot. This works since our aim is
not to solve the embodiment problem, but to learn priors on grasp placement and
analyzing the features that are important for task-specific grasps.

To collect a grasp datapoint we place an object in front of the robot. The robot
records an RGBD image of the object and segments it out using the point cloud. It
computes a set of both local and global features of the object. The demonstrator
then places a grasp on the object. The robot extracts local features from a bounding
box of the grasp which makes up the representation of the grasp together with the
global object features. We annotate each grasp with the compatibility to a set of
selected task-specific grasps: handle, hand over, pouring, lift top, pick up, squeeze,
tool. We illustrate the data collection process in fig.0.34.

5.h.2 Learning

To evaluate the effects of the metric learning transform we analyze the classification
accuracy comparing the results to kNN and a linear SVM.

In a pre-processing step, we standardize all data. We use five-fold cross-validation
to learn the optimal parameters. For the kNN and SVM, we also cross-validate
against a PCA projection between 0 − min(dim(X), 20) dimensions where 0 means
no PCA is performed. For the metric learning, we cross-validate for the impostor
loss parameter, c, and the regularization parameter, λ.
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Task kNN RLMCA SVM Random
HandleGrasp (20,25) 0.52 (58.3) 0.64 (70.9) 10% 0.6 (66.9) 0.45 (48.6)
HandOver (94,25) 0.84 (73.1) 0.84 (73.7) 31% 0.87 (77.2) 0.63 (51.6)
LiftTop (20,14) 0.61 (58.8) 0.63 (61.6) 7% 0.59 (64.0) 0.53 (50.8)
PickUp (82,34) 0.82 (72.3) 0.8 (71.3) 28% 0.79 (70.4) 0.59 (49.5)
Pouring (35,34) 0.59 (58.5) 0.69 (67.4) 25% 0.64 (63.2) 0.48 (49.3)
Squeeze (9,16) 0.31 (54.9) 0.39 (58.3) 23% 0.39 (58.9) 0.36 (46.9)
Tool (13,16) 0.31 (40.4) 0.41 (50.7) 12% 0.39 (48.0) 0.42 (48.4)
Total 0.57 (59.5) 0.63 (64.8) 19% 0.61 (64.08) 0.49 (49.3)

Table 0.11: Task-specific grasp classification for kNN, RLMCA, linear SVM and
random. F1-score and accuracy in parenthesis, bold indicates the best value. Per-
centage values indicates the average percent of projection matrix columns that have
non-zero magnitudes. The number of instances per class is given next to the task
name, positive instances first. RLMCA discards on average 81% of the feature
dimensions. RLMCA outperforms both kNN and SVM both for F1-score and ac-
curacy for all but three of the categories and in the overall average score. However,
when the number of learning instances are low as in Squeeze and Tool random
assignment works equally well indicating sensitivity for low amounts of training
data.

We set the NN of the kNN and RLMCA to 3. For the SVM we use the Python
Scikit-Learn library [175] which is built on LibSVM. We use a linear kernel and
one-against-all classification. For RLMCA we set the dimensionality reduction to
3.

We create 25, 70/30, training-test splits of the dataset. The results are given as
averages over the 25 splits in table 0.9. We opted for measuring performance using
the F1-score, as our main metric as we are performing binary classification where
some of the categories are unbalanced.

As we can see from the results in table 0.11 RLMCA outperforms the kNN
and SVM on all but three of the categories and on the overall score. In addition,
RLMCA only uses on average 19% of the feature space and the transform reduces
the dimensions by roughly 99%!

The average F1-score and accuracy are around 0.63 and 64% which is an ok
average. However, in two of the categories the scores are close to the random
process and in one case, tool grasps, the random value is the top value. There is
a number of factors contributing to this. Handle parts on tools are often small
and elongated. The points captured from a demonstrated grasp will, therefore, be
small while the Kinect gives substantial noise when measuring small objects. These
underlying measurement problems thus indicate that the features we compute from
a tool grasp will be difficult to generalize and classify.
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Figure 0.35: Handle Grasps - Barplots summarizing the importance of each feature
for inferring the task from the grasp for tool use and stirring. The left axis shows
the sums of the magnitudes for each feature of the normalized transform, ∥L∥1. The
right axis shows the KL-divergence between the normalized weights of a feature and
a uniform distribution indicating the feature’s distribution of magnitude values.

Squeeze grasps, on the other hand, are placed on the object with an enclosing
grasp. As such it will contain many point cloud points, however, the features we
compute from the grasp will probably not differ much from grasps that are not
totally enclosing thus leading to confusion. Finally, there is a clear correlation
between the total number of examples and the classification score with tools and
squeeze having fewest exemplars. This indicates the possibility of an increase with
additional data points. This holds especially for RLMCA since learning a transform
from a few data points will invariably lead to errors if there is considerable variation
in appearance between the training and test data.

Finally, a 70/30 split of squeeze and tool will, for example, mean 20 training
instances for the tool dataset. Given the feature vector dimension of 384, this might
lead to overfitting despite the regularization.

5.h.3 Feature Selection

To analyze the feature selection we proceed in the same manner as in section 4.e.3,
by taking the mean of the magnitude of the L columns over the 25 runs. We show
plots for handle grasps, hand-over grasps, pouring grasps, and pick-up grasps in
fig.0.35-0.38.
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Figure 0.36: Hand Over Grasps
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Figure 0.37: Pouring Grasps
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Figure 0.38: Pick-up Grasps

We can see that the algorithm finds none of the features, volume, shape, elon-
gated, and dimensions describing the object and grasp as useful in deciding the
task validity for a grasp. These are probably too conflicting for inferring what type
of grasp we could expect. The shape features both describing the object and the
volume captured by the grasp are the most important. The most important feature
across the tasks are the HoG features computed over the part of the image where
the demonstrator places the grasp. This is in contrast with results in section 4.f
where the FPFH features are relatively more important. This is probably due to
the data collection process where the box capturing the point cloud is not accurate
enough. For example, in the rightmost image in fig.0.34 we see that the box only
captures part of the object that is contained in the grasp. Such errors will add
to the uncertainty in the features. The HoG feature instead relies on a 2D box
surrounding the grasp which is much less prone to uncertainty.

Finally, the approach vector, statistics features turn out to be relatively unim-
portant with the exception of the angle the approach vector makes with the surface
of the object. This is particularly true for handle grasps and grasps for handing
over both of which are mostly made with side or top grasps resulting in aligned
approach vectors with respect to the surface normals.

5.h.4 Task Similarity

To analyze the similarity between different affordances we again take the column
magnitudes of the L matrix, treating each run as a sample from a multivariate
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Task 1. 2. 3.
HandOver Squeeze Pouring HandleGrasp
HandleGrasp Pouring LiftTop Squeeze
LiftTop Squeeze Tool HandleGrasp
PickUp Tool Squeeze LiftTop
Pouring HandleGrasp Squeeze LiftTop
Squeeze HandOver HandleGrasp PickUp
Tool Squeeze HandleGrasp HandOver

Table 0.12: The 3 nearest neighbors for each task. We compute the distances using
the KL-divergence between the Gaussian distributions over the magnitude vectors
of the task transforms, L. Distances are therefore non-symmetric.

Figure 0.39: Synthesized grasps for handle grasps where the handles are significantly
different. The first image shows a number of synthesized grasps (red dots) that are
inferred to be task compatible by the algorithm. The following five images shows
the top five ranked grasps.

Gaussian. We estimate the mean and correlation from the samples and compute
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the different task-specific transforms. We
give the results in the form of the three nearest neighbors for each task in table
0.12.

The results are more difficult to interpret than those of the affordances given in
table 0.10 due to the ambiguity of a local patch of a grasp. Some of the neighbors are
reasonable, for example, grasp on handles and grasps made for pouring as handle
grasps are contained in pouring grasps. It is also reasonable that grasps made for
squeezing are close to grasps made for handing over and for handles as they are
both object centered grasps. However, it is reasonable that grasps made for picking
up an object should be closer to grasps made for lifting the top of an object than
to tool based grasps.
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Figure 0.40: Synthesized grasps (red dots) for handles (first image). The following
five images show the top five ranked grasps. As we can see the curvature of the
object is confusing for the algorithm most probably due to this being the only object
with this type of shape.

Figure 0.41: Grasps generated for handle grasping, lifting top, and pouring.

5.h.5 Grasp Synthesis

To evaluate the effect of the priors on the grasp synthesis we place objects in front
of the robot which analyzes and synthesizes grasp over the object for the given
tasks. First, we prune the set of generated grasps using the transform, classifying
the synthesized grasp as being task-compatible or not. Finally, we rank the task-
compatible grasps using KDE trained on the demonstrated task-compatible grasps.

We show results from [107] where we used a slightly simplified method and
fewer features. The synthesis and ranking of grasps is shown in fig.0.39-0.40. At
the time of the experiments, no parallel gripper was available and we instead used
a three-fingered gripper. The three-fingered gripper clearly makes it more difficult
for grasps synthesized for a parallel gripper. Nevertheless, with a few adjustments,
the procedure produces a number of successful grasps as can be seen in Fig.0.41.

The reader should note that even though these grasps are successful in lifting
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the object they are not stable. This is due to the stiffness and that the two fingers
cannot be moved close together enough to produce a pinch grip. This causes forces
from the different fingers to be unevenly distributed and creating torque for object-
grasp combinations.

The stability is also low due to the instructor who showed grasps on, for example,
handles, for which the gripper clearly is ill-suited. To provide more stable grasps
the instructor should be aware of the gripper-arm abilities such that he/she/it can
plan accordingly.

5.i Summary and Conclusion

We have demonstrated an approach for learning an agent to place task compatible
grasps. The approach builds on filtering out task-compatible grasp from a set of
synthesized grasp and then ranking them. The filtering process consists of learning
a transform of the feature space from a set of demonstrated grasp. The transform
puts task-compatible grasps close and non-compatible are far away. A grasp is
compatible if classified to compatibility by a kNN model under the transform.

Since learning which features are compatible with which task is difficult and
tedious we opt instead to stack features and implement a regularization term in the
learning. The regularization term efficiently sorts out the relevant features leading
to the removal of roughly 81% of the feature space. Further on, since the transform
reduces the feature space significantly from 384 to 3 dimension we make using KDE
feasible even for large datasets.

From the feature selection process we learn that most of the blunt features
describing the object, and the local part of the grasp are irrelevant. Important is
instead the features describing the shape of the object and the shape of the local
part of the grasp. However, the features using the point cloud seems less important
than the HoG features using only image data as opposed to the invariant features
that we learned in section 4.f. We interpreted this as the local point cloud captured
by the grasp having a large variation in the amount of noise they contain. This
indicates that depth measurements though useful should not be the only underlying,
sensory input.

The grasp approach vector features also turned out to be mostly irrelevant. The
only feature that was partially relevant was the angle statistics of the approach
vector with the local surface normals at the grasp. This is surprising given that
we interpreted the local point cloud as being noisy. However, most surfaces on
objects, where we place grasps, are usually symmetric which indicates that the
angle-statistics feature is reliable.

The accuracy of the results and the grasps performed by the robot show decent
accuracy and relevance to placement. However, if we want to increase the filtering
and synthesizing process up to 80 − 90% we need to improve all the steps of the
feature extraction process. We need a much better 3D grasp detection algorithm
and a better depth camera since grasped parts on objects are often less than 1cm,
the variance of the Kinect camera. In addition, we need to increase the number of
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collected data points, since as we saw, there was a clear correlation between the
amount of training data and discriminatory accuracy.

To conclude, we have demonstrated that task is a potent factor for grasp plan-
ning algorithms. By including task as a conditional variable we are able to discard
much of the volume of the object that a planning algorithm needs to consider. In
addition, by conditioning on task, we are able to learn which features are relevant
for which task something which is useful if we want to improve the accuracy of
specific features for specific tasks.

5.j Holistic Grasping: Modularization of Gripper and Task Constraints

In this final section, we show how to approach the grasping problem holistically. A
holistic approach implies taking all the different aspects of the grasping process into
account. This starts with considering the context and goal of the grasping action.
The first step involves gaining a deeper understanding of the objects that afford
a specific action and grounding this understanding of the features of the object.
We explored this at length in both chapter 2 and section 4.c. We will, therefore,
defer that part of the grasping process by only considering objects that afford
the action, without leveraging the deeper understanding gained by an affordance
learning process.

Once the agent has discovered a relevant object that affords the action it must
select a grasp position. The grasp position must be useful and stable under the
task. This means combining the prior experience of task-specific grasps with the
experience of how the gripper can be configured to comply with the local geometry
of the object. The task-specific grasping knowledge thus reflects usefulness but also
the stability of the grasp under the load forces of the post-grasp task. We explored
this in section 5.e by learning task constraints from demonstration. Experience
of how the gripper complies with the local geometry, on the other hand, reflects
an understanding of shape through the configurations of the gripper, which we
explored in the chapter on grasp semantics section 5.a. A grasp configuration that
is non-compliant with the local geometry is highly likely to be unstable.

In section 5.a, we actualized grasps semantics as prototypical grasps, generalized
gripper configurations that matched to sets containing similar shapes. This enabled
the agent to grasp a wide range of forms by matching the prototypical grasps to
shapes on objects. We matched the prototypes by rotating and translating the
prototypical shapes measuring the similarity to the local shape of the point cloud of
an object; selecting the best matching prototype. This process is slow as the possible
number of rotations and translations are potentially infinite. The computation time
is thus a function of the desired precision in the similarity matching.

So even though the prototypical grasp approach reduces the gripper configura-
tion search space we see that the object search space, the possible the rotations and
translations, is still unmanageable.

The holistic approach, nevertheless, allows us to constrain the search space by
utilizing a second constraints: task constraints. Task constraints, constrain the
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Performing grasps for tasks

Task: pour milk

Learning grasps from demonstration

Task: placing on table Learned

Gripper constraints: 
How to grasp cuboid 
shaped segments.

Task constraints: Where 
on main axis to grasp 
for placing.

50%

Task: pouring Learned

x

A

Gripper constraints: 
How to grasp cylindrical
shaped segments.

Task constraints: Where 
on main axis to grasp 
for pouring.

75%x

A

75%x

A

Find: Most probable position for 
grasp on main axis and best fitting 
shape segment. 

Grasp milk carton for pouring

Task: pour yogurt

75%x

A

Find: Most probable 
position for grasp on 
main axis and best 
fitting shape segment. 

Grasp yogurt carton for pouring

Figure 0.42: A simplified outline of our grasp-planning module. First, the robot
learns to grasp specific shape segments (gripper constraints) and good task-specific
grasping positions (task constraints) on the main axis using the elongation attribute.
To perform the task-specific grasp on an object, other than the one used in the
learning phase, the robot matches learned shape segments with the belief of good
grasping regions for the task.
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object search space by making parts of the object irrelevant as a grip placed at a
task incompatible position will not allow the agent to perform the task successfully.

An additional aspect of approaching the grasping problem holistically is that
by modularizing the grasp planning into gripper configuration and task we are
able to synthesize grasps on novel object-task combinations. By generalizing task
and gripper constraints separately a robot can approach situations similar to this
example we gave in [105]:

Having seen a spoon used for stirring, now given the choice of a fork or
a bottle which one would be best to perform the same action with and
how would we grasp it to perform the task?

We illustrate how this might work in practice in fig.0.42. In the figure, the robot
takes gripper constraints from task-based demonstration and task constraints from
another object

This example illustrates perfectly the need for a holistic approach to grasp
planning. For more specific arguments for a holistic approach and an outline of
human grasping see section 2.m

5.k Methodology

5.k.1 Task Constraints

Learning task constraints was the main topic of section 5.e. There we used distance
as a proxy to reason about similarity and made the assumption that the representa-
tion of similar task-specific grasps should be close in space while dissimilar grasps
should be far away. We learned a metric from the data, essentially a linear trans-
form, that reflected this belief. Here we follow the same line of reasoning but take
a more general and simpler approach as our focus is the modularization.

We want to learn a transformation, ft, for a task, t, that outputs a represen-
tation, xi, of the sensorimotor input of a grasp, gi, on an object, o, such that,
dt(xi, xj) ≪ dt(xi, xl) if i and j are grasps compatible with the task and l is not.

For simplicity, we assume that know the functions, ft, for each task. Thus
there is no need for learning, ft, except for the parameters for each task, t. We
learn these parameters by extraction from teleoperated demonstrations of the task-
specific grasps.

We model the functions as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) of the relative
position of a grasp along the main axis of the object making grasps somewhat
invariant to the size of the object. This is a simple approach but holds surprisingly
well for many objects, and is good enough for our end goal of a proof of concept of
the holistic approach. We saw in section 2.n.4 that object dimensions are a good
predictor for grasp type, as well as that there is a tendency to grasp along the
smallest dimension of the object. Further on, many tasks such as those that involve
tools are grasped at one end, or the notable difference in grasp position between
pouring or picking up a glass, etc.
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We compute the main axis of objects by finding the principal components of
the point cloud representation of the object. For each observation of a task-specific
grasp, we collect the grasp position and compute the relative position for the grasp
on the main axis. The function ft is thus a distribution over the unit main axis.
We use the demonstrated grasps to learn the parameters of the GMM,

ft(x) =
N∑

i=1
πi N (xi|µi, σi). (52)

Here each component represents a grasp and µi is the observed relative grasp
position. We set σi so that 95% of the probability mass is within ±10% of the
mean. We formulate the component probabilities, πn, as follows,

πi = li
lg

, (53)

where li is the length of the main axis of the n-th object, and lg is the fraction
of that axis at which a grasp is demonstrated. We motivate this formulation from
the observation that when the object is taller than the palm of the gripper it will
be a more precise data point than when the gripper is of the same height as the
object. Finally, normalize the components to sum to one.

5.k.2 Gripper Constraints

We use the prototypical grasp model of [52] to model the gripper constraints. We
described this model in section 5.c. The model formulates grasps as the object point
cloud enclosed in a box around the gripper together with the gripper configuration.
The model generalizes grasps it has observed into a set of prototypical grasps using
a clustering process. The robot grasps objects by matching each prototype shape
through translations and rotations to the object shape and then selecting the best
matching prototype’s gripper configuration for performing the grasp.

We model the shape of object parts using surface densities [55] which correspond
to probability density functions defined over surface points and surface normals.
Surface densities are thus defined over R3 × S2. We formulate these densities using
KDE with an isotropic Gaussian kernel for position and two antipodal von-Mises
Fisher distributions [76] for orientation.

The probabilistic setting allows for a simple solution to the surface similarity
problem. We denote the surface density model of an object O by q and the density
of a prototype as v. We obtain the shape similarity between an object and the ith

prototype in pose x by marginalizing the joint distribution of prototype pose and
object surface points as,

fg(x|i, O) =
∫

p(x|i, w)q(w)dw. (54)

The conditional pose probability p(x|i, w) is simply given by
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p(x|i, w) = v(w − x), (55)

where w − x corresponds to the rigid transformation of w by x.
Intuitively, p(x|i, w) is equal to the surface distribution model of prototype i,

translated and rotated by x. In other words, Eq.54 is the value at the transforma-
tion x of the SE(3) cross-correlation of the surface density of part i and q(w), thus
giving us a measure of the overlap between p(x|w) and q(w).

5.k.3 Performing Grasps

To find the most suitable prototype and task-specific grasp for an object, O, we
simultaneously maximize the product of the task constraints and the gripper con-
straints

arg max
x,i

ft+g(x|i, θ, O), (56)

with

ft+g(x|i, θ, O) =
∫

ft(x|θ, O)p(x|i, w)q(w)dw, (57)

where ft is the task constraints evaluated for the specific transformed pose of
the prototype.

The integral is intractable yet equivalent to the expectation of ft p under q,
Eq[ft p]. Since q is straightforward to sample from we can approximate the integral
for large M ,

ft+g ≃ 1
M

M∑
k=1

ft(xk|θ, O)p(xk|i, w), xk ∼ q. (58)

We sample using Monte Carlo methods in accordance with [55]. [55] does the
convolution and subsequent sampling the other way around but since the convolu-
tion is commutative we switched it for a more intuitive explanation when incorpo-
rating the task constraints. We do the sampling with the addition of a check of the
value of ft for the transformation. Since ft is independent of fg, if a grasp has close
to zero probability for the particular transformation, that is, an unlikely grasp for
the task, we immediately discard the transformation reducing the computational
load substantively.

We find the best match for a task by taking the max of eq.58 for a set of l
transformations and m prototypes.
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Figure 0.43: Objects used in the experiment.

5.l Experiments

Our experiments provide a proof of concept of how a holistic grasping approach
and the implied modularity might work for a set of tasks. We have already shown,
in section 5.e, how task constraints reduce the grasp search space and help find a
task compliant grasp, we, therefore, focus on how the modularization facilitates the
transfer of task and gripper knowledge to novel task-shape combinations.

We summarize the experiments as follows. First, we demonstrate a number of
task-specific grasps on a set of objects such that the robot learns task and gripper
constraints. We then apply the learned constraints to objects where one of the
constraints are unknown. We illustrate the learning flow in fig.0.42.

We decide on three tasks: pouring, storing and shaking; all tasks that are closely
related to the main axis attribute. The objects we use are a box of mashed pota-
toes, cleaning spray, a cuboid-shaped saltshaker and a cylindrical shaped saltshaker
illustrated in fig.0.43.

We demonstrate grasps for all task for all objects. We start by placing the
objects standing up on a flat surface in front of the robot. We record a point cloud
of the scene using a Kinect 3D sensor and subsequently segment out the object. We
find the main axes using PCA on the segmented object. We teleoperate the gripper
to an optimal grasping position for each of the tasks and record the relative grasp
position on the main axis of the object. To learn the gripper prototypes we simply
make use of the prototypes already learned in [52].

5.l.1 Transferring grasps

Having internalized the task and gripper constraints we now want the robot to per-
form a task-specific grasp on an object where it has not priorly observed either task
or gripper configuration. We therefore leave out certain gripper or task constraints
and try to infer them from the already learned grasps as seen in table 0.44 and
fig.0.45.
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Object/Action Store Pour Shake
Potato cuboid Dem. 21% Per. 84%(80%) Per. 44%(51%)
Salt cuboid Dem. 28% Dem. 69% Dem. 45%
Salt cylinder Per. 58%(29%) Per. 50%(66%) Dem. 46%
Cleaning cylinder Per. 31%(20%) Dem. 64% Per. 50%(44%)

Figure 0.44: Matrix of demonstrated and performed relative grasping points on the
main axis for a specific task. Dem. denotes a demonstrated value. Per. specifies
an inferred value. Values in parenthesis are demonstrated grasps that we removed
during training. We show them for comparison to the inferred values.

Figure 0.45: Illustration of the transfer. Green images show observed task-specific
grasps, while red shows inferred task-specific grasps. The columns show the tasks
in the following order: store, pour, and shake.
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To perform the grasp we place an object in front of the robot. It segments out
the object and acquires the point cloud and the main axis feature. It then runs the
task and gripper constraint maximization on the segmented object for the specific
task. Once it finds a good candidate grasp position, it executes the grasp. The
learned and executed grasp’s relative grasp points on the main axis can be found
in fig.0.44.

Analyzing the inferred grasping points in fig.0.44, those marked by “Per.” we see
that the grasps fall close to those learned from the demonstration. It is also easy to
see from fig.0.44 that just by demonstrating three grasps we are able to transfer and
infer 6 more correct task-specific grasps. Thus, we have under simplified conditions,
by thinking holistically and modularizing the grasp planning, managed to achieve
transfers one would assume requires much more complex constraints.

5.m Summary and Conclusion

We presented a holistic approach to the grasping problem, modularizing the grasp
search space into two constrained search spaces formulated around the post-grasp
task and around grasp semantics, the understanding of how the gripper relates to
generalizations of shape. Conditioning the gripper configuration space on the com-
pliance with the post-grasp task we are able to drastically reduce the time needed
to find a stable and task-compliant grasp. We also showed how the modulariza-
tion facilitates the transfer of knowledge from task and shape to novel shape-task
combinations. This allows us to achieve transfers one would assume requires much
more complex model formulations.

In summary, by thinking holistically, modularizing the grasping problem into
separate interconnected aspects we are able to reduce much of the complexity asso-
ciated with the grasping problem. Further on, the modularization allows additional
flexibility in novel situations such as new shape-task combinations. If we contrast
the holistic approach to a one-sided focus on grasp stability we see that it is much
more apt at functioning in an unstructured environment as it leverages more con-
textual and sensorimotor grounded information.
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Figure 0.46: Holistic grasping: the intersection of affordance understanding, the
understanding of one’s embodiment, and the goal of the manipulation.

6 Summary and Conclusion
The central idea of this thesis has been to take a holistic approach to the grasping
problem. A holistic approach to grasping needs to take three necessary but not
sufficient aspects into account.

Firstly, it needs to address the issue of object understanding, that is, what kind
of actions an object affords. A deeper understanding implies learning to abstract
the object into the features that trigger this affordance and grounding them in the
agent’s own sensory input.

Secondly, the robot needs to understand how its own embodiment fits into
the world it is interacting with. Specifically, for a grasping robot, this means
understanding how the configuration of its gripper fits the local shape of the objects
it interacts with.

Thirdly, the robot needs to learn how context and post-grasp task affects the
grasping position so that it can plan accordingly.

Given the above problems, we will now summarize and point out the contribu-
tion of the different chapters. We will then continue with a discussion, outlining
important aspects of future work.

6.a Human Cognition and Grasping

We started the thesis with a philosophical discussion on affordance, invariances,
concepts, and what [96] termed the symbolic grounding problem. We took the
argument further by generalizing the notion of symbolic grounding to mean the
cumulative sensory input, following the embodied cognition hypothesis. This means
that the grounding of a concept, for example, a cat is a cumulative function of all
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sensory input of the concept cat, both proprioceptive and exteroceptive. If this
premise holds true then one part of the grounded sensory input of a concept should
be understandable in another. Hence, we can, for example, understand the visual
sensory input of a cat in the tactile feedback of touching the cat. We ground one
form of sensory input in another. For a grasping robot or for a grasping human, for
that matter, this implies that we can understand shape in terms of the configuration
of the gripper or hand. We called this grasp semantics.

We then went on to give an overview of models of human visual understanding
both psychophysical and neurophysical. We saw how researchers based early models
of visual recognition on ideas of deconstruction of objects into parts, generalizations
into prototypes, and storing of multiple viewpoints. We noted how these models
relied on observations of exactly the skills that we humans use to cognize about the
world. However, as models of human visual understanding, they are perhaps a bit
naive and crude. As they are not grounded in a deeper understanding of the brain
they serve up a slew of shortcomings upon closer inspection [197]. We find similar
shortcomings in robot and computer vision models implemented around these ideas.

Recent models of basic categorization in humans instead takes a computational
approach. They instead view visual understanding as neural transforms that fa-
cilitate mapping of the visual input into easily separable instances [58]. The idea
of transforms being an integral part of visual understanding is especially interest-
ing from a computational perspective. We can interpret, the parameters of the
transforms, the encoding of the strengths and frequency of the neuronal firing, for
a task as a compressed form of memory specific for the task. We touched upon
this in sections 3.a, 4.c where we interpreted the magnitudes of the columns of a
linear transform learned for measuring similarity as the relevance and invariance of
features for a specific category. Recent research in deep learning has tried to find
similar connections e.g. [239].

We then went deeper into how the human brain processes visual input. We
saw how the visual processing pathway separates into the ventral and dorsal. This
separation creates two different representations: one that caters to cognition and
one that caters to action; although there is plenty of evidence of cross-talk between
the two.

Vision is generally considered a cognitive sensory system, however, there are
good arguments for evolution initially developing vision to enhance actions rather
than cognition [86]. For the robotic researcher, this has implications as we usually
borrow visual representations from computer vision that have little or no relation
to action. This is slowly changing as the field progresses. New approaches gather
massive datasets of visual-action representations that they use to train deep learning
networks [2], [142], [179].

After studying the visual processing in the dorsal and ventral pathways we
moved on to human grasping. There we divided grasping into three distinct phases:
planning, execution, and contact. Our objective for this thesis was exploring the
planning and execution phases. We demonstrated that grasping and interaction
with objects is anticipatory and intentional. We reviewed experimental evidence
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that shows that the eyes typically focus its attention on parts of the scene that it
anticipates taking part in the action. The fixations focus on a set of landmarks
that are central to the task. In addition, actionable items activate parts of the pre-
motor cortex. This has led to the formulation of the concept of micro-affordances
which denotes possible grasping actions not necessarily involved in just one type of
affordance.

We continued by exploring what affects grasp planning. We saw that task was a
major part and that there is evidence of task affecting the visual processing in both
the dorsal and ventral pathways. Experiments show that humans contemplate
the post-grasp control for basic actions; initially choosing an awkward grasping
position to maximize the control for performing the task. This anticipatory behavior
happens even when the person grasping the object is not the one performing the
final task. Complex grasps also affect the execution speed where involved post-grasp
actions have longer execution time.

Further on, we saw that humans use material-density-volume priors on objects to
guesstimate the grasp parameters and the applied force before contact. Interestingly
these priors are slow-changing something that the human mind compensate for by
using sensorimotor memory when encountering estimation errors. Shape was also
shown to affect grasp placement, for example, as support against slippage. Finally,
we reviewed studies of human grasps in work environments, showing that object
dimensions were a good feature for predicting grasp type.

We used the above results for formulating features in section 4.a and later in sec-
tions 5.e, 5.j for predicting analyzing demonstrated grasp positions. These features
were also the basis for an investigation into affordance categorization in section 4.c
and grasping in section 5.e.

6.b Learning Similarity

A central part of this thesis is the concept of similarity. We focused on two as-
pects of similarity: distance as a proxy for measuring category instance similarity
and structural similarity in high-dimensional data for dimensionality reduction and
clustering.

Human similarity reasoning for category discrimination, that is, for communi-
cating or reasoning about the discrimination rules and not the actual discrimination
that goes on in our brains, uses abstraction comparisons. More complex subordi-
nate categories are usually categorized using exemplar comparisons as they contain
more unique instances. These aspects of human cognition were our main motiva-
tion for taking a metric based learning approach to the concept of similarity. By
learning to abstract through feature selection and transformation of the input space
we can facilitate a similar form of categorization discrimination and reasoning. We
can further interpret the feature selection as a grounding of the affordance in the
selected features.

There exist some major problems with using distance as a proxy for similarity.
Distance measures are inherently noisy. As the dimensions increase the accumula-
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tion of noise and irrelevant feature dimensions will often lead to relevant features
being drowned out. We, therefore, focused on a set of algorithms that learn the
metric from the data. The typical objective of a metric learning algorithm is to find
a transform of the feature space that puts similar instances close and non-similar in-
stances far away. In addition, to transforming the feature space, the metric learning
algorithm we employed, Large Margin Component Analysis (LMCA) [223], learns
a linear transform that reduces the dimensionality of the data.

We augmented the LMCA loss function with a regularization term that pe-
nalized irrelevant feature dimensions the columns of the transform. We took the
magnitude of each column of the transform as an indicator of the importance of
each feature. Hence, we showed how to learn the invariant features for specific cat-
egories by first pitting one category against all other items not in the category, and
then learning the feature transform with the regularization, and finally analyzing
the magnitudes.

The second aspect of similarity we explored was in section 3.g in the context
of clustering. Our interest lay in discovering similarities across continuous data
such that we could summarize it into distinct clusters in a lower dimensional form.
In addition, we wanted to be able to move in the lower dimensional space, gen-
erating new high-dimensional points. Our main motivation was high-dimensional
representations of gripper configurations that we wanted to generalize into sets of
prototypical configurations as a way to grasp different objects with similar local
shapes. To this end, we used the sparse Gaussian Process Latent Variable Model
(GP-LVM) [138].

The GP-VLM finds a lower dimensional representation, X, of higher-dimensional
data, Y , by assuming that there exist a latent representation, X, that has generated
Y via some function, f . By placing a Gaussian process (GP) prior on f one can op-
timize the posterior and find X and f . The GP-LVM framework is flexible in that
it allows incorporation of prior beliefs about the data into the model, for example,
through the kernel in the GP or by placing a prior on the latent variable X. Here
the kernel and its parameters give a measure of similarity between instances in the
dataset. The latent representation, X, however, does not usually take the form of
distinct clusters as the formulation does not encourage finding such a latent space.

We exploited a formulation around sparse GPs to achieve a latent clustered
representation. Sparse GPs augment the original training dataset with a set of
target-value pairs, called inducing points. The inducing points in some sense repre-
sent a summarization of the original dataset. It is possible to put priors on them as
a part of the model. The intuition behind our prior was that the inducing points
represented the cluster centers and would, therefore, have to independent. The prior
we formulated thus had a high probability for a diagonal kernel matrix for the GP
over the inducing points which for a Gaussian distribution implies independence.

We showed how this approach outperformed other baseline methods when a
good understanding of how to tune the parameters of the model was available.
Our approach built on combining dimensionality reduction and clustering while
building it on a generative regression solution. Due to this, we were able not only
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to summarize similar data in lower dimensional representation but also traverse
the latent space to generate new points in the original higher dimensional space.
We illustrated this connection in section 5.a where it helped us summarize gripper
configurations into prototypical grasps.

6.c Holistic Grasping

6.c.1 Object Understanding

The first part of a holistic grasping approach is learning the robot to understand
what in the sensory input of an object reflects what kind of actions an object affords.
Learning to select relevant features for affordance categorization allows the robot
to ground the affordance in a subset of the features, abstracting the category.

This abstraction lends itself to reasoning about other objects that the robot can
use as a replacement for objects that would be more suitable but that are not present.
Abstractions like these can potentially help the robot cognize about the interaction
with the object in the affordance category. For example, when understanding the
affordance hammering it is beneficial to have a conceptual understanding of the
handle and the hard end of the hammer. Naturally, most of this knowledge will
come from sensorimotor exploration but without the ability to abstract a robot will
lose important flexibility. Finally, learning abstraction enables the robot to form
clusters of similar affordances by comparing the abstractions.

Since humans and robots are different sensorimotor systems it is difficult to
know which features might be relevant for classifying specific affordances for a
robot. We, therefore, used feature fusion, stacking possibly relevant features. We
based the features, explained in section 4.a, on the features we listed in section
2.m as important for human grasping. They were global features describing the
dimension, volume, shape, and material of the object together with local features
describing the local shape and colors of the object.

Our goal was to learn invariant features that we could use to abstract affordance
categories as discussed above. To this end, we used the penalized metric learning
algorithm our reasoning being that objects that afford similar actions should be
close in the feature space. To learn the features we needed to treat the problem as
a binary decision problem pitting all category items against a broad enough variety
of objects not belonging to the category.

We analyzed the learned transform by taking the magnitudes of the column
vectors and interpreting them as feature relevance weights. From the analysis, we
conclude that the features selected as relevant by the algorithm were sensible from
a human perspective. We also analyzed the distance between the transforms as
the KL-divergence between the Gaussian distributions over the column magnitude
vectors of the transforms. We concluded that affordances that were close in space
were also similar from a human perspective. This meant that the algorithm pro-
duced consistent and relevant abstractions that we interpreted as a grounding of
the affordance.
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We tied the local features to a point cloud representation of the object. This
together with the feature selection allowed us to localize relevant parts of the object
for an affordance. We interpreted this as the physical realization of the grounding,
that is, the agent learned which features in its sensory input was important and
was able to tie that to actual parts of the object.

The major problem with our approach was that the features we used were
handmade based on domain knowledge of what information humans use to reason
and interact with objects. The linearity of the transform made the feature selection
possible. It is reasonable to assume that a fully autonomous system would have
to learn the features from the data. This will likely happen through some form of
non-linear deep reinforcement learning that manages to connect the visual input
with the nonlinear output without an explicit ground truth segmentation to train
on. Research has taken steps towards these types of solutions e.g. [133], but it is a
topic of future research as deep learning is still much of black box.

6.c.2 Grasp Semantics

The second part of a holistic grasping approach is learning the robot to understand
the relationship between its embodiment and environment. In our case, this means
hand configuration and shape. We started this idea by arguing for the possibility
of interpreting sensory input in other sensory input in section 2.f. This is similar
to a connectionist viewpoint.

For example, instead of visually understanding shape, we can understand it
through the configuration of the hand used to grasp the shape, the interoceptive
sensory information. In chapter 2 we showed evidence for this viewpoint. It ranged
from motor neurons in Macaque monkeys encoding for specific grasp configurations
to our ability to guess which object belongs to a specific grasp, and to mirror
neurons that form a basis for task imitation.

In section 5.a we continued by showing a clear line in grasping research that
has tried to generalize the space of gripper configurations. Early attempts focused
on creating grasp taxonomies followed by generalizing parts of objects into well-
known shapes with an associated grasp configuration. Research then moved on
to prototypical grasps that summarize gripper configurations that are useful for
sets containing similar shapes. We called this grasp semantics, as the prototypical
grasps symbolize the understanding of shape through embodiment.

We then showed how a robot can learn prototypical grasps from demonstration
using the simultaneous dimensionality and clustering algorithm developed in section
3.g. Our algorithm helped improve the clustering and added additional granularity
and flexibility compared to the previous approach. This added flexibility was due
to modeling the problem as a latent variable problem with a prior preferring a
clustered latent representation.

The strength of the GP-LVM as a dimensionality reduction technique lays in
the assumption that an unknown function acting on some latent data in lower
dimensional space has generated the original data. As such it works well on data
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generated by an underlying continuous process where we can model the connection
between the lower dimensional manifold and the high dimensional representation
with a GP as in the case of robot gripper configurations.

Grasp semantics is obviously not a solution to the grasping problem. It is a
way to think about the interaction with objects and the robot’s sense of its own
embodiment. How to fuse these different sensory inputs into a deeper and richer
understanding of objects and the agent’s relation to them is something that the
robotic community needs to address in a profound way sooner or later.

6.c.3 Task Priors

The last part of the holistic approach to robotic grasping is the agent learning how
the post-grasp task affects the grasp position. As we saw in section 2.n.3 humans
have prior beliefs on how an object will react to the applied force of a grasp. These
take the form of priors on weight and depend on the perceived size and material
of the object. Experimental evidence shows that they are slow-changing and if
feedback from a grasp attempt shows errors in approximating the load forces then
the next grasp attempt seems to incorporate sensorimotor memory to balance the
error in estimation.

Humans also have priors on how shape affects the stability of the grasp as digit
placement might seek the support of, for example, a curved surface. In addition,
humans might also place an initial awkward grasp to maximize control for the
post-grasp task in what has been termed the “end-state comfort” effect. All these
contributions make up what we call task-based priors on grasp positions which we
can combine into a contextual prior.

To the best of our knowledge, only our work [105], [107] and a handful of oth-
ers [54], [171], [213] have approached the grasping problem looking specifically at
the task variable. The task variable is the conceptual understanding of an action
and how that affects the applied grasp parameters. Our approach, as detailed in
section 5.e, revolved around learning task constraints from a human demonstrator
that demonstrated task-specific grasps. The robot learned which local and global
features it needed to search for depending on the task. After the learning phase,
we showed how the robot could synthesize task compliant grasps by conditioning
on the task-information.

Specifically, we employed the same notion of similarity as in learning to detect
affordances, that is, similar items should be close in the feature space and non-
similar items far away. In this context, it meant that grasps made for the same task
should be similar. We applied the same metric learning approach as in section 4.c.
Again this meant that we could learn the invariant features for task-specific grasps.
It also enabled us to analyze the relationship of tasks using the distances between
feature transforms. Finally, the feature transform reduced the dimension of the
feature space enabling the grasp planning algorithm to do search and ranking over
a significantly larger number of synthesized grasps than was previously possible.
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6.c.4 Holistic Grasping

In the final section, we put together all the pieces of the holistic grasping approach,
affordance understanding, grasp semantics, and task-based priors. We showed how
these might work together to achieve more flexible solutions to the grasping problem.
Our approach treated the gripper prototypes learned for grasping certain shapes
and the task-based priors as independent modules that we could optimize simulta-
neously. This allowed the agent to combine a prototype with a task in combinations
that had not been priorly observed in the training phase. It also allowed the agent
to perform grasps on novel objects in a much simpler fashion than had we integrated
the two modules. As such it is a proof of concept of how thinking holistically about
the grasping problem leads to straightforward and flexible solutions.

6.d Conclusion

A reoccurring thought during this thesis has been - what is the longterm goal of
the robotic research community? Clearly, there are many goals but it is possible
to summarize them into two relatively distinct though not mutually exclusive goals.
One is to increase the engineering robotics knowledge and apply it to solving various
important problems faced by society such as elderly care, hazardous jobs, manufac-
turing, surveillance, autonomous driving, etc. The second, loftier goal, is to create
conscious beings that understand themselves, their own embodiment, and other be-
ings. To be clear, I do not mean an attempt to achieve some form of metacognition
but rather an attempt at greater adaptability and versatility for a robot acting in
the unstructured and noisy environment that the world is.

It is clear that the lion share of robotic research lays in the former, the problem
centered approach. However, if robots are to move on from being single-tasking
drones to robots that have a deeper understanding of the environment they are in,
then there has to be a slight change in the direction towards the second goal.

One pertinent question that this second direction needs to answer is: how to
learn a robot to form concepts? Forming a concept means taking weakly labeled
data and grounding it as an aggregation of multimodal sensory input. To use
the concept the robot needs to be able to modulate it depending on context both
interior and exterior to the robot.

In this thesis, we touched on this problem in three major sections of the chapters.
In section 4.c, a robot learned to ground the concept of an affordance in sensory
input. We applied the same reasoning in section 5.e where we learned task-specific
grasp priors that we grounded in sensory input. In these two sections, I showed how
transforms of the sensory data can give a measure of similarity between different
concepts. The novelty laid in interpreting the transforms as keepers of relevant
information of a concept and measuring the distances between them. The final part
where we approached the problem of building concepts was in section 5.a. There
we showed how to interpret one sensory input in another sensory input, that is,
interpreting object shape in gripper configurations. We called this grasp semantics
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and drew parallels to how humans have a deeper understanding of the concept of
shape through embodied knowledge.

Clearly, the approaches and experiments I presented are only a tiny part of
solving the bigger problem of concept learning. The affordance learning in section
4.c is, for example, built around only one type of sensory input. Even though I
showed how to relate affordances by measuring the distances between transforms
it is unclear how this approach will scale. Deep learning methods for sensor fusion
have shown promise [186], but applying an analysis similar to the one presented in
this thesis is not feasible since deep learning networks are nonlinear and learn in a
multi-task fashion.

The toughest part of the concept problem is solving how to fuse all the extero-
ceptive and interoceptive sensory inputs both when grounding and when recalling
a concept [11]. It is inconceivable that we can model the associative nature of
sensor modalities as explicitly as grasp semantics. It is unclear how feed-forward
models can create this deep associative understanding of how concepts relate to
and build on each other. And it is definitely not certain that concepts will appear
spontaneously in connectionist approaches [28].

Nonetheless, it is clear that we need to model concepts in a dynamic and fluid
fashion and perhaps hierarchical in their overarching structure and learn them in
a bottom-up fashion. Further on, we might need to reconsider the idea of cate-
gorization in its current form as an important functionality worth pursuing [151].
Categories in humans are dynamic, ever-changing, and contextual - as we saw in
section 4.c objects may take on many categories depending on the context.

To clarify, identifying an object is not saying the object is of class A or B, it
is saying it is of class A or B given the current context, C. In picking up a cup
and filling it with coffee to give to our colleague we might consider that we would
have to carry the cup to their office. We select a cup given by our knowledge
about our ability to carry the cup without spilling or burning us - the carrying
affordance and the coffee containing ability. If we instead are bringing a set of
cups with a thermos of coffee then the ability to stack and the ability to be able to
carry that stack of cups are more important than the individual carryability. Again
our embodiment and the understanding of it creates an extra piece of knowledge
that permits a more efficient way of navigating the world. Numerating all these
possible contextual combinations is not feasible since they are infinite. However,
by treating all parts of an interaction as pieces that make up the contextual puzzle,
we can perhaps learn a robot through trial and error the complexities of day to day
life. Therefore, measuring progress in classification accuracy might be detrimental
to the actual progress the field would want to achieve.

A second topic that was discussed throughout this thesis was the use of human
introspection for engineering robotic solutions. Early robotics research often incor-
porated knowledge about humans to engineer solutions. This went out of fashion
for the obvious reasons that humans and robots are quite different and bridging
that gap is more costly than rewarding. Nevertheless, much of today’s research
builds upon perceptions of how humans work without the actual understanding of
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how humans actually work. Or as Brooks [28] so eloquently put it a long time ago
when settling the score with the AI traditionalist,

the Merkwelt we humans provide our programs is based on our own
introspection. It is by no means clear that such a Merkwelt is anything
like what we actually use internally–it could just as easily be an output
coding for communication purposes

If our knowledge about the inner workings of humans limits our ability to em-
ulate them for robotics, are there other aspects that can inspire progress? Human
interaction with the world builds on anticipation of how the world will react to
actions [14]. This strategy builds on using information about the full process of the
action, that is, a holistic approach.

This leads to the second shift that needs to take place, especially in grasping, the
shift towards increasingly holistic approaches. Researchers are often solving limited
parts of a larger problem without consideration of the problem as a whole. This
technical myopia is understandable but renders many results unusable in the greater
context. In this thesis, we took such a holistic approach considering affordance
categorization, grasp semantics, and task in the grasping process.

A push for the community to incorporate existing knowledge and understanding
of the human mind and body and its relationship with the environment should,
therefore, focus on holistic views of processes and embodied cognitive strategies for
action [12]–[14].

Finally, vision research needs to shift towards vision for action. As we saw in
chapter 2 there is plenty of arguments for vision beginning as a system for the
distal control of movement [86]. Further on, we should take the fact that humans
have special cortical areas for visual processing for action as evidence for the need
to develop similar processing capabilities in robots instead of relying on visual
processing developed for solving categorization objectives. The features we built
in section 4.a were part of such a process where we focused on shape and context
instead of saliency.

These three shifts are already taking place to some extent, for example, vision
for action have made great progress in the recent years [2], [142]. With further
advances in deep learning and sensor development, and the hopeful addressing of
the above-discussed shifts, there is reason to be optimistic of future work making
serious contributions towards addressing the towering goals of robotics.
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7 Appendix
7.a Adjusted Mutual Information

The adjusted mutual information (AMI) measures the adjusted mutual informa-
tion between two orderings of a dataset adjusting for the chance that a random
partitioning of the data equals the other partitioning.

The mutual information (MI) measures the reduction in entropy in one random
variable, X, given information about another random variable, Y , and is defined
as follows [42],

I(X, Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ) =
∑
x,y

p(x, y) log p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)

. (59)

Here H is the entropy function.
To use the MI for comparing partitionings of the data we can estimate the

probabilities for a point ending up in cluster i for a given partitioning as

P (i) = Ni

N
(60)

Increasing the number of data points will, therefore, give a more reliable estimate
of the true distribution. If we have a training and test dataset evaluating the AMI
on the full dataset compared to just the test dataset will most likely give a better
estimate of the true AMI value as the estimated densities will not get as skewed.

The AMI, for two partionings, U and V , of the data adjusted for chance is given
by:

AMI(U, V ) = I(U, V ) − E{I(U, V )}
max {H(U), H(V )} − E{I(U, V )}

(61)

Further explanation of how AMI adjusts for chance can be found in [230].

7.b F1-Score

The F1-score is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall,

F1 =
(recall−1 + precision−1

2

)−1

= 2 true positives
2 true positives + false negatives + false positives

(62)

7.c Datasets

These are descriptions of the datasets used in ch.3. I collected them from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository [56].
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• Iris is a well-known dataset consisting of 150 4-dimensional instances divided
into 3 classes. Each class is a type of flower with the dimensions describing
attributes of the flowers. Each class is roughly Gaussian distributed.

• Wine is also a well-known data consisting of 178 13-dimensional instances
divided into 3 classes. Each class is a wine type and the dimensions describe
the indicators from a chemical analysis of the wines. The dataset is well
separated and can be considered a fairly easy dataset.

• Vowel The vowel dataset consists of 528 10-dimensional instances divided
into 11 classes. Where each data point is a vowel utterance of one of the
11 subjects involved in the experiments, labels thus refers to the different
subjects.

• Balance is a dataset developed to model psychological experimental results.
The dataset consists of three classes telling if the scale is balanced or tipped
to the right or left. The attributes are left weight, the left distance, the right
weight, and the right distance. One can find the correct class comparing (left-
distance * left-weight) and (right-distance * right-weight). In total there are
625 instances of 4 dimensions and 3 classes. The dataset can prove difficult
for machine learning algorithms as plotting the features against each other
reveals classes existing in certain sub-dimension delineated by a straight line.

• Olivetti Faces is a dataset for facial recognition. It contains 10 grayscale
images each, of 40 subjects, totalling 400 images. Each photo is a frontal
photo of the face with different facial expressions. The images are 64x64 in
size giving a vector dimension of 4096.

• UMist Faces The dataset consists of 575 instances of 112 × 92 gray-scale
images of faces of 20 different persons from different camera views.

• Gesture Dataset The gesture dataset are recordings of vectorial and scalar
velocities and accelerations of the left hand, right hand, left wrist, and right
wrist of different subjects telling a story. The data is labeled according to 5
different phases that gestures can be divided into. I use a part of the dataset,
which is the subject A telling story 1. This dataset consists of 1747 instances
with dimension 18 with removed timestamps and 5 classes.
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Dataset Instances Dimension Classes
Iris 150 4 3
Wine 178 13 3
Vowel 528 10 11
Balance 625 3 4
Olivetti Faces 400 4096 40
UMist Faces 400 10304 20
Gesture Dataset 1747 18 5

Table 0.13: Datasets used in the experiments described according to the number of
instances, dimensionality, and number of classes.
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